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Document Control Desk
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
Subject:

PWR Owners Group
Transmittal of NRC-Approved Topical Report WCAP-14572 Revision 1-NPA. Supplement 2 Revision 1-NP-A "Pressurized Water Reactor Owners
GrouD ADnlication of Risk-Informed Methods to Pinine Inservice Inspection
Topical Report Clarifications". September 2006 (TAC NO. MC3979), PAMSC-0076, Revision 2

Reference: 1. Letter, R. Peralta (NRC) to G. Bischoff (PWROG), "Corrections to the Final
Safety Evaluation for Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) Owners Group
Topical Report WCAP-14572 Revision 1-NP-A, Supplement 2 "Westinghouse
Owners Group Application of Risk-Informed Methods to Piping Inservice
Inspection Topical Report Clarifications", (TAC NO. MC3979), dated June 22,
2006.
The purpose of this letter is to transmit four (4) non-proprietary copies of WCAP-14572
Revision 1-NP-A, Supplement 2 Revision 1-NP-A for NRC files. WCAP-14572 Revision 1NP-A, Supplement 2 Revision 1-NP-A contains the staff's Safety Evaluation and RAI
responses. This transmittal completes action on topical report WCAP-14572 Revision 1-NP-A,

Supplement 2 Revision 1-NP-A; thus, the PWROG requests that TAC No. MC3979 be closed.
If you require further information, please contact Mr. James Molkenthin in the PWR Owners
Group Program Management Office at 860-731-6727.

Sincerely,

Frederick P. "Ted" Schiffley, II, Chairman
PWR Owners Group
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

0

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001

June 22,

2006

RE.IFD

JUN 3Ofi?0
Mr. Gordon Bischoff, Manager
PWR Owners Group Program Management Office
Westinghouse Electric Company
P.O. Box 355
Pittsburgh, PA 15230-0355
SUBJECT:

O() PROECT OFF:

CORRECTIONS TO THE FINAL SAFETY EVALUATION FOR PRESSURIZED
WATER REACTOR (PWR) OWNERS GROUP TOPICAL REPORT
WCAP-14572, REVISION 1-NP-A, SUPPLEMENT 2, 'WESTINGHOUSE
OWNERS GROUP APPLICATION OF RISK-INFORMED METHODS TO
PIPING INSERVICE INSPECTION TOPICAL REPORT CLARIFICATIONS"
(TAC NO. MC3979)

Dear Mr. Bischoff:
By letter dated August 10, 2004, and its supplement dated June 22, 2005, the Westinghouse
Owners Group (WOG), now known as the Pressurized Water Reactor Owners Group (PWR
Owners Group), submitted Topical Report (TR) WCAP-14572, Revision 1-NP-A, Supplement 2,
"Westinghouse Owners Group Application of Risk-Informed Methods to Piping Inservice
Inspection Topical Report Clarifications," (WCAP-14572, Sup. 2) to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) staff for review and approval. By letter dated February 6, 2006, an NRC
draft safety evaluation (SE) regarding our approval of WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, was provided to
the PWR Owners Group for review and comments. The PWR Owners Group commented on
the draft SE in a teleconference between the PWR Owners Group and the NRC staff on
February 23,2006, and submitted the comments by letter dated March 3, 2006. The NRC staff
agreed with the PWR Owners Group comments and modifications as discussed with the PWR
Owners Group and Issued the final SE on May 1, 2006.
Subsequently, the PWR Owners Group informed the NRC staff via an e-mail dated May 24,
2006, that they had incorrectly marked-up the draft SE when they submitted their comments in
the letter dated March 3, 2006. Inthat e-mail, the PWR Owners Group provided the corrected
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G. Bischoff

mark-up of their comments on the draft SE. Accordingly, the final SE has been corrected and
is enclosed with this letter. The NRC staff's disposition of PWR Owners Group's corrected
comments are also discussed in the attachment to the corrected final SE.
If you have any questions, please contact Mr. Girija Shukla at 301-415-8439.
Sincerely,

J3n~eralta, Acting Chief
Special Projects Branch
Division of Policy and Rulemaking
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Project No. 694
Enclosure: Corrected Final Safety Evaluation
cc w/encl:
Mr. James A. Gresham, Manager
Regulatory Compliance and Plant Licensing
Westinghouse Electric Company
P.O. Box 355
Pittsburgh, PA 15230-0355
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-UNITED

STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20555-0001

CORRECTED FINAL SAFETY EVALUATION
BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
TOPICAL REPORT WCAP-14572, REVISION I-NP-A. SUPPLEMENT 2. 'WESTINGHOUSE
OWNERS GROUP APPLICATION OF RISK-INFORMED METHODS TO PIPING INSERVICE
INSPECTION TOPICAL REPORT CLARIFICATIONS"
PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR (PWR) OWNERS GROUP
PROJECT NO. 694
1.0

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

By letter dated August 10, 2004, the Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG) now known as the
Pressurized Water Reactor Owners Group (PWR Owners Group) submitted Topical Report
(TR) WCAP-14572, Revision 1-NP-A, Supplement 2, "Westinghouse Owners Group Application
of Risk-Informed Methods to Piping Inservice Inspection Topical Report Clarifications,"
(WCAP-14572, Sup. 2) to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff for review and
approval (Reference 1). Further clarifying information and revised pages to WCAP-1 4572,
Sup. 2, were provided in a supplemental letter dated June 22, 2005 (Reference 2).
WCAP-1 4572, Sup. 2, was submitted as a supplement to Topical Report WCAP-1 4572,
Revision 1-NP-A, 'Westinghouse Owners Group Application of Risk-Informed Methods to
Piping Inservice Inspection," (Reference 3), which was reviewed and approved by the NRC staff
on December 15, 1998. WCAP-14572, Revision 1-NP-A (original, or approved WCAP-14572)
provides guidance on selecting and categorizing piping components as high safety significant
(HSS) or low safety significant (LSS) groups in order to develop a risk-informed inservice
inspection (RI-ISI) program as an alternative to the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME) Boilerand PressureVessel Code (Code) Section XI, inservice inspection (ISI)
requirements for piping. RI-ISI programs focus inspections of piping at HSS locations and
locations where failure mechanisms (i.e., degradation mechanisms) are likely to be present.
The goal of the RI-ISI program is to provide an ongoing substantive assessment of piping
conditions.
The WOG submitted WCAP-1 4572, Sup. 2, to propose a modified method to calculate the
failure probability of some pipe segments and to further clarify two topics described in the
approved WCAP-14572. WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, addresses the following three topics:
A methodology for evaluating a segment that includes piping with different diameters
(i.e., a multiple pipe diameter (MPD) segment) as an alternative to the previously
* approved methodology presented in the approved WCAP-1 4572.
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-2The expert panel decision process for moving a segment that, based on the quantitative
results, would normally be HSS into the LSS segment category.
The requirements for examination based on the postulated failure modes and
configuration of each piping structural element revised to the requirements presented in
the WOG supplemental letter dated June 22, 2005.
2.0

REGULATORY EVALUATION

Title 10 of the Code of FederalRegulations (10 CFR), Section 50.55a(g) specifies that ISI of
nuclear power plant components shall be performed in accordance with the requirements of the
ASME Code, Section XI, except where specific written relief has been granted by the
Commission pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(i). The regulation 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3) states, in
part, that proposed alternatives to the requirements of paragraph (g) may be used when
authorized by the Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. The applicant shall
demonstrate that: (i) The proposed alternatives would provide an acceptable level of quality and
safety, or (ii) Compliance with the specified requirements of this section would result in hardship
or unusual difficulty without a compensating increase in the level of quality and safety.
In its December 15, 1998, safety evaluation (SE), the NRC staff concluded that the RI-ISI
program described in the original WCAP-14572 provides an acceptable level of quality and
safety pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a for the proposed alternative to the piping ISI requirements
with regard to the number of inspections, locations of inspections, and methods of inspections.
The NRC staff reviewed WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, with respect to the guidance contained in
Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.178, "An Approach for Plant-Specific Risk-Informed Decision Making:
Inservice Inspection of Piping" (Reference 4) and Standard Review Plan (SRP) Chapter 3.9.8,
"Standard Review Plan for the Review of Risk-Informed Inservice Inspection of Piping"
(Reference 5). These documents describe an acceptable methodology, acceptance guidelines,
and a review process for proposed plant-specific, risk-informed changes to ISI of piping
programs. Further guidance is provided in RG 1.174, "An Approach for Using Probabilistic Risk
Assessment in Risk-Informed Decisions on Plant-Specific Changes to the Licensing Basis"
(Reference 6) and in SRP Chapter 19, Rev. 1, "Use of Probabilistic Risk Assessment in
Plant-Specific, Risk-Informed Decisionmaking: General Guidance" (Reference 7), which
contains general guidance for using probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) in risk-informed
decisionmaking. WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, was also evaluated for its contribution to the goal of the
approved WCAP-14572, to provide a substantive ongoing assessment of the piping condition
by focusing inspections of piping at HSS locations and locations where failure mechanisms are
likely to be present.
3.0

TECHNICAL EVALUATION

WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, proposes a new method of evaluating MPD segments as an alternative
to the previously approved methodology presented in the approved WCAP-1 4572. The
approved WCAP-14572, permits MPD segments, but does not provide any guidance specific to
evaluating these types of segments. In the proposed method, a failure probability is estimated
for each part of the segment with a different diameter, and the highest failure probability is used
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to represent the segment. WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, recognizes that use of the new method could

result in fewer inspections compared to using the approved method.
WCAP-1 4572, Sup. 2, also proposes guidelines that the expert panel may use for moving a
segment, that the quantitative results indicate should be in the HSS category, into the LSS
category. The approved WCAP-1 4572 states that piping segments that have been determined
by quantitative methods to be HSS should not be classified as LSS by the expert panel without
sufficient justification that is documented as part of the program. WCAP-14572, Sup. 2,
proposes guidance on what justification and documentation is necessary for the expert panel to
change the classification of piping segments from HSS to LSS.
Additionally, WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, revises Table 4.1-1 in the approved WCAP-14572.
Table 4.1-1 provides the requirements for the examination of piping structural elements
selected for inspection. The purpose for the revision to Table 4.1-1 is to incorporate acquired
knowledge and to reflect changes in the examination methods used in the industry since the
issuance of the approved WCAP-14572.
3.1

Evaluating Multiple Pipe Diameter Segments

The approved WCAP-14572 methodology is based on dividing the piping systems up into
piping segments. Piping segments are primarily defined as lengths of piping where the
consequence of failure is the same for a pressure boundary failure anywhere within the
segment. One of the three other criteria that may be used to define a segment is pipe size, but
the methodology does not prohibit including piping with different diameters within one segment.
WCAP-1 4572, Sup. 2, proposes a specific method to evaluate these MPD segments that differs
from the method approved In the original WCAP-14572, for all pipe segments.
3.1.1

Approved Method

The approved WCAP-14572 describes a method for evaluating piping segments by defining
piping segments, calculating the failure probability of each segment, and selecting which welds
to inspect. The approved methodology assigns all significant degradation mechanisms present
in the segment to a single weld, imposes the most severe operating characteristics and
environment on that weld, and estimates the failure probability of that weld. This estimate is
used to characterize the failure probability of the entire segment. For some configurations of
piping and degradation mechanisms, the estimated failure probability may be excessively
conservative when the worst-case properties are combined at a single weld. Consequently, if
the resulting failure probability is excessively conservative, the segment should be subdivided
until a reasonable failure probability can be obtained. Excessively conservative estimates may
occur in any piping segment, but are expected to occur more frequently in MPD segments
because pipe size is a major factor contributing to the failure probability.
The number and location of inspections in the final RI-ISI program are strongly dependent on
the failure probability estimates. A high failure probability results in the segment being
designated as HSS unless the consequences of the segment rupture are benign compared to
other segments. Segments that are not classified as HSS are classified as LSS and no
inspections are required in LSS segments. Once the population of HSS segments has been
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identified, an element selection process and a change-in-risk evaluation determine which, and
how many, elements to inspect.
The approved WCAP-1 4572 describes a structural element selection process. Each segment
is placed in the Structural Element Selection Matrix. HSS segments with a high failure
importance are placed in Region 1 of the matrix and HSS segments with a low failure
importance are placed in Region 2 of the matrix. Segments placed in Region I are further
divided into Regions 1A and lB. Region 1A contains the welds in an HSS segment that are
affected by an active degradation mechanism. Region 1 B contains the remaining welds in the
HSS segment (i.e., those that are affected by no, or by only postulated, degradation
mechanisms).
All welds in Region 1A are selected for inspection. A minimum of one weld is selected for
inspection in the remaining welds in Region 1 B. A minimum of one weld is also selected for
inspection from each segment placed in Region 2. For the butt welds in Region 1B and
Region 2, a statistical analysis is used to determine if more than one inspection is needed.
Experience from RI-ISI submittals indicates that, almost always, no additional inspections are
required to satisfy the statistical analysis guidelines.
In the final step in the development of an RI-ISI program, the change-in-risk associated with
replacing the existing ASME program with the RI-ISI program is estimated. The change-in-risk
calculation uses the failure probabilities without ISI to represent segments that do not have any
inspections and uses the failure probabilities with ISI to represent segments that have one or
more inspections. In the change-in-risk evaluation, the number of inspections in each segment
does not have an impact on the failure probability used to represent a segment. Segments that
included one or more ASME inspections, but will not include any RI-ISI inspections, will
contribute an increase in risk to the total change. Segments that included ASME inspections
and will include RI-ISI inspections are risk neutral. Segments that did not include ASME
inspection exams, but will include one or more RI-ISI inspections, will contribute a reduction in
risk to the total change. The approved WCAP-14572 guidelines state that if properly
implemented, the RI-ISI program should always result in a risk-neutral to risk-reduction situation
compared to the ASME program. If this guideline is not satisfied, inspections should be added.
3.1.2

Proposed Method

In WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, the WOG proposes an alternate method for estimating the failure
probability of MPD segments and proposes an additional guideline for the element selection
criteria. The change-in-risk calculation and risk-neutral guidelines are not changed.
The proposed method for estimating the failure probability involves temporarily separating a
MPD segment into sub-segments based on the different pipe diameters. All the degradation
mechanisms and operating characteristics in each sub-segment are applied to one weld of that
sub-segment and the failure probability estimated for each sub-segment. The highest failure
probability from all the temporary sub-segments is used as the failure probability for the MPD
segment. Otherwise, the MPD segment is maintained as a single segment during the
remaining evaluations.

Supplement 22 R1-NP-A.doc
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-5In WCAP-1 4572, Sup. 2, the WOG also proposes an additional element selection criterion.
The proposed guidance requires that one or more inspections be conducted that addresses
each postulated degradation mechanism in each HSS segment.
3.1.3

Evaluation

The proposed method will retain some MPD segments that would otherwise require subdivision
using the approved method. Therefore, the proposed methodology results in the same, or
fewer segments than using the approved method. Thus, there could be fewer but larger HSS
segments and fewer but larger LSS segments. The difference in the number of segments is
only important insofar as it affects the number and location of inspections in the final RI-ISI
program. Fewer HSS segments could result in selecting fewer locations for inspection because
the element selection process is not influenced by the size of the segment. Fewer LSS
segments could result in selecting fewer locations because the change-in-risk estimate is based
on the number df segments and not by the number of welds in each segment.
WCAP-1 4572, Sup. 2, describes eight different piping configurations that were evaluated to
investigate the potential differences in the number of RI-ISI program inspections based on the
element selection process that is applied to HSS segments. A piping configuration is
characterized by type of weld (socket or butt welds), distribution of degradation mechanisms
between the different pipe sizes and weld types, and whether the degradation mechanisms are
active or postulated. One configuration was identified that could result in the proposed
methodology requiring fewer inspections than the approved methodology. This configuration is
characterized by the presence of different postulated degradation mechanisms in different pipe
sizes of a segment that has at least some butt welds in more than one pipe size.
The approved methodology would require that all the postulated degradation mechanisms be
combined in the smallest pipe size and this might result in an overly conservative failure
probability requiring that the segment be subdivided. If the results were overly conservative
and the segment must be subdivided, two or more of the new segments would contain
postulated degradation mechanisms. The sub-segment with the highest failure probability (and
therefore the failure probability selected for the entire MPD segment) would become a new HSS
segment because its failure probability and consequence would remain the same. The
classification of the remaining new segments (previously sub-segments) will depend on their
individual failure probabilities and one or more of the new segments could be HSS. Each of
these new HSS segments would require a minimum of one inspection for a total of at least two
inspections as compared to the one inspection required for the entire MPD segment with the
proposed methodology.
The difference in the number of HSS segments between application of the approved versus the
proposed method is highly dependent on the configuration and further generic investigation of
this difference would be inconclusive. In Reference 2, the WOG proposed including an
additional element selection guideline as part of the proposed methodology. This guideline
directs the licensee to conduct one or more examinations that address each postulated
degradation mechanism when an HSS segment is modeled with multiple postulated
degradation mechanisms. The configuration identified in WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, as the most
likely to result in fewer inspections using the proposed method includes, by definition, different
postulated degradation mechanisms. Application of the new guideline will reduce the likelihood
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-6that the proposed method will result in fewer locations being selected in these MPD segments.
The new guideline also improves the element selection process compared to the approved
method by ensuring that, in general, inspections are targeted toward the full population of
degradation mechanisms.
After completing the element selection process on the HSS segments, the approved
WCAP-14572 compares the RI-ISI program and the ASME Section XI program by calculating
the change-in-risk from implementation of the RI-ISI program. The change-in-risk calculations
depend on the number of segments, not the number of inspections. WCAP-14572, Sup. 2,
demonstrates that there may be a smaller estimated increase in risk when the proposed
methodology is used instead of the approved method. The approved WCAP-1 4572 guidelines
suggest inspections be added until at least a risk-neutral change is estimated. A smaller
estimated risk increase would more often meet the change-in-risk guidelines without adding
locations and, therefore, the final RI-ISI program would have the same or fewer inspections
when using the proposed method instead of the approved method.
Table 2.2-4 of Reference 2 describes 11 basic configurations that were evaluated to investigate
the potential differences in the number of RI-ISI inspections based on the change-in-risk
calculation. The configurations are characterized by the presence or absence of ASME
inspections in different sized piping and the presence or absence of RI-ISI inspections in the
same piping after replacing the ASME program with the RI-ISI program. Reference 2 identified
2 of the 11 configurations for which subdividing an MPD segment into 2 or more new segments
would increase the change-in-risk estimate. Both configurations result in additional LSS
segments if the MPD segment needs to be subdivided using the approved method. Increasing
the number of LSS segments will likely increase the estimated change-in-risk because there are
more segments in which inspections could be discontinued and, therefore, contribute to the
estimated increase in risk.
WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, stated that the impact of these two possible configurations is minimal for
three reasons. First, MPD segments usually do not contain ASME Section Xl exams on more
than one size. Therefore, splitting up MPD segments will create few new LSS segments that
contribute to the change-in-risk. Second, LSS segments have a low risk-significance and,
therefore, those few new segments that were inspected under ASME and contribute to the risk
increase will have a minimal impact on the change-in-risk estimate. Third, there is
conservatism built into the change-in-risk calculation. In an MPD segment with an ASME
Section Xl inspection, it is possible that the ASME Section Xl inspection is not at the location
with the highest failure probability although the highest failure probability is used in the
change-in-risk estimate. Thus, the ASME Section Xl inspection may not address the majority of
the risk associated with the segment, whereas the Ri-ISI program focuses inspections on
locations where failure mechanisms are likely to be present. The NRC staff accepts that few of
the new segments would be expected to have had ASME inspections and the risk contribution
from the few segments that had ASME inspections will be minimal. Therefore, the NRC staff
finds that the impact of applying the proposed, instead of the approved, method on the changein-risk will not be significant.

L

As described in the SE approving the original WCAP-14572, the goal of the RI-ISI program is to
maintain an ongoing assessment of the piping condition. A major improvement in the RI-ISI
program compared to the ASME program is that the RI-ISI inspections are targeted toward
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-7elements where the condition of the piping is believed most at risk of degradation (i.e., locations
where degradation mechanisms are, or are potentially, present). The proposed method
includes the new guideline that, in any given HSS segment, one or more inspections are
performed that address each of the different postulated degradation mechanisms.
This guideline further improves the RI-ISI program's coverage of degradation mechanisms and,
thereby, improves the assurance that the piping conditions are appropriately assessed. The
NRC staff believes that this Improved assurance will result in a more comprehensive RI-ISI
program, even though there might be a slight reduction in the number of locations inspected.
3.2

Expert Panel Categorization of Segments as LSS that are Quantitatively HSS

The approved WCAP-14572 permits the expert panel to classify piping segments as LSS that
have been determined by quantitative methods to be HSS, but requires sufficient justification
that is documented as part of the program. WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, provides guidance clarifying
'sufficient justification" for crediting operator actions, which is the most common reason used by
the expert panels to reclassify the safety significance of segments.
The approved WCAP-14572 recommends that pipe segments with risk reduction worth (RRW)
greater than 1.005 should be categorized as HSS while the segments with RRW values
between 1.001 and 1.004 should be identified for additional consideration by the expert panel.
The consequences of some segments' failure can be mitigated by an operator action. Operator
action refers to those actions taken to isolate or mitigate the consequences of piping failure.
Each such segment has two RRW values calculated, one "with operator action" and one
"without operator action." The highest RRW value is nominally assigned to the segment for
classification.
The most common scenario where the expert panel reclassifies an HSS segment as LSS is one
where the expert panel finds that the "without operator action" results represent an overly
conservative or unrealistic scenario. In some cases, the core damage frequency (CDF) and
large early release frequency (LERF) RRW "without operator action" results are greater than
1.005 while the CDF and LERF RRW "with operator action" are less than 1.005 or even less
than 1.001. The approved WCAP-14572 would initially classify the segment as HSS based on
the quantitative results.
WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, provides the following guidance clarifying the conditions that should exist
before an expert panel has an opportunity to judge that the likelihood of the operators failing to
take the appropriate mitigating actions is unrealistic.
0

The operator actions are proceduralized.

0

Indications are available to alert the operators to take the appropriate action.
There Is time available for the operator to diagnose and take the action that results in a
success path (i.e., isolating or mitigating the piping failure) prior to the action becoming
ineffective to mitigate the piping failure consequences.

*

The equipment associated with taking the action must be available.

A -1
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Ifthe expert panel determines that the above conditions exist, and decides it is appropriate to
categorize a segment as LSS that is quantitatively HSS, WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, further states
that the following elements of the justification will be documented:
*

identification of the procedure that the operators are using,

*

identification of the instrumentation that would alert the operators to take the appropriate
actions,

"

the estimated time that the operators have to respond to the event, and

*

if the operator action is modeled in the plant PRA, the results of the importance analysis
for a pipe segment after applying human error probabilities (HEPs) developed for
operator actions in the internal events PRA for actions that can be used as surrogates
for the RI-ISI operator action.

Determining whether the above conditions are satisfied requires the same information as that
required by the ASME Standardfor ProbabilisticRisk Assessment for NuclearPower Plant
Applications,ASME RA-S-2002, to support fully defining an operator response that will be used
in a PRA analysis (Index No. HR-F2). As discussed in RG 1.200, the NRC staff has determined
that PRA analyses that comply with the ASME standard are considered adequate to support
risk-informed regulatory application (with some exceptions though there are no exceptions to
HR-F2). The approved WCAP-14572 guidance for RI-ISI program development permits the
licensee to directly judge whether the likelihood of the operators failing to perform the action is
unrealistic and does not require using a human reliability analysis methodology to estimate a
HEP. The option to use applicable, previously quantified HEPs relies on a more rigorous
analysis and, therefore, is also acceptable. The NRC staff finds that the additional guidance
provided in WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, is acceptable because the clarification is consistent with
acceptable information requirements for evaluating HEPs, and the use of this information to
directly judge whether the likelihood of the operators failing to perform the action is consistent
with RI-ISI program development as applied in the approved WCAP-1 4572.
3.3

Examination Requirements by Degradation Mechanism for Elements Selected for
Inspection for the Risk-Informed Inservice Inspection Program

WCAP-1 4572, Sup. 2, proposes to replace Table 4.1-1 in the approved WCAP-1 4572, with the
revised table included in Section 4 of WCAP-14572, Sup. 2. The purpose of the revision to the
table is to incorporate acquired knowledge and reflect more appropriate inspections for specific
degradation mechanisms. A summary of the changes to Table 4.1-1 is discussed below.
Column Examination Requirements/Fig. No. removes the references to figures in IWC
of the Code. This change maintains a consistent requirement for all risk-informed
inspections regardless of pipe class.
A change to Item No. R1.12 removes the figure references to branch nozzles and to
piping 4-inch nominal pipe size and larger. This change reflects the experience of
observing high cycle fatigue damage in small bore piping (both socket and butt welds).
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Item No. R1.13 modifies the term for the degradation mechanism from "Elements
Subject to Corrosive, Erosive, or Cavitation Wastage" to "Elements Subject to Erosion
Cavitation."
For Item No. R1.15, "Elements Subject to Primary Water Stress Corrosion Cracking
(PWSCC)," WCAP-1 4572, Sup. 2, proposes to change the examination method from a
VT-2 visual examination to a volumetric examination. The corresponding acceptance
standard is also proposed to change to the acceptance standards in IWB-3514.
In Item No. R1.17, "or Pitting" has been added to include that microbiologicallyinfluenced corrosion may form pitting. The pitting locations may become sites for crack
initiation. In addition, the examination requirement column for this item added Figure
Nos. IWB-2500-8(a) and IWB-2500-8(b) to include inspections for small bore piping
applications.
WCAP-1 4572, Sup. 2, proposes to add two new item numbers to the table. The first is
Item No. R1.19, "Elements Subject to External Chloride Stress Corrosion Cracking
(ECSCC)." Item No. R1.19 proposes a surface examination using the acceptance
criteria in IWB-3514. The second new item number is R1i.20, "Elements not Subject to a
Degradation Mechanisms." These elements will receive a volumetric examination using
the acceptance criteria in IWB-3514. These items are not expected to have any
degradation. Therefore, these inspections will account for uncertainty and unknown
conditions in the subject segment.
These changes represent new insights and reflect the inspection method most likely to detect
the expected degradation mechanism. In cases where there is no expected degradation
mechanism, the elements will be inspected using a volumetric examination. Should any
unexpected degradation be occurring in the HSS elements selected for inspection, a volumetric
examination should be capable of detecting any patterns of degradation. Therefore, the NRC
staff finds that the proposed replacement of Table 4.1-1 in the previously approved
WCAP-14572, with Table 4.1.1 in WCAP-14572, Supplement 2, is acceptable.
4.0

CONCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS

The NRC staff concludes that the proposed RI-ISI program as described in the approved
WCAP-1 4572, and WCAP-1 4572, Sup. 2, as clarified and revised by the June 22, 2005,
supplemental letter, will provide an acceptable level of quality and safety with regard to the
number of inspections, locations of inspections, and methods of inspections. WCAP-14572,
Sup. 2, clarifies and describes proposed modifications to the previously approved
WCAP-14572. Based on its evaluation of WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, the NRC staff has reached the
following conclusions:
The NRC staff finds that the methodology proposed in WCAP-1 4572, Sup. 2, to calculate the
failure probability of MPD segments and to select elements for inspection is an acceptable
alternative to the method approved in the original WCAP-14572. The alternative method to
calculate the failure probability may result in slightly fewer inspections than the original method,
but the expanded element selection process will increase the number of inspections targeted
toward all the different postulated degradation mechanisms in segments with relatively high
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-10consequences. WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, applies the new selection criteria to all segments, not
only MPD segments. Increasing the number of inspections targeted toward all the postulated
degradation mechanisms supports the NRC staff's expectations that the RI-ISI program
provides reasonable assurance that the program will provide a substantive ongoing assessment
of the piping condition.
Most of the decisions that the expert panel makes about reclassifying an HSS segment to an
LSS segment are based on the expert panel's conclusion that the likelihood that the operators
fail to perform a task is very low. The NRC staff finds that the guidelines presented in
WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, on the information that an expert panel needs (and must document) to
support the judgement that an HEP is very low are consistent with the acceptable guidelines for
evaluating HEPs and, therefore, are acceptable.
Table 4.1-1 in WCAP-1 4572, Sup. 2, provides the requirements for inspection of HSS piping
structural elements. The table updates the requirements in Table 4.1-1 in WCAP-1 4572, by
incorporating acquired knowledge since the approval of the TR and reflects the examination
method most likely to detect the expected degradation mechanism. The NRC staff finds that
the replacement of Table 4.1-1 in the previously approved WCAP-1 4572, with Table 4.1-1 in
WCAP-1 4572, Sup. 2, is acceptable.
According to the methodology in the approved WCAP-1 4572, licensees will identify those
aspects of plant licensing bases that may be affected by the proposed change, including the
final safety analysis report, technical specifications, and licensing conditions. In addition,
licensees will identify all changes to commitments that may be affected, as well as the particular
piping systems, segments, and welds that are affected by the changes in the augmented
programs. Specific revisions to the inspection scope, schedules, locations, and techniques will
also be identified, as will plant systems that rely on the affected piping.
Licensees who have not implemented the approved methodology described in the original
WCAP-14572, need to submit relief requests to implement the approved methodology
described in WCAP-14572, and as modified by WCAP-14572, Sup. 2. Licensees who have
already implemented RI-ISI programs based on the original WCAP-14572, may not need to
submit relief requests to incorporate the modifications in WCAP-1 4572, Sup. 2, and may make
changes to their ISI programs in accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59, if its
evaluation criteria are met. As applied to methodologies in the FSAR, prior NRC approval is not
required if the change involves the use of a method approved by the NRC for the intended
application. However, deviations from the NRC's approved methodology described in the
original WCAP-14572, or as modified by WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, need to be identified and
submitted to the NRC staff for prior review and approval.
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RESOLUTION OF PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR OWNERS GROUP COMMENTS
ON FINAL SAFETY EVALUATION FOR TOPICAL REPORT WCAP-1 4572,
REVISION 1-NP-A. SUPPLEMENT 2. 'WESTINGHOUSE OWNERS GROUP APPLICATION
OF RISK-INFORMED METHODS TO PIPING INSERVICE INSPECTION
TOPICAL REPORT CLARIFICATIONS"
By letter dated March 3, 2006, the Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) Owners Group
commented on the draft SE. These comments were discussed in a teleconference between the
PWR Owners Group and the NRC staff on February 23, 2006. The NRC staff agreed with the
PWR Owners Group comments and modifications as discussed with the PWR Owners Group
and Issued the final SE on May 1, 2006.
Subsequently, the PWR Owners Group informed the NRC staff via an e-mail dated May 24,
2006, that they incorrectly marked-up the draft SE when they submitted their comments in the
letter dated March 3, 2006. In that e-mail, the PWR Owners Group also provided the corrected
mark-up of their comments on the draft SE. The NRC staff's disposition of PWR Owners
Group's corrected comments is discussed below:
No.
1.

Final SE
Reference
Page No. 7

2.

Page No. 7

2.

Page No. 8

Corrected Mark-up
of Final SE Text
if the oper atr actc,-o
.. ... ... i. the p
PRA-,The equipment
associated with taking
the action must be
available.
large early release
frequency (LERF)
RRW "without
operator action"
results are is-greater

Corrected Final SE
Text
The equipment
associated with taking
the action must be
available.

NRC Staff
Resolution
Adopted

large early release
frequency (LERF)
RRW "without operator
action" results are
greater than

Adopted

if the operator action is
modeled in the plant
PRA, the results of the
importance analysis for
a pipe segment after
applying human error
probabilities (HEPs)
developed for operator
actions in the internal
events PRA for actions
that can be used as
surrogates for the
RI-ISI operator action.

Adopted

than

J_

if the operator action
Is modeled In the
plant PRA, the results
of the importance
analysis for a pipe
segment after
applying human error
probabilities (HEPs)
developed for
operator actions in the
internal events PRA
for actions that can be
used as surrogates for
the RI-ISI operator
action.
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001

May 1,

Mr. Gordon Bischoff, Manager
PWR Owners Group Program Management Office
Westinghouse Electric Company
P.O. Box 355
Pittsburgh, PA 15230-0355
SUBJECT:

Cw::r.0

2006

MAY 0 8 2006
WOG PROJECT OFFICE

FINAL SAFETY EVALUATION FOR PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR (PWR)
OWNERS GROUP TOPICAL REPORT WCAP-14572, REVISION 1-NP-A,
SUPPLEMENT 2, "WESTINGHOUSE OWNERS GROUP APPLICATION OF
RISK-INFORMED METHODS TO PIPING INSERVICE INSPECTION TOPICAL
REPORT CLARIFICATIONS" (TAC NO. MC3979)

Dear Mr. Bischoff:
By letter dated August 10, 2004, and its supplement dated June 22, 2005, the Westinghouse
Owners Group (WOG), now known as the Pressurized Water Reactor Owners Group (PWR
Owners Group), submitted Topical Report (TR) WCAP-1 4572, Revision 1-NP-A, Supplement 2,
"Westinghouse Owners Group Application of Risk-Informed Methods to Piping Inservice
Inspection Topical Report Clarifications," (WCAP-14572, Sup. 2) to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) staff for review and approval. By letter dated February 6, 2006, an NRC
draft safety evaluation (SE) regarding our approval of WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, was provided to
the PWR Owners Group for review and comments. The PWR Owners Group commented on
the draft SE in a teleconference between the PWR Owners Group and the NRC staff on
February 23, 2006, and submitted the comments by letter dated March 3, 2006. The NRC staff
agrees with the PWR Owners Group comments and the modifications as discussed with the
PWR Owners Group in the teleconference have been made to the enclosed final SE. The NRC
staff's disposition of PWR Owners Group's comments are also discussed in the attachment to
the final SE enclosed with this letter.
The NRC staff has found that WCAP-1 4572, Sup. 2, is acceptable for referencing in licensing
applications to the extent specified and under the limitations delineated in the TR and In the

enclosed final SE. The final SE defines the basis for our acceptance of the TR.
Our acceptance applies only to material provided in the subject TR. We do not intend to repeat
our review of the acceptable material described in the TR. When the TR appears as a
reference in license applications, our review will ensure that the material presented applies to
the specific plant Involved. License amendment requests that deviate from this TR will be
subject to a plant-specific review in accordance with applicable review standards.
In accordance with the guidance provided on the NRC website, we request that the PWR
Owners Group publish accepted proprietary and non-proprietary versions of this TR within three
months of receipt of this letter. The accepted versions shall incorporate this letter and the
enclosed final SE after the title page. Also, they must contain historical review information,
including NRC requests for additional information and your responses. The accepted versions
shall include an "-A" (designating accepted) following the TR identification symbol.

-NP-A .doc
RiI-NP-A.doc
Supplement 22 R
-NP-A, Supplement
WCAP-l
4572R I-NP-A,
WCAP- I4572R1

September 2006
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G. Bischoff
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If future changes to the NRC's regulatory requirements affect the acceptability of this TR, the
PWR Owners Group and/or licensees referencing it will be expected to revise the TR
appropriately, or justify its continued applicability for subsequent referencing.
Sincerely,

Ho K. Nieh, Deputy Director
Division of Policy and Rulemaking
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Project No. 694
Enclosure: Final Safety Evaluation
cc w/encl:
Mr. James A. Gresham, Manager
Regulatory Compliance and Plant Licensing
Westinghouse Electric Company
P.O. Box 355
Pittsburgh, PA 15230-0355
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001

FINAL SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
TOPICAL REPORT WCAP-14572. REVISION 1-NP-A. SUPPLEMENT 2. "WESTINGHOUSE
OWNERS GROUP APPLICATION OF RISK-INFORMED METHODS TO PIPING INSERVICE
INSPECTION TOPICAL REPORT CLARIFICATIONS"
PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR (PWR) OWNERS GROUP
PROJECT NO. 694

1.0

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

By letter dated August 10, 2004, the Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG) now know as the
Pressurized Water Reactor Owners Group (PWR Owners Group) submitted Topical Report
(TR) WCAP-14572, Revision 1-NP-A, Supplement 2, "Westinghouse Owners Group Application
of Risk-Informed Methods to Piping Inservice Inspection Topical Report Clarifications," (WCAP14572, Sup. 2) to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff for review and approval
(Reference 1). Further clarifying information and revised pages to WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, were
provided in a supplemental dated June 22, 2005 (Reference 2).
WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, was submitted as a supplement to Topical Report WCAP-14572,
Revision 1-NP-A, "Westinghouse Owners Group Application of Risk-Informed Methods to
Piping Inservice Inspection," (Reference 3), which was reviewed and approved by the NRC staff
on December 15, 1998. WCAP-14572, Revision 1-NP-A (original, or approved WCAP-14572)
provides guidance on selecting and categorizing piping components as high safety significant
(HSS) or low safety significant (LSS) groups in order to develop a risk-informed inservice
inspection (RI-ISI) program as an alternative to the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME) Boiler and PressureVessel Code (Code) Section XI, inservice inspection (ISI)
requirements for piping. RI-ISI programs focus inspections of piping at HSS locations and
locations where failure mechanisms (i.e., degradation mechanisms) are likely to be present.
The goal of the RI-ISI program is to provide an ongoing substantive assessment of piping
conditions.
The WOG submitted WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, to propose a modified method to calculate the
failure probability of some pipe segments and to further clarify two topics described in the
approved WCAP-14572. WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, addresses the following three topics:
A methodology for evaluating a segment that Includes piping with different diameters
(i.e., a multiple pipe diameter (MPD) segment) as an alternative to the previously
approved methodology presented in the approved WCAP-14572.
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The expert panel decision process for moving a segment that, based on the quantitative
results, would normally be HSS into the LSS segment category.
The requirements for examination based on the postulated failure modes and
configuration of each piping structural element revised to the requirements presented in
the WOG supplemental letter dated June 22, 2005.
2.0

REGULATORY EVALUATION

Title 10 of the Code of FederalRegulations(10 CFR), Section 50.55a(g) specifies that IS[ of
nuclear power plant components shall be performed in accordance with the requirements of the
ASME Code, Section XI, except where specific written relief has been granted by the
Commission pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(i). The regulation 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3) states, in
part, that proposed alternatives to the requirements of paragraph (g) may be used when
authorized by the Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. The applicant shall
demonstrate that: (i) The proposed alternatives would provide an acceptable level of quality and
safety, or (ii) Compliance with the specified requirements of this section would result in hardship
or unusual difficulty without a compensating increase in the level of quality and safety.
In its December 15, 1998, safety evaluation (SE), the NRC staff concluded that the RI-ISI
program described in the original WCAP-1 4572 provides an acceptable level of quality and
safety pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a for the proposed alternative to the piping ISI requirements
with regard to the number of inspections, locations of inspections, and methods of inspections.
The NRC staff reviewed WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, with respect to the guidance contained in
Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.178, "An Approach for Plant-Specific Risk-Informed Decision Making:
Inservice Inspection of Piping" (Reference 4) and Standard Review Plan (SRP) Chapter 3.9.8,
"Standard Review Plan for the Review of Risk-Informed Inservice Inspection of Piping"
(Reference 5). These documents describe an acceptable methodology, acceptance guidelines,
and a review process for proposed plant-specific, risk-informed changes to ISI of piping
programs. Further guidance is provided in RG 1.174, "An Approach for Using Probabilistic Risk
Assessment in Risk-Informed Decisions on Plant-Specific Changes to the Licensing Basis"
(Reference 6) and in SRP Chapter 19, Rev. 1, "Use of Probabilistic Risk Assessment in PlantSpecific, Risk-Informed Decisionmaking: General Guidance" (Reference 7), which contains
general guidance for using probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) in risk-informed
decisionmaking. WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, was also evaluated for its contribution to the goal of the
approved WCAP-1 4572, to provide a substantive ongoing assessment of the piping condition
by focusing inspections of piping at HSS locations and locations where failure mechanisms are
likely to be present.
3.0

TECHNICAL EVALUATION

WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, proposes a new method of evaluating MPD segments as an alternative
to the previously approved methodology presented in the approved WCAP-1 4572. The
approved WCAP-14572, permits MPD segments, but does not provide any guidance specific to
evaluating these types of segments. In the proposed method, a failure probability is estimated
for each part of the segment with a different diameter, and the highest failure probability is used
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-3to represent the segment. WCAP-1 4572, Sup. 2, recognizes that use of the new method could
result in fewer inspections compared to using the approved method.
WCAP-1 4572, Sup. 2, also proposes guidelines that the expert panel may use for moving a
segment, that the quantitative results indicate should be in the HSS category, into the LSS
category. The approved WCAP-14572 states that piping segments that have been determined
by quantitative methods to be HSS should not be classified as LSS by the expert panel without
sufficient justification that is documented as part of the program. WCAP-14572, Sup. 2,
proposes guidance on what justification and documentation is necessary for the expert panel to
change the classification of piping segments from HSS to LSS.
Additionally, WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, revises Table 4.1-1 inthe approved WCAP-14572.
Table 4.1-1 provides the requirements for the examination of piping structural elements
selected for inspection. The purpose for the revision to Table 4.1-1 is to incorporate acquired
knowledge and to reflect changes in the examination methods used in the industry since the
issuance of the approved WCAP-1 4572.
3.1

Evaluating Multiple Pipe Diameter Segments

The approved WCAP-14572 methodology is based on dividing the piping systems up into
piping segments. Piping segments are primarily defined as lengths of piping where the
consequence of failure is the same for a pressure boundary failure anywhere within the
segment. One of the three other criteria that may be used to define a segment is pipe size, but
the methodology does not prohibit including piping with different diameters within one segment.
WCAP-1 4572, Sup. 2, proposes a specific method to evaluate these MPD segments that differs
from the method approved in the original WCAP-1 4572, for all pipe segments.
3.1.1

Approved Method

The approved WCAP-1 4572 describes a method for evaluating piping segments by defining
piping segments, calculating the failure probability of each segment, and selecting which welds
to inspect. The approved methodology assigns all significant degradation mechanisms present
in the segment to a single weld, imposes the most severe operating characteristics and
environment on that weld, and estimates the failure probability of that weld. This estimate is
used to characterize the failure probability of the entire segment. For some configurations of
piping and degradation mechanisms, the estimated failure probability may be excessively
conservative when the worst-case properties are combined at a single weld. Consequently, if
the resulting failure probability is excessively conservative, the segment should be subdivided
until a reasonable failure probability can be obtained. Excessively conservative estimates may
occur in any piping segment, but are expected to occur more frequently in MPD segments
because pipe size is a major factor contributing to the failure probability.
The number and location of inspections in the final RI-ISI program are strongly dependent on
the failure probability estimates. A high failure probability results in the segment being
designated as HSS unless the consequences of the segment rupture are benign compared to
other segments. Segments that are not classified as HSS are classified as LSS and no
inspections are required in LSS segments. Once the population of HSS segments has been
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identified, an element selection process and a change-in-risk evaluation determine which, and
how many, elements to inspect.
The approved WCAP-14572 describes a structural element selection process. Each segment
is placed in the Structural Element Selection Matrix. HSS segments with a high failure
importance are placed in Region 1 of the matrix and HSS segments with a low failure
importance are placed in Region 2 of the matrix. Segments placed in Region 1 are further
divided into Regions 1A and 1B. Region 1A contains the welds in an HSS segment that are
affected by an active degradation mechanism. Region 1 B contains the remaining welds in the
HSS segment (i.e., those that are affected by no, or by only postulated, degradation
mechanisms).
All welds in Region 1A are selected for inspection. A minimum of one weld is selected for
inspection in the remaining welds in Region 1B. A minimum of one weld is also selected for
inspection from each segment placed in Region 2. For the butt welds in Region 1B and
Region 2, a statistical analysis is used to determine if more than one inspection is needed.
Experience from RI-ISI submittals indicates that, almost always, no additional inspections are
required to satisfy the statistical analysis guidelines.
In the final step In the development of an RI-ISI program, the change-in-risk associated with
replacing the existing ASME program with the RI-ISI program is estimated. The change-in-risk
calculation uses the failure probabilities without ISI to represent segments that do not have any
inspections and uses the failure probabilities with ISI to represent segments that have one or
more inspections. In the change-in-risk evaluation, the number of inspections in each segment
does not have an impact on the failure probability used to represent a segment. Segments that
included one or more ASME inspections, but will not include any RI-ISI inspections, will
contribute an increase in risk to the total change. Segments that included ASME inspections
and will include RI-ISI inspections are risk neutral. Segments that did not include ASME
inspection exams, but will include one or more RI-ISI inspections, will contribute a reduction in
risk to the total change. The approved WCAP-14572 guidelines state that if properly
implemented, the RI-ISI program should always result in a risk-neutral to risk-reduction situation
compared to the ASME program. If this guideline is not satisfied, inspections should be added.
3.1.2

Proposed Method

In WCAP-1 4572, Sup. 2, the WOG proposes an alternate method for estimating the failure
probability of MPD segments and proposes an additional guideline for the element selection
criteria. The change-in-risk calculation and risk-neutral guidelines are not changed.
The proposed method for estimating the failure probability involves temporarily separating a
MPD segment into sub-segments based on the different pipe diameters. All the degradation
mechanisms and operating characteristics in each sub-segment are applied to one weld of that
sub-segment and the failure probability estimated for each sub-segment. The highest failure
probability from all the temporary sub-segments is used as the failure probability for the MPD
segment. Otherwise, the MPD segment is maintained as a single segment during the
remaining evaluations.
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In WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, the WOG also proposes an additional element selection criterion.
The proposed guidance requires that one or more inspections be conducted that addresses
each postulated degradation mechanism in each HSS segment.
3.1.3

Evaluation

The proposed method will retain some MPD segments that would otherwise require subdivision
using the approved method. Therefore, the proposed methodology results in the same, or
fewer segments than using the approved method. Thus, there could be fewer but larger HSS
segments and fewer but larger LSS segments. The difference in the number of segments is
only important insofar as it affects the number and location of inspections in the final RI-ISI
program. Fewer HSS segments could result in selecting fewer locations for inspection because
the element selection process is not influenced by the size of the segment. Fewer LSS
segments could result in selecting fewer locations because the change-in-risk estimate is based
on the number of segments and not by the number of welds in each segment.
WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, describes eight different piping configurations that were evaluated to
investigate the potential differences in the number of RI-ISI program inspections based on the
element selection process that is applied to HSS segments. A piping configuration is
characterized by type of weld (socket or butt welds), distribution of degradation mechanisms
between the different pipe sizes and weld types, and whether the degradation mechanisms are
active or postulated. One configuration was identified that could result in the proposed
methodology requiring fewer inspections than the approved methodology. This configuration is
characterized by the presence of different postulated degradation mechanisms in different pipe
sizes of a segment that has at least some butt welds in more than one pipe size.
The approved methodology would require that all the postulated degradation mechanisms be
combined in the smallest pipe size and this might result in an overly conservative failure
probability requiring that the segment be subdivided. If the results were overly conservative
and the segment must be subdivided, two or more of the new segments would contain
postulated degradation mechanisms. The sub-segment with the highest failure probability (and
therefore the failure probability selected for the entire MPD segment) would become a new HSS
segment because its failure probability and consequence would remain the same. The
classification of the remaining new segments (previously sub-segments) will depend on their
individual failure probabilities and one or more of the new segments could be HSS. Each of
these new HSS segments would require a minimum of one inspection for a total of at least two
inspections as compared to the one inspection required for the entire MPD segment with the
proposed methodology.
The difference in the number of HSS segments between application of the approved versus the
proposed method is highly dependent on the configuration and further generic investigation of
this difference would be inconclusive. In Reference 2, the WOG proposed including an
additional element selection guideline as part of the proposed methodology. This guideline
directs the licensee to conduct one or more examinations that address each postulated
degradation mechanism when an HSS segment is modeled with multiple postulated
degradation mechanisms. The configuration identified in WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, as the most
likely to result in fewer inspections using the proposed method includes, by definition, different
postulated degradation mechanisms. Application of the new guideline will reduce the likelihood
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-6that the proposed method will result in fewer locations being selected in these MPD segments.
The new guideline also improves the element selection process compared to the approved
method by ensuring that, in general, inspections are targeted toward the full population of
degradation mechanisms.
After completing the element selection process on the HSS segments, the approved
WCAP-14572 compares the RI-ISI program and the ASME Section Xl program by calculating
the change-in-risk from implementation of the RI-ISI program. The change-in-risk calculations
depend on the number of segments, not the number of inspections. WCAP-14572, Sup. 2,
demonstrates that there may be a smaller estimated increase in risk when the proposed
methodology is used instead of the approved method. The approved WCAP-1 4572 guidelines
suggest inspections be added until at least a risk-neutral change is estimated. A smaller
estimated risk increase would more often meet the change-in-risk guidelines without adding
locations and, therefore, the final RI-ISI program would have the same or fewer inspections
when using the proposed method instead of the approved method.
Table 2.2-4 of Reference 2 describes 11 basic configurations that were evaluated to investigate
the potential differences in the number of RI-ISI inspections based on the change-in-risk
calculation. The configurations are characterized by the presence or absence of ASME
inspections in different sized piping and the presence or absence of RI-ISI inspections in the
same piping after replacing the ASME program with the RI-ISI program. Reference 2 identified
2 of the 11 configurations for which subdividing an MPD segment into 2 or more new segments
would increase the change-in-risk estimate. Both configurations result in additional LSS
segments if the MPD segment needs to be subdivided using the approved method. Increasing
the number of LSS segments will likely increase the estimated change-in-risk because there are
more segments in which inspections could be discontinued and, therefore, contribute to the
estimated increase in risk.
WCAP-1 4572, Sup. 2, stated that the impact of these two possible configurations is minimal for
three reasons. First, MPD segments usually do not contain ASME Section XI exams on more
than one size. Therefore, splitting up MPD segments will create few new LSS segments that
contribute to the change-in-risk. Second, LSS segments have a low risk-significance and,
therefore, those few new segments that were inspected under ASME and contribute to the risk
increase will have a minimal impact on the change-in-risk estimate. Third, there is
conservatism built into the change-in-risk calculation. In an MPD segment with an ASME
Section XI inspection, it is possible that the ASME Section XI inspection is not at the location
with the highest failure probability although the highest failure probability is used in the
change-in-risk estimate. Thus, the ASME Section Xl inspection may not address the majority of
the risk associated with the segment, whereas the RI-ISI program focuses inspections on
locations where failure mechanisms are likely to be present. The NRC staff accepts that few of
the new segments would be expected to have had ASME inspections and the risk contribution
from the few segments that had ASME inspections will be minimal. Therefore, the NRC staff
finds that the impact of applying the proposed, instead of the approved, method on the changein-risk will not be significant.
As described in the SE approving the original WCAP-14572, the goal of the RI-ISI program is to
maintain an ongoing assessment of the piping condition. A major improvement in the RI-ISI
program compared to the ASME program is that the RI-ISI inspections are targeted toward
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-7elements where the condition of the piping is believed most at risk of degradation (i.e., locations
where degradation mechanisms are, or are potentially, present). The proposed method
includes the new guideline that, in any given HSS segment, one or more inspections are
performed that address each of the different postulated degradation mechanisms.
This guideline further improves the Ri-ISI program's coverage of degradation mechanisms and,
thereby, improves the assurance that the piping conditions are appropriately assessed. The
NRC staff believes that this improved assurance will result in a more comprehensive RI-ISI
program, even though there might be a slight reduction in the number of locations inspected.
3.2

Expert Panel Categorization of Segments as LSS that are Quantitatively HSS

The approved WCAP-1 4572 permits the expert panel to classify piping segments as LSS that
have been determined by quantitative methods to be HSS, but requires sufficient justification
that is documented as part of the program. WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, provides guidance clarifying
"sufficient justification" for crediting operator actions, which is the most common reason used by
the expert panels to reclassify the safety significance of segments.
The approved WCAP-14572 recommends that pipe segments with risk reduction worth (RRW)
greater than 1.005 should be categorized as HSS while the segments with RRW values
between 1.001 and 1.004 should be identified for additional consideration by the expert panel.
The consequences of some segments' failure can be mitigated by an operator action. Operator
action refers to those actions taken to isolate or mitigate the consequences of piping failure.
Each such segment has two RRW values calculated, one "with operator action" and one
"without operator action." The highest RRW value is nominally assigned to the segment for
classification.
The most common scenario where the expert panel reclassifies an HSS segment as LSS is one
where the expert panel finds that the "without operator action" results represent an overly
conservative or unrealistic scenario. In some cases, the core damage frequency (CDF) and
large early release frequency (LERF) RRW "without operator action" results is greater than
1.005 while the CDF and LERF RRW "with operator action" are less than 1.005 or even less
than 1.001. The approved WCAP-1 4572 would initially classify the segment as HSS based on
the quantitative results.
WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, provides the following guidance clarifying the conditions that should exist
before an expert panel has an opportunity to judge that the likelihood of the operators failing to
take the appropriate mitigating actions is unrealistic.
•

The operator actions are proceduralized.

a

Indications are available to alert the operators to take the appropriate action.

W

There is time available for the operator to diagnose and take the action that results in a
success path (i.e., isolating or mitigating the piping failure) prior to the action becoming
ineffective to mitigate the piping failure consequences.

0

If the operator action is modeled in the plant PRA, the equipment associated with taking
the action must be available.
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,

If the expert panel determines that the above conditions exist, and decides it is appropriate to
categorize a segment as LSS that is quantitatively HSS, WCAP-1 4572, Sup. 2, further states
that the following elements of the justification will be documented:
*

identification of the procedure that the operators are using,
identification of the instrumentation that would alert the operators to take the appropriate
actions,

°

L

the estimated time that the operators have to respond to the event, and
the results of the importance analysis for a pipe segment after applying human error
probabilities (HEPs) developed for operator actions in the internal events PRA for
actions that can be used as surrogates for the RI-ISI operator action.

Determining whether the above conditions are satisfied requires the same information as that
required by the ASME Standardfor ProbabilisticRisk Assessment for Nuclear Power Plant
Applications,ASME RA-S-2002, to support fully defining an operator response that will be used
in a PRA analysis (Index No. HR-F2). As discussed in RG 1.200, the NRC staff has determined
that PRA analyses that comply with the ASME standard are considered adequate to support
risk-informed regulatory application (with some exceptions though there are no exceptions to
HR-F2). The approved WCAP-14572 guidance for RI-ISI program development permits the
licensee to directly judge whether the likelihood of the operators failing to perform the action is
unrealistic and does not require using a human reliability analysis methodology to estimate a
HEP. The option to use applicable, previously quantified HEPs relies on a more rigorous
analysis and, therefore, is also acceptable. The NRC staff finds that the additional guidance
provided in WCAP-1 4572, Sup. 2, is acceptable because the clarification is consistent with
acceptable information requirements for evaluating HEPs, and the use of this information to
directly judge whether the likelihood of the operators failing to perform the action is consistent
with RI-ISI program development as applied in the approved WCAP-14572.
3.3

L
(

Examination Requirements by Degradation Mechanism for Elements Selected for
Inspection for the Risk-Informed Inservice Inspection Program

WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, proposes to replace Table 4.1-1 in the approved WCAP-14572, with the
revised table included in Section 4 of WCAP-1 4572, Sup. 2. The purpose of the revision to the
table is to incorporate acquired knowledge and reflect more appropriate inspections for specific
degradation mechanisms. A summary of the changes to Table 4.1-1 is discussed below.
Column Examination Requirements/Fig. No. removes the references to figures in IWC
of the Code. This change maintains a consistent requirement for all risk-informed
inspections regardless of pipe class.
A change to Item No. R1.12 removes the figure references to branch nozzles and to
piping 4-inch nominal pipe size and larger. This change reflects the experience of
observing high cycle fatigue damage in small bore piping (both socket and butt welds).
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-9Item No. R1.13 modifies the term for the degradation mechanism from "Elements
Subject to Corrosive, Erosive, or Cavitation Wastage* to "Elements Subject to Erosion
Cavitation."
For Item No. R1.15, 'Elements Subject to Primary Water Stress Corrosion Cracking
(PWSCC)," WCAP-1 4572, Sup. 2, proposes to change the examination method from a

VT-2 visual examination to a volumetric examination. The corresponding acceptance
standard is also proposed to change to the acceptance standards in IWB-3514.
In Item No. R1.17, "or Pitting' has been added to include that microbiologicallyinfluenced corrosion may form pitting. The pitting locations may become sites for crack
initiation. In addition, the examination requirement column for this item added Figure
Nos. IWB-2500-8(a) and IWB-2500-8(b) to include inspections for small bore piping
applications.
WCAP-1 4572, Sup. 2, proposes to add two new item numbers to the table. The first is
Item No. R1.19, 'Elements Subject to External Chloride Stress Corrosion Cracking
(ECSCC).' Item No. R1.19 proposes a surface examination using the acceptance
criteria in IWB-3514. The second new item number is R1.20, 'Elements not Subject to a
Degradation Mechanisms.' These elements will receive a volumetric examination using
the acceptance criteria in IWB-3514. These items are not expected to have any
degradation. Therefore, these inspections will account for uncertainty and unknown
conditions in the subject segment.
These changes represent new insights and reflect the inspection method most likely to detect
the expected degradation mechanism. In cases where there is no expected degradation
mechanism, the elements will be inspected using a volumetric examination. Should any
unexpected degradation be occurring in the HSS elements selected for inspection, a volumetric
examination should be capable of detecting any patterns of degradation. Therefore, the NRC
staff finds that the proposed replacement of Table 4.1-1 in the previously approved
WCAP-1 4572, with Table 4.1.1 in WCAP-1 4572, Supplement 2, is acceptable.
4.0

CONCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS

The NRC staff concludes that the proposed RI-ISI program as described in the approved
WCAP-14572, and WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, as clarified and revised by the June 22, 2005,
supplemental letter, will provide an acceptable level of quality and safety with regard to the
number of inspections, locations of inspections, and methods of inspections. WCAP-14572,
Sup. 2, clarifies and describes proposed modifications to the previously approved
WCAP-14572. Based on its evaluation of WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, the NRC staff has reached the
following conclusions:
The NRC staff finds that the methodology proposed in WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, to calculate the
failure probability of MPD segments and to select elements for inspection is an acceptable
alternative to the method approved in the original WCAP-14572. The alternative method to
calculate the failure probability may result in slightly fewer inspections than the original method,
but the expanded element selection process will increase the number of inspections targeted
toward all the different postulated degradation mechanisms in segments with relatively high
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-10consequences. WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, applies the new selection criteria to all segments, not
only MPD segments. Increasing the number of inspections targeted toward all the postulated
degradation mechanisms supports the NRC staff's expectations that the RI-ISI program
provides reasonable assurance that the program will provide a substantive ongoing assessment
of the piping condition.
Most of the decisions that the expert panel makes about reclassifying an HSS segment to an
LSS segment are based on the expert panel's conclusion that the likelihood that the operators
fail to perform a task is very low. The NRC staff finds that the guidelines presented in
WCAP-1 4572, Sup. 2, on the information that an expert panel needs (and must document) to
support the judgement that an HEP is very low are consistent with the acceptable guidelines for
evaluating HEPs and, therefore, are acceptable.
Table 4.1-1 in WCAP-1 4572, Sup. 2, provides the requirements for inspection of HSS piping
structural elements. The table updates the requirements in Table 4.1-1 in WCAP-1 4572, by
incorporating acquired knowledge since the approval of the TR and reflects the examination
method most likely to detect the expected degradation mechanism. The NRC staff finds that
the replacement of Table 4.1-1 in the previously approved WCAP-14572, with Table 4.1-1 in
WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, is acceptable.
According to the methodology in the approved WCAP-14572, licensees will identify those
aspects of plant licensing bases that may be affected by the proposed change, including the
final safety analysis report, technical specifications, and licensing conditions. In addition,
licensees will identify all changes to commitments that may be affected, as well as the particular
piping systems, segments, and welds that are affected by the changes in the augmented
programs. Specific revisions to the inspection scope, schedules, locations, and techniques will
also be identified, as will plant systems that rely on the affected piping.
Licensees who have not implemented the approved methodology described in the original
WCAP-1 4572, need to submit relief requests to implement the approved methodology
described in WCAP-14572, and as modified by WCAP-14572, Sup. 2. Licensees who have
already implemented RI-ISI programs based on the original WCAP-1 4572, may not need to
submit relief requests to incorporate the modifications in WCAP-1 4572, Sup. 2, and may make
changes to their ISI programs in accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59, if its
evaluation criteria are met. As applied to methodologies in the FSAR, prior NRC approval is not
required if the change involves the use of a method approved by the NRC for the intended
application. However, deviations from the NRC's approved methodology described in the
original WCAP-14572, or as modified by WCAP-14572, Sup. 2, need to be identified and
submitted to the NRC staff for prior review and approval.
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RESOLUTION OF PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR OWNERS GROUP COMMENTS
ON DRAFT SAFETY EVALUATION FOR TOPICAL REPORT WCAP-14572.
REVISION 1-NP-A, SUPPLEMENT 2, "WESTINGHOUSE OWNERS GROUP APPLICATION
OF RISK-INFORMED METHODS TO PIPING INSERVICE INSPECTION
TOPICAL REPORT CLARIFICATIONS"

By letter dated March 3, 2006, the Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) Owners Group
commented on the draft SE. These comments were discussed in a teleconference between the
PWR Owners Group and the NRC staff on February 23, 2006. The NRC staff agrees with the
PWR Owners Group's specific technical comments and the modifications as discussed with the
PWR Owners Group in the teleconference have been made to the final SE, as described below.
Editorial comments suggested by the PWR Owners Group have also been adopted in the final
SE, but not discussed below.
No.
1.

Draft SE
Reference
Page No. 6,
Line No. 42-44

PWR Owners Group Comments
It is stated, "The proposed method includes
the new guideline that, in any given HSS
(page 6, lines 42-44) segment, at least one
inspection is performed for each of the
different degradation mechanisms." As noted
in Section 3.1.2, third paragraph (page 4,
lines 40-41), the proposed guidance requires
that one or more examinations be conducted
that addresses each postulated degradation
mechanism in each HSS segment. While
these statements are very similar, our
concern is that, in the future, the statement in
Section 3.1.3 could be misinterpreted to
mean that a separate examination must be
conducted for each postulated degradation
mechanism in a HSS segment instead of
stating that each postulated degradation
mechanism must be addressed by an
examination. It is possible that a single
examination can be used to address more
than one postulated degradation mechanism
on a HSS segment. To avoid this potential
misinterpretation, replace the statement in
Section 3.1.3 (quoted above) with the
following, "The proposed method includes
the new guideline that, in any given HSS
segment, one or more inspections are
performed that address each of the different
postulated degradation mechanisms."
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-2No.
2.

Draft SE
Reference
Page No. 7,
Line No. 35-37
and
Page No. 8,
Line No. 5-22

PWR Owners Group Comments
The last bullet in Section 3.2 states "the
results of the importance analysis for a pipe
last bullet and last segment after applying
human error probabilities (HEPs) developed
for operator paragraph actions in the Internal
events PRA for actions that can be used as
surrogates for the RI- (page 7, lines 35-37
and ISI operator action." In paragraph
preceding this bullet it states, "Ifthe expert
panel page 8, lines 5-22) determines that the
above conditions exist, and decides it Is
appropriate to categorize a segment as LSS
that is quantitatively HSS, WCAP-14572,
Sup. 2, further states that the following
elements of the justification will be
documented."

NRC Staff
I Resolution
Adopted

Section 3.3 of WCAP-14572, Supplement 2
states,
In some instances, the operator
action to isolate or mitigate a piping
failure may be included in the plant
PRA model that already has a human
factors analysis conducted on the
operator action. In these instances,
the surrogate PRA runs could be
made using the human error
probabilities in the PRA model for the
operator action, instead of assuming
that the operator takes no action or
always takes the correct action to
isolate or mitigate the piping failure.
The more realistic piping CDF, LERF
and other risk metrics that are
obtained can be used as additional
justification for the segment being
categorized to the lower classification.
If human error probabilities are used,
document that the risk metrics both
with and with operator action for the
segment are based on the results that
include the human error probabilities
modeled in the plant PRA model for
the operator actions to isolate or
mitigate the piping failure.
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No.

Draft SE

PWR Owners Group Comments

Reference

NRC Staff
Resolution

Not all operator actions to isolate or mitigate
a piping failure are modeled in a plant PRA
model. However, when an operator action
modeled in the plant PRA is used to justify
categorizing a segment as LSS, then the
documentation should include the analysis
results and notation that both the without and
with operator action risk metrics are based on
the modeled operator action. In those
instances where the operator action to isolate
or mitigate piping failure are not modeled in
the plant PRA model, the first three bullets in
lines 1-4 on page 8 of the draft SE are
documented. As noted in the draft SE, the
last paragraph of Section 3.2 (line 17), using
quantified operator actions is an option.
To avoid misinterpretations in the future, add
the following to the beginning of the last
bullet in Section 3.2 of the draft SE, "ifthe
operator action is modeled in the plant PRA,..
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LEGAL NOTICE
This report was prepared as an account of work performed by Westinghouse Electric Company LLC.
Neither Westinghouse Electric Company LLC, nor any person acting on its behalf:
A.

Makes any warranty or representation, express or implied including the warranties of
fitness for a particular purpose or merchantability, with respect to the accuracy,
completeness, or usefulness of the information contained in this report, or that the use of
any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not infringe
privately owned rights; or

B.

Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages resulting from the use of,
any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report.
COPYRIGHT NOTICE

This report has been prepared by Westinghouse Electric Company LLC and bears a
Westinghouse Electric Company copyright notice. As a member of the PWR Owners Group, you are
permitted to copy and redistribute all or portions of the report within your organization; however all
copies made by you must include the copyright notice in all instances.
DISTRIBUTION NOTICE
This report was prepared for the PWR Owners Group. This Distribution Notice is intended to establish
guidance for access to this information. This report (including proprietary and non-proprietary versions)
is not to be provided to any individual or organization outside of the PWR Owners Group program
participants without prior written approval of the PWR Owners Group Program Management Office.
However, prior written approval is not required for program participants to provide copies of
Class 3 Non Proprietary reports to third parties that are supporting implementation at their plant, and for
submittals to the NRC.
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PWR OWNERS GROUP
MEMBER PARTICIPATION* FOR PROJECT/TASK PA-MSC-0076
Participant
Plant Site(s)

Utility Member

Yes

No

AmerenUE

Callaway (W)

X

American Electric Power

D.C. Cook 1&2 (W)

X

Arizona Public Service

Palo Verde Unit 1,2, & 3 (CE)

X

Constellation Energy Group

Calvert Cliffs I & 2 (CE)

X

Constellation Energy Group

Ginna (W)

X

Dominion Connecticut

Millstone 2 (CE)

X

Dominion Connecticut

Millstone 3 (W)

X

Dominion Kewaunee

Kewaunee (W)

X

Dominion VA

North Anna I & 2, Surry I & 2 (W)

X

Duke Energy

Catawba 1 & 2, McGuire I & 2 (W),
Oconee 1,2,3 (B&W)

Entergy Nuclear Northeast

Indian Point 2 & 3 (W)

X

Entergy Operations South

Arkansas 2, Waterford 3 (CE), Arkansas I (B&W)

X

Exelon Generation Co. LLC

Braidwood I & 2, Byron I & 2 (W), TMI 1 (B&W)

X

FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Co

Beaver Valley I & 2 (W), Davis-Besse (B&W)

Florida Power & Light Group

St. Lucie I & 2 (CE)

X

Florida Power & Light Group

Turkey Point 3 & 4, Seabrook (W)

X

Nuclear Management Company

Prairie Island 1&2,'Pt. Beach 1&2 (W)

X

Nuclear Management Company

Palisades (CE)

Omaha Public Power District

Fort Calhoun (CE)

X

Pacific Gas & Electric

Diablo Canyon I & 2 (W)

X

Progress Energy

Robinson 2, Shearon Harris (W), Crystal River 3
(B&W)

X

PSEG-Nuclear

Salem I & 2 (W)

X

Southern California Edison

SONGS 2 & 3 (CE)

X

South Carolina Electric & Gas

V.C. Summer (IV)

X
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PWR OWNERS GROUP
MEMBER PARTICIPATION* FOR PROJECT/TASK PA-MSC-0076 (cont.)
Participant
Utility Member

Plant Site(s)

Yes

No

So. Texas Project Nuclear Operating Co.

South Texas Project 1 & 2 (W)

Southern Nuclear Operating Co.

Farley 1 & 2, Vogtle I & 2 (W)

X

Tennessee Valley Authority

Sequoyah 1 & 2, Watts Bar (W)

X

TXU Power

Comanche Peak I & 2 (W)

X

Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Co.

Wolf Creek (W)

X

*

X

Project participants as of the date the final deliverable was completed. On occasion, additional members will join a project.
Please contact the PWR Owners Group Program Management Office to verify participation before sending this document to
participants not listed above.
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PWR OWNERS GROUP
INTERNATIONAL MEMBER PARTICIPATION* FOR PROJECT/TASK PA-MSC-0076
Participant
Utility Member

Plant Site(s)

Yes

No

British Energy

Sizewell B

X

Electrabel (Belgian Utilities)

Doel 1, 2 & 4, Tihange I & 3

X

Kansai Electric Co., LTD
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Supplement to WCAP-14572 Revision 1-NP-A provides clarifications of the methodology described
in WCAP-14572 Revision 1-NP-A. Specifically, this Supplement addresses:
*

How failure probabilities are estimated for multiple pipe size segments,
The expert panel decision process for categorizing a segment as low safety significant (LSS) that
is quantitatively high safety significant (HSS), and
The requirements for examination based on the postulated failure modes and configuration of
each piping structural element.

The Supplement provides methods for estimating the failure probability for multiple pipe size segments
that result in the same number of examinations or a negligibly small difference in the number of
examinations that has an insignificant impact using either method. The Supplement also provides
additional guidance to an expert panel to categorize a segment as LSS that is quantitatively HSS.
Additionally, this Supplement updates Table 4.1-1 from WCAP-14572 Revision 1-NP-A to incorporate
acquired knowledge and to reflect the examination methods that are actually being conducted by the
industry since the issuance of the approved version of the WCAP. Table 4.1-1 in WCAP-14572
Revision 1-NP-A identifies the requirements for examinations based on the postulated failure modes and
the configuration of each piping structural element.
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1

INTRODUCTION

This Supplement to WCAP-14572 Revision 1-NP-A provides clarification for the methodology described
in WCAP-14572 Revision 1-NP-A. Specifically, the Supplement addresses:
How failure probabilities are estimated for multiple pipe size segments,
The expert panel decision process for categorizing a segment as LSS that is quantitatively HSS,
and
The requirements for examination based on the postulated failure modes and configuration of
each piping structural element.
Section 2 provides methods for estimating the failure probability for multiple pipe size segments that
result in the same number of examinations or a negligibly small difference in the number of examinations
that has an insignificant impact using either method. Section 3 provides additional guidance to an expert
panel to categorize a segment as LSS that is quantitatively HSS. Section 4 presents the revised
requirements for examination based on the postulated failure modes and configuration of each piping
structural element to incorporate acquired knowledge and to reflect the examination methods that are
actually being conducted by the industry since the issuance of WCAP-14572 Revision I-NP-A.
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2

CALCULATING FAILURE PROBABILITIES FOR MULTIPLE PIPE
SIZE SEGMENTS

2.1

BACKGROUND

Section 3.5 of WCAP-14572 Revision I-NP-A and Supplement I to the WCAP discuss how to estimate
the structural reliability and risk assessment (SRRA) failure probabilities for segments. Based on the
information presented, there are two methods that can be used for calculating the SRRA failure
probability for a multiple pipe size segment.
The first method is:
A failure probability is calculated for every pipe size in the segment since some of the input
parameters (e.g. nominal pipe size and thickness-to-outer diameter ratio) used by the SRRA code
vary based on the pipe dimensions. In some, but not all cases, other input parameters vary for
these "sub-segments" based upon the conditions for that particular sub-segment. The highest
failure probability associated with the segment is then used to represent the segment.
The second method is:
All of the degradation mechanisms in the segment being evaluated are included on a single weld
(i.e., the limiting degradation mechanisms are combined or added and included on the limiting
weld in the segment).
If the results are not overly conservative the calculated failure probability is used.
If the results are overly conservative, the segment is split and a failure probability is recalculated
for each of these new segments. If the results are not overly conservative, these calculated failure
probabilities are used. If the results are overly conservative, the segment is split until reasonable
results are obtained.
This Supplement presents generic discussions and plant-specific examples that confirm that both methods
are acceptable by demonstrating that there is essentially no difference in the number of examinations
between the two methods or that any difference in the number of examinations would result in an
insignificant impact. Therefore, the use of the first method as discussed above is acceptable.
Section 2.2 provides additional discussion on the comparison of the methods and a summary of the plantspecific examples, and Section 2.3 provides additional guidance on estimating failure probabilities for
multiple pipe size segments. Details of the plant-specific examples are presented in Appendix A.
2.2

DISCUSSION

Section 2.2 and its associated subsections are provided for informational purposes only. The analyses
described in this Section do not represent additional requirements for conducting a risk-informed ISI
program.
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This Section demonstrates that there is no net difference in the number of examinations between the two
methods or that any difference in the number of examinations results in an insignificant impact. To
support this conclusion, both a qualitative discussion and a quantitative plant-specific, full assessment
comparison are conducted.
Assessing the difference of the two methods involves evaluating the number of examinations identified by
each method. The examinations to be conducted in a risk-informed inservice inspection (ISI) program are
identified by one of the following means:
0

Segments that are categorized by the expert panel as HSS are selected for inspection.

*

The structural element selection process determines the number of examinations that are
conducted on HSS segments.

*

Segments may be selected for inspection to meet the change-in-risk criteria.

*

Segments may be selected for inspection for defense-in-depth.

Each of the above areas is discussed in the following paragraphs to demonstrate that there is no difference
in the number of examinations between the two methods or that any difference in the number of
examinations results in an insignificant impact.
2.2.1

Evaluating Potential Differences Based on Categorization of Segments by the Expert
Panel

The expert panel categorizes every segment as HSS or LSS. If the most limiting SRRA inputs from all
sizes are used on a single weld (the second method), the segment failure probability may be higher than if
a failure probability is calculated for every pipe size in the segment and the highest failure probability is
used to represent the segment (the first method). If the failure probability for a LSS multiple pipe size
segment is changed from the first method to the second method, there is a possibility that the failure
probability could increase and that the expert panel could change the categorization of the segment to
HSS. However, if the multiple pipe size segment is split into separate segments based on pipe size, the
new segments would also be categorized as LSS for the following reasons:
The multiple pipe size segment that is based on the most limiting failure probability from any of
the pipe sizes in the segment is categorized LSS by the expert panel.
The risk metrics for the new segments would be the same or lower than the multiple pipe size
segment since the most limiting failure probability from all the pipe sizes is used to represent the
multiple pipe size segment.
Given the same or lower risk metrics and the same deterministic insights, the expert panel would
be expected to categorize the split segments as LSS.
Given the above, there is no difference in the number of examinations for LSS multiple pipe size
segments based on the expert panel categorization of segments.
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For a HSS segment, there is no impact to the HSS segment, with respect to its categorization as HSS by
the expert panel. If the failure probability increases, the risk metrics for the segment would also increase.
However, the segment is already categorized as HSS. Therefore, there is no impact on the categorization
by the expert panel. Note, due to the relative ranking process that is used, a higher failure probability
could potentially impact other segments by decreasing their importance. This is one of the reasons for
calculating a failure probability for each pipe size in a multiple pipe size segment.
Another way to minimize this impact is to split the HSS multiple pipe size segment into separate
segments based on size. There is a potential that the number of examinations could be impacted based on
the categorization of the segments and structural element selection process. Before this potential
difference can be examined further, a general understanding of the structural element selection process is
necessary. This potential difference based on splitting a HSS multiple pipe size segment into separate
segments based on pipe size is discussed in greater detail in the following sections.
2.2.2

Evaluating Potential Differences Based on the Structural Element Selection Process

In the structural element selection process as discussed in Section 3.7 of WCAP-14572 Revision I-NP-A,
each segment is placed in a region based on its safety significance and its failure importance. Segments
that are HSS are placed in Region I or 2. HSS segments with a high failure importance are placed in
Region 1, and HSS segments with a low failure importance are placed in Region 2. Segments placed in
Region 1 are further divided into the portions that are affected by an active degradation mechanism,
Region IA, and portions that are not affected by an active degradation mechanism, Region lB.
All structural elements in Region IA are selected for examination. How the failure probability for a
multiple pipe size segment is calculated has no impact on which structural elements are selected for
inspection in Region IA. For the structural elements in Region lB and 2, the Perdue Model statistical
analysis is used to determine the minimum number of examinations. Page 174 of WCAP-14572
Revision I-NP-A discusses dividing a segment into lots, thus determining the number of structural
elements on a multiple pipe size segment where a failure probability is calculated for each pipe size is
already approved. Thus, for the structural element selection process itself, there is no difference in the
number of examinations.
2.2.3

Evaluating Potential Differences Based on Splitting a HSS Multiple Pipe Size
Segment

In the second method, if the failure probability for a HSS multiple pipe size segment failure probability is
overly conservative, the segment should be split into separate segments and the failure probabilities for
these new segments recalculated. Splitting a HSS multiple pipe size segment into separate segments
based on pipe size may increase the number of examinations. Per page 174 of WCAP-14572
Revision 1-NP-A, a minimum of one examination is conducted on each HSS segment. If a HSS multiple
pipe size segment is split into separate segments based on pipe size and more than one pipe size is
categorized as HSS, the minimum number of examinations may increase from one to the number of
segment pipe sizes that are categorized as HSS. In this situation, the potential impact does not involve
areas with an active degradation mechanism but instead potentially impacts areas where inspection
sampling is used to address unexpected degradation.
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Although there is a potential for a difference in the absolute number of examinations, any differences are
expected to result in an insignificant impact. There are several reasons why a multiple pipe size segment
would not need to be split or why there would be no difference in the number of examinations. The
following paragraphs explain on a qualitative basis the instances where there would be no difference in
the number of examinations.
The Only Difference in SRRA Inputs Are the Nominal Pipe Size or Thickness-to-OutsideDiameterRatio
Per Section 3.3 of WCAP-14572 Revision 1-NP-A, multiple pipe size segments are permitted. By
definition, a multiple pipe size segment will have either different nominal pipe sizes or thickness-tooutside diameter ratios. Since the nominal pipe size and the thickness-to-outside diameter ratios are
inputs to the SRRA code and since multiple pipe size segments are acceptable, it can be concluded that
differences in the nominal pipe size and the thickness-to-outside diameter ratios are acceptable.
Therefore, if the only differences in the SRRA inputs for a HSS multiple pipe size segment are the
physical pipe dimensions (i.e., nominal pipe size and/or the thickness-to-outside diameter ratio) there is
no need to split the segment, and there is no difference in the number of examinations.
Segments Comprisedof Socket Welded Piping
If a HSS segment is comprised of socket welded piping and does not have an externally generated
degradation, the entire segment is examined via a VT-2 examination. This applies to both single and
multiple pipe size segments. If a multiple pipe size segment is split based on pipe size, each of the new
segments would be examined via a VT-2 examination. Therefore, for HSS socket welded multiple pipe
size segments where there is no externally generated degradation; there is no difference in the number of
examinations.
Segments Comprisedof Butt and Socket Welded Piping Where the Only Differences in SRRA Inputs are
Between the Butt andSocket Welded Portions
If a HSS segment contains both socket welded piping and butt welded piping and there is no externally
generated degradation mechanism on the socket welded piping, the socket welded piping is examined via
a VT-2 visual examination. The number of examinations on the butt welded piping would be based upon
any active degradation mechanisms and the Perdue Model statistical analysis as previously mentioned in
Section 2.2.2. The Perdue Model analysis would be based on the data from the butt welded portion of the
segment. If the only differences in the SRRA inputs are between the butt welded piping and the socket
welded piping and the segment is split between the socket welded portion and the butt welded portion, the
socket welded segment (or socket welded portion of the original segment) would be examined via a VT-2.
The number of examinations on the butt welded segment (or butt welded portion of the original segment)
would be based upon any active degradation mechanisms and the Perdue Model analysis. The Perdue
Model analysis for the butt welded segment would be based on data from the butt welded portion of the
piping, resulting in no change in the way the examinations are determined for the combined segment.
Therefore, for HSS multiple pipe size segments containing butt welded piping and socket welded piping
where there is no external degradation mechanism on the socket welded piping and the only difference in
the SRRA inputs are between the socket welded and the butt welded portions of the segment, there is no
difference in the number of examinations. Thus, there is no need to combine degradation mechanisms
between the butt and socket welded portions of piping because the same number of examinations are
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identified for the butt and socket welded portions of piping; independent of whether the degradation
mechanisms are combined or not.
No Difference in the FailtreProbabilityUsed to Represent the Segment
In some instances, calculating the failure probability for a multiple pipe size segment that is generated by
calculating a failure probability for each pipe size and using the highest failure probability to represent the
segment versus calculating the failure probability using the most limiting inputs from any pipe size will
result in approximately the same failure probability. In these instances, the results are not overly
conservative, and there is no need to split the HSS multiple pipe size segments. Therefore, for HSS
multiple pipe size segments where the failure probability from the combined limiting degradation
mechanisms from the various pipe sizes in a multiple pipe size segment are approximately the same as the
failure probabilities from the various pipe sizes, there is no difference in the number of examinations.
There are occasions where the SRRA inputs on one pipe size in a HSS multiple pipe size segment are
more conservative than the inputs for the other size(s). When the more conservative inputs are used on
the other size(s), the failure probabilities for the other sizes may increase; however, they may be
approximately the same as or less than the failure probability for the size where the more limiting inputs
were originally used. Since the failure probability representing the segment remains the same, there is no
difference in the number of examinations.
Only One Size Remains HSS When Splitting a HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segment
When a HSS multiple pipe size segment is split into separate segments based on pipe size, it is possible
that all of the new segments except one will be categorized as LSS by the expert panel due to lower
failure probabilities for all but one of the new segments. Regarding whether an active degradation
mechanism is present, there are three basic scenarios:
No active degradation mechanism on the multiple pipe size segment.
An active degradation mechanism on the split segment that is HSS and no active degradation
mechanism on the split segment that is LSS.
An active degradation mechanism on both the HSS and LSS segments split by size.
In the following discussion of all three scenarios, only one of the segments split by size is HSS. If the
multiple pipe size segment has no active degradation mechanism, there is no difference in the minimum
number of examinations. If the multiple pipe size segment has an active degradation mechanism and only
the segment split by size that is HSS has an active degradation mechanism, there is no difference in the
minimum number of examinations. All structural elements affected by the active degradation mechanism
will be examined, and a minimum of one examination will be conducted from the statistical analysis. If
the multiple pipe size segment has an active degradation mechanism on both the HSS and LSS segments
split by size, there is a potential reduction in the number of examinations required by the risk-informed
ISI program. The new segment that is LSS and affected by an active degradation mechanism would be
considered for an owner defined program but would not be required to be examined per the risk-informed
ISI program. Thus, if only one pipe size remains HSS when splitting a HSS multiple pipe size segment
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there is no difference in the number of examinations or a reduction in the number of examinations, which
makes the first method more conservative in this circumstance.
Section 3.5 of WCAP-14572 Revision 1-NP-A requires the use of engineering experience in estimating
the failure probability of piping segments. There are instances where it may be more appropriate to divide
a multiple pipe size segment into separate segments in order that the categorization will be properly
determined e.g., for different consequences between the sizes. In those cases, the segments need to be
split. The potential to divide a multiple pipe size segment is not considered just once, but several times by
the engineering team developing the SRRA failure probabilities, the engineers conducting the risk
evaluation, and the expert panel.
Increases in the Segment FailtreProbabilityThat Are Not Overly Conservative
If the failure probability in a multiple pipe size segment is determined by using SRRA inputs specific to
each pipe size, then, in some cases, using the most limiting SRRA inputs from all the pipe sizes will result
in an increase in the failure probability for the segment that is not overly conservative. Generally any
increase that is less than an order of magnitude is considered not to be overly conservative. A more
conservative criterion for evaluating if a failure probability is overly conservative is to add the failure
probabilities from the individual pipe sizes in the HSS multiple pipe size segment and compare that to the
failure probability based on the most limiting SRRA inputs from all the pipe sizes in the segment. If the
sum of the failure probabilities from the individual pipe sizes are approximately the same or higher than
the failure probability based on the most limiting SRRA inputs from all the pipe sizes, then the effect on
other segments is negligible or conservative. Thus, there is no need to split the segment and there is no
difference in the number of examinations.
The impact that one segment has on another segment's risk metric of risk reduction worth (RRW) is
through the first segment's impact on the overall piping core damage frequency (CDF) or large early
release frequency (LERF). The RRW measures how much the core damage frequency will decrease if the
unavailability of the component of interest is set to 0 (that is, the component is always available/perfectly
reliable). The equation used to calculate RRW is:
RRW = CDFbe / CDFo

(2-1)

where:
CDFbae = Base Core Damage Frequency
CDF0 = Core Damage Frequency wvhen the component failure probability is set to 0
CDF0 = CDFba,, - CDFsegment

(2-2)

where:
CDFScgmcnt =

Core Damage Frequency of the segment
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Substituting equation (2-2) into equation (2-1) results in:

RRW = CDFbSC / (CDFbase

-

CDFsegment)

(2-3)

If a segment is overly conservative, the base core damage frequency will increase. This in turn will
decrease the RRW for the other segments. Segments with an RRW greater than 1.005 are considered
quantitatively HSS. Segments with RRWs between 1.001 and 1.004 are given additional consideration.
For example, the change in a segment's RRW from 1.005 to 1.004 is used to identify the relative
sensitivity that one segment has on another segment's RRW. A RRW of 1.005 is entered into equation
(2-3) to represent the RRW equation where the RRW is equal to 1.005.
1.005 = CDFb,/ (CDFb,,0 - CDFsegment)

(2-4)

A variable "x" is used to represent the change in the base core damage frequency that results in a decrease
in the RRW from 1.005 to 1.004. The appropriate values are entered into equation (2-3) to represent the
RRW equation for an RRW of 1.004

1.004 = xCDFbasC / (xCDFba.c - CDFsegment)

(2-5)

Solving equation (2-5) for CDFsegment:
CDFsegment = (0.004 / 1.004) * xCDFbasc

(2-6)

Substituting equation (2-6) into equation 2-4 for CDFsegment and solving for x, results in:
x = (1.004 * 0.005) / (1.005 * 0.004) = 1.249
To get a decrease in a segment's RRW from 1.005 to 1.004, the base CDF must increase by approximately
25 percent. To obtain decreases in a segment's RRW from 1.005 to lower than 1.004, the base CDF must
increase significantly more. Based on the above, unless the segment is a very dominant segment, a small
increase in the failure probability is unlikely to affect the other segments. Thus, a small change in the
failure probability is not overly conservative and the segment does not need to be split into separate
segments. Therefore, there is no difference in the number of examinations for small increases in the
failure probability used to represent the segment.
Increases in the Segment FailureProbabilityThat Are PotentiallyOverly Conservative
In some instances, using the most limiting SRRA inputs from all the pipe sizes in a segment will result in
an overly conservative failure probability. If none of the above instances apply to the segment and the
HSS multiple pipe size segment is split based on pipe size, there would be a difference in the absolute
number of examinations due to the requirement of a minimum of one examination per HSS segment.
However, this difference would be insignificant for the following reasons:
All structural elements that are affected by an active degradation mechanism or that are modeled
as being highly susceptible to an active degradation mechanism are examined whether the
segment is split or not. Thus, there is no difference in the number of structural elements that are
affected by an active degradation mechanism or that are modeled as being highly susceptible to
an active degradation mechanism.
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The potential difference in the number of examinations is associated with segments where there is
no expected degradation mechanism.
For those elements where there is no expected degradation mechanism, the number of
examinations is determined by the Perdue Model analysis. A sufficient number of examinations
must be conducted to have a 95% confidence level that the current target leak rates will not be
exceeded. In accordance with WCAP-14572 Revision 1-NP-A page 174, a minimum of one
examination will be conducted even if the Perdue Model analysis shows a 100% confidence level
with no risk-informed ISI. This minimum requirement may result in a difference in the number of
examinations; however, it still meets the acceptance criteria in Section 3.7.2 of the WCAP.
In the cases where one pipe size has a more limiting SRRA input than the other sizes, using the
more limiting SRRA input for the other sizes is most likely to result in no difference in the failure
probability used to represent the segment or an increase in the segment failure probability that is
not overly conservative.
The most likely occurrence for increases in the segment failure probability that are potentially
overly conservative is associated with situations where different sizes have different more
limiting SRRA inputs or degradation mechanisms. As discussed above, if these degradation
mechanisms are active or the segment is modeled as being highly susceptible to an active
degradation mechanism, there is no difference in the number of examinations. However, if a
HSS segment is modeled with multiple postulated degradation mechanisms, conduct one or more
examinations that address each postulated degradation mechanism.
Although there could be a difference in the absolute number of required examinations determined using
the first method versus the second method for calculating the SRRA failure probabilities of multiple pipe
size segments, the number of examinations must meet the acceptance criteria in Section 3.7.2 of the
WCAP. The WCAP-14572 Revision I-NP-A methodology is based on the more global intent and
purpose of a risk-informed ISI program rather than the absolute number of examinations. The purpose of
risk-informed ISI programs is to properly address areas of degradation with moderate to high safety
consequences (areas of degradation with low safety consequence are evaluated as part of the riskinformed ISI program for consideration in a licensee defined program). The first method properly
identifies those piping segments with active degradation and moderate to high safety consequences. The
calculation of failure probabilities for segments with multiple sizes does not impact the areas involving
active degradation mechanisms, but instead impacts areas where inspection sampling is used to address
unexpected degradation.
This Supplement contains quantitative evaluations of the potential differences from five risk-informed ISI
programs. For each of the risk-informed ISI programs evaluated, the following process is used to identify
any potential differences in the number of examinations.
1.

The HSS multiple pipe size segments are identified.

2.

Each HSS multiple pipe size segment is evaluated against the criteria identified above to
determine if there are any potential differences in the number of examinations.
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Summaries of the results regarding the potential differences with respect to the HSS segments are
provided on the following pages. More details of the quantitative evaluations are provided in
Appendix A.
Unit A Risk-Informed 1SI Program
The unit A risk-informed ISI program is a full scope program that has 45 HSS multiple pipe size
segments. A summary of the evaluation of the unit A HSS multiple pipe size segments is provided in
Table 2.2-1.
Table 2.2-1

Summary of Evaluation of Unit A HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments

Number of HSS
Multiple Pipe
Size Segments

Potential Difference
in Number of
Examinations

22

0

Only Differences in SRRA Inputs Are the Nominal Pipe Size or
Thickness-to-Outside Diameter Ratio

2

0

Segments Comprised of Socket Welded Piping

10

0

Segments Comprised of Butt and Socket Welded Piping Where the
Only Difference in SRRA Inputs is Between the Butt and Socket
Welded Portions

10

0

No Difference in the Failure Probability Used to Represent the
Segment

0

0

Only One Size Remains HSS When Splitting a HSS Multiple Pipe Size
Segment

Basis

Increases in the Segment Failure Probability That Are Not Overly
Conservative
Increases in the Segment Failure Probability That Are Potentially
Overly Conservative

Based on the evaluation of the unit A HSS multiple pipe size segments, there is no difference in the
number of examinations.
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Unit B Risk-Informed ISI Program
The unit B risk-informed ISI program is a Class I and Class 2 program that has 29 HSS multiple pipe size
segments. A summary of the evaluation of the unit B HSS multiple pipe size segments is provided in
Table 2.2-2.
Table 2.2-2

Summary of Evaluation of Unit B HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments

Number of HSS
Multiple Pipe
Size Segments
16

Potential Difference
in Number of
Examinations
0

1

0

Segments Comprised of Socket Welded Piping

0

0

Segments Comprised of Butt and Socket Welded Piping Where the
Only Difference in SRRA Inputs is Between the Butt and Socket
Welded Portions

Basis
Only Differences in SRRA Inputs Are the Nominal Pipe Size or
Thickness-to-Outside Diameter Ratio

No Difference in the Failure Probability Used to Represent the
Segment
0

0

Only One Size Remains HSS When Splitting a HSS Multiple Pipe Size
Segment

1

0

Increases in the Segment Failure Probability That Are Not Overly
Conservative
Increases in the Segment Failure Probability That Are Potentially
Overly Conservative

The original evaluation of the unit B HSS multiple pipe size segments identified a potential difference of
one examination. Additional evaluation has identified that the increase in the failure probability for one
segment is not overly conservative. Thus, there is no difference in the number of examinations.
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Unit C Risk-Informed 1SI Program
The unit C risk-informed ISI program is a Class I and Class 2 program that has 32 HSS multiple pipe size
segments. A summary of the evaluation of the unit C HSS multiple pipe size segments is provided in
Table 2.2-3.
Table 2.2-3

Summary of Evaluation of Unit C HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments

Number of HSS
Multiple Pipe
Size Segments

Potential Difference
in Number of
Examinations

23

0

Only Differences in SRRA Inputs Are the Nominal Pipe Size or
Thickness-to-Outside Diameter Ratio

0

0

Segments Comprised of Socket Welded Piping

5

0

Segments Comprised of Butt and Socket Welded Piping Where the
Only Difference in SRRA Inputs is Between the Butt and Socket
Welded Portions

4

0No

Difference in the Failure Probability Used to Represent the
Segment

0

0

Only One Size Remains HSS When Splitting a HSS Multiple Pipe Size
Segment

o

o

Increases in the Segment Failure Probability That Are Not Overly
Conservative

Basis

Increases in the Segment Failure Probability That Are Potentially
Overly Conservative

Based on the evaluation of the unit C HSS multiple pipe size segments, there is no difference in the
number of examinations.
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Unit D and Unit E Risk-Informed ISI Programs
The unit D and unit E risk-informed ISI programs are Class I and Class 2 programs. Similar to the other
risk-informed ISI programs that are evaluated for any potential difference in the number of examinations,
it is determined that there are no differences in the number of examinations. However, a unique situation
occurred on one segment at both unit D and unit E that had not occurred at the other units that are
evaluated. This situation is discussed in the following paragraphs.
The pressurizer surge lines at unit D and unit E are multiple pipe size segments consisting of two pipe
sizes. When the limiting SRRA inputs from all pipe sizes are used to calculate the failure probability, the
controlling failure probabilities for the segments are approximately the same. Thus, there is no difference
in the number of examinations.
The pressurizer surge lines are modeled with the potential for two postulated degradation mechanisms
that are not active and the surge lines are not considered highly susceptible to these degradation
mechanisms. Thus, the segments are placed in Region 2 of the structural element selection matrix. The
Perdue Model analysis of the surge line indicated that a minimum of one examination is required to
maintain a 95 percent confidence that the current target leak rates would not be exceeded. The expert
panel elected to assign two examinations to each of these segments to address each of the potential
degradation mechanisms. Had the segment been split by pipe size, it is reasonable to assume that each of
the split segments would have been categorized as HSS. With a minimum of one examination per HSS
segment, it is reasonable to assume that two examinations would have been conducted on each of the
pressurizer surge lines. Since the SRRA failure probabilities calculated by both methods are
approximately the same, there is no need to split the segments, and there is no difference in the number of
examinations. However, additional guidance has been added to Section 2.3 of this Supplement to
WCAP-14572 Revision 1-NP-A to address this situation where a segment has more than one postulated
degradation mechanism that is neither active nor modeled as highly susceptible to an active degradation
mechanism. The guidance requires that one or more examinations be conducted that address each
postulated degradation mechanism on the HSS segment. In some cases, this may result in doing more
examinations than is required by the statistical analysis.
2.2.4

Evaluating Potential Differences Based on the Change-in-Risk Evaluation

For the change-in-risk evaluation, a comparison of the risk-informed ISI program and the current
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Section XI ISI program is conducted using the risk
evaluation that is developed as part of the risk-informed ISI program. On a simplified basis, the failure
probabilities without ISI are used to represent segments that have no examination and the failure
probabilities with ISI are used to represent segments that have an examination. As discussed in
Section 4.4.2 of WCAP-14572 Revision I-NP-A, the number of examinations (excluding the combination
with some augmented examinations) has no impact on the failure probability that is used to represent a
segment for either program.
As previously discussed, WCAP-14572 Revision I-NP-A allows the use of multiple pipe size segments.
However, if a multiple pipe size segment is split, there is a potential effect on meeting the change-in-risk
criteria. The splitting of multiple pipe size segments is used in some of the previous discussions to
demonstrate that there is no difference in the number of examinations; therefore, the potential effects of
splitting a multiple pipe size segment on the change-in-risk evaluation are evaluated in the following
paragraphs.
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There are 11 basic scenarios for the change-in-risk evaluation that can occur if multiple pipe size
segments are split by pipe size. Additional scenarios are possible if a multiple pipe size segment has more
than two pipe sizes; however, these additional scenarios can be broken down into combinations of these
basic II scenarios. For each of these scenarios, the ability to meet the change-in-risk criteria is affected
by the failure probabilities used to represent the split segments which is dependent upon whether the split
segments would or would not be examined for each respective program. The failure probabilities with ISI
are generally lower than failure probabilities without ISI. Each basic scenario is evaluated in Table 2.2-4
by comparing the potential difference between the RI-ISI program and the ASME Section XI program for
the multiple pipe size segment against the combined potential difference between the two programs for
the split segments. Augmented examinations are not addressed in Table 2.2-4 since the augmented
examinations are conducted as part of both the risk-informed ISI and the ASME Section XI programs and
are treated the same for each program in the change-in-risk calculation.
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Table 2.2-4

Scenarios for Splitting Multiple Pipe Size Segments and Their Effects on the Change-in-Risk Evaluation
Ability to Meet
Change-in-Risk

Scenario

Multiple Pipe Size Segment

Split Segment 1

Split Segment 2

Criteria After Split

Safety
Significance

# ASME
Section XI
Exams

Safety
Significance

RI-ISI
Exam

ASME
Section XI
Exam

Safety
Significance

RI-ISI
Exam

ASME
Section XI
Exam

1

LSS

2

LSS

N

Y

LSS

N

Y

Less'

2

LSS

1

LSS

N

Y

LSS

3

LSS

0

LSS

N

N

LSS

N
N

N
N

Neutral2
Neutral 3

4

HSS

2

HSS

Y

Y

HSS

Y

Y

Neutral 4

5

HSS

1

HSS

Y

Y

HSS

Y

N

Greater 5

6

HSS

0

HSS

Y

N

HSS

7

HSS

2

HSS

Y

Y

LSS

Y
N

N
Y

Greater6
Less 7

8

HSS

1

HSS

Y

Y

LSS

9

HSS

1

HSS

Y

N

LSS

N
N

N
Y

Neutral 8
Greater 9

10

HSS

0

HSS

Y

N

HSS

Y

N

Greater'0

II

HSS

0

HSS

Y

N

LSS

N

N

Neutral"

I

NOTES:
I.

2.

3.
4.

The difference in risk between the two programs for the multiple pipe size segment, split segment 1and split segment 2 would be the same which is lower risk for the ASME
Section XI program. However, the combined difference in risk between the two programs for the split segments would be greater than the difference in risk between the
programs for the multiple pipe size segment. Since the risk for the ASME Section XI program would be less than that for the risk-informed ISI program for this scenario, the
ability to meet the change-in-risk criteria would be reduced.
The difference in risk between the two programs for the multiple pipe size segment and split segment I would be the same. There would be no difference in risk between the
programs for split segment 2. The combined difference in risk between the two programs for the split segments would be the same as the difference in risk between the
programs for the multiple pipe size segment and the ability to meet the change-in-risk criteria would not be affected.
There would be no difference in risk between the two programs for the multiple pipe size segment, split segment 1and split segment 2. The ability to meet the change-in-risk
criteria would not be affected.
There would be no difference in risk between the two programs for the multiple pipe size segment, split segment 1 and split segment 2. The ability to meet the change-in-risk
criteria would not be affected.
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Table 2.2-4

Scenarios for Splitting Multiple Pipe Size Segments and Their Effects on the Change-in-Risk Evaluation

(cont.)
NOTES: (cont.)
5.

There would be no difference in risk between the two programs for the multiple pipe size segment and split segment 1. The difference in risk between the two programs for
split segment 2 would be different. The risk associated with the risk-informed ISI program would be lower. The combined difference in risk between the two programs for
the split segments would be greater than the difference in risk between the programs for the multiple pipe size segment. Since the risk for the risk-informed ISI program is
less than the ASME Section XM
program, the ability to meet the change-in-risk criteria is greater.
6. The difference in risk between the two programs for the multiple pipe size segment, split segment I and split segment 2 would be the same which is lower risk for the
risk-informed ISI program. However, the combined difference in risk between the two programs for the split segments would be greater than the difference in risk between
the programs for the multiple pipe size segment. Since the risk for the risk-informed ISI program would be less than that for the ASME Section XI program for this scenario,
the ability to meet the change-in-risk criteria would be greater.
7. There would be no difference in risk between the two programs for the multiple pipe size segment and split segment 1. The difference in risk between the two programs for
split segment 2 would be different. The risk associated with the ASME Section XI program would be lower. The combined difference in risk between the two programs for
the split segments would be greater than the difference in risk between the programs for the multiple pipe size segment. Since the risk for the ASME Section XI program is
less than the risk-informed ISI program, the ability to meet the change-in-risk criteria is reduced.
8. There would be no difference in risk between the two programs for the multiple pipe size segment, split segment I and split segment 2. The ability to meet the change-in-risk
criteria would not be affected.
9. There would be no difference in risk between the two programs for the multiple pipe size segment. The difference in risk between the two programs for split segment 1 would
be different. The risk associated with the risk-informed ISI program would be lower. The difference in risk between the two programs for split segment 2 would be different.
The risk associated with the ASME Section XI program would be lower. Split segment I would be HSS, and split segment 2 would be LSS. Therefore the effects from split
segment I would dominate. The combined differences in risk between the two programs for the split segments would be greater than the difference between the two programs
for the multiple pipe size segment. Since split segment 1would dominate the effect and the risk would be lower with the risk-informed ISI program for split segment 1, the
ability to meet the change-in-risk criteria would be greater.
10. The difference in risk between the two programs for the multiple pipe size segment, split segment 1 and split segment 2 would be the same which is lower risk for the
risk-informed ISI program. However, the combined difference in risk between the two programs for the split segments would be greater than the difference in risk between
the programs for the multiple pipe size segment. Since the risk for the risk-informed ISI program would be less than that for the ASME Section XI program for this scenario,
the ability to meet the change-in-risk criteria would be greater.
11. The difference in risk between the two programs for the multiple pipe size segment and split segment I would be the same. There would be no difference in risk between the
programs for split segment 2. The combined difference in risk between the two programs for the split segments would be the same as the difference in risk between the
programs for the multiple pipe size segment and the ability to meet the change-in-risk criteria would not be affected.
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The evaluations of these basic scenarios demonstrate that, in all but two cases, splitting a multiple pipe
size segment will either have a neutral effect on the change-in-risk evaluation or increase the ability of the
RI-ISI program to meet the change-in-risk criteria. For the two cases in which meeting the change-in-risk
criteria may be more difficult, the potential impact, if any, is expected to be minimal for the following
reasons:
Based on the experience to date, multiple pipe size segments typically do not contain an ASME
Section XI examination on more than one size.
These multiple pipe size segments are LSS. Segments that are defined as LSS have a lower
piping CDF and LERF and are unlikely to have a significant impact on the change-in-risk
calculations and in meeting the criteria.
There is inherent conservatism built into the change-in-risk calculation. It is conservatively
assumed that the ASME Section XI examinations address the risk associated with the segment,
although in reality they may not. In a multiple pipe size segment with an ASME Section XI
examination, it is possible that the ASME Section XI examination is not on the pipe size with the
highest failure probability. Furthermore, it is possible that on a single size segment, the ASME
Section XI examination may not occur at the element with the controlling postulated degradation
mechanism. In these cases, it is possible that the ASME Section XI examination does not address
the majority of the risk associated with the segment. Thus, crediting the ASME Section XI
examinations for addressing the risk in a segment results in a conservative evaluation relative to
meeting the change-in-risk acceptance criteria.
To support the above qualitative arguments, the change-in-risk is reevaluated for five units. For one unit,
there are no LSS multiple pipe size segments with an ASME Section XI examination on more than one
pipe size. Note that for some of these evaluations, it is conservatively assumed that any LSS multiple
pipe size segment containing an ASME Section XI examination contains an ASME Section XI
examination on every pipe size in the segment. For all five units, the change-in-risk criteria are met
without adding additional inspections when the LSS multiple pipe size segments that contain an ASME
Section XI examination on more than one size are split into separate segments based on pipe size.
2.2.5

Evaluating Potential Difference Based on Defense-in-Depth

As part of the process, the risk-informed ISI program is evaluated to ensure that the defense-in-depth
philosophy is maintained. Regulatory Guide 1.178 identifies that an important element of
defense-in-depth for risk-informed ISI is maintaining the reliability of independent barriers to fission
product release. The consideration of examining a segment for defense-in-depth reasons is not affected
by how the failure probability for a multiple pipe size segment is estimated. Thus, there is no difference
in the number of examinations based on maintaining defense-in-depth.
2.2.6

Conclusions

This Supplement presents generic discussions and plant-specific quantitative examples for estimating a
multiple pipe size segment failure probability. The discussion of plant-specific examples demonstrates
that the two methods for calculating SRRA failure probabilities for multiple pipe size segments result in
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either no difference in the number of examinations or an insignificant impact on the number of
examinations for the following reasons:
Any difference in the number of examinations would not impact the areas involving active
degradation mechanisms, but would impact areas where inspection sampling is used to address
potential degradation mechanisms.
*

Although the input parameters for different cases of the same segment may vary, the parameters
that are chosen for each case are the most limiting for that section (or size) of the segment. The
failure probability estimates associated with each pipe size for each segment are based on the
realistic, limiting inputs associated with that section of piping.
The WCAP-14572 Revision I-NP-A methodology uses a relative ranking process in the risk
evaluation. The use of overly conservative data could result in other segments being
quantitatively LSS, when they could have been quantitatively HSS. Generating the failure
probability for each sub-segment ensures that overly conservative SRRA failure probabilities are
not calculated. Choosing the highest sub-segment failure probability for the segment ensures that
the risk associated with any portion or sub-segment within the segment is reasonable.
Additionally, no portion or sub-segment within the segment would be quantitatively LSS, when it
could have been quantitatively HSS.
The WCAP-14572 Revision I-NP-A methodology requires the use of engineering experience in
estimating the failure probability of segments. There may be instances where it may be more
appropriate to divide a multiple pipe size segment into separate segments so that the risk
categorization can be properly determined. Therefore, in these instances, the segments will have
to be split. The potential to divide a multiple pipe size segment is not considered just once, but
several times; by the engineering team performing the segment definition, by the engineering
team estimating the SRRA failure probabilities, by the engineering team conducting the risk
evaluation, and by the expert panel associated with the risk-informed ISI.
Additional guidance on selecting examination locations in segments with multiple degradation
mechanisms is provided in Section 2.3 of this Supplement.

Based on the quantitative evaluation of risk-informed ISI programs from five units, there is no difference
in the number of examinations between the two methods. The intent of a risk-informed ISI program is
not to identify a specific number of examinations to be included in the program, but rather for the
program to address the areas of highest risk. Both methods described in this Supplement for estimating a
failure probability of a multiple pipe size segment address this risk and meet the acceptance criteria in
WCAP-14572, Revision 1-NP-A Sections 3.7.2 and 4.4.2.
2.3

ADDITIONAL SPECIFIC GUIDANCE ON CALCULATING FAILURE
PROBABILITIES FOR MULTIPLE PIPE SIZE SEGMENTS

Based on the discussion provided in Section 2.2, there are two general methods by which the segment
failure probability can be estimated for multiple pipe size segments. Both methods will provide valid
results for use in the Pressurized Water Reactor Owners Group (PWROG) risk-informed ISI
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methodology. Both methods also involve some additional considerations that must be taken into account
when estimating the failure probability of a multiple pipe size segment.
The first method estimates a failure probability for every pipe size in the segment. In estimating the
failure probability for a given pipe size, all the degradation mechanisms for that pipe size are combined
onto a single weld (i.e., the most limiting SRRA inputs applicable to that pipe size in the segment should
be applied to the SRRA run for that pipe size). Some SRRA input parameters such as nominal pipe size
and thickness-to-outer diameter ratio will vary between pipe sizes and in some, but not all cases, other
input parameters may vary based upon the conditions for that particular pipe size in the segment. The
highest failure probability from the various pipe sizes in the segment is then used to represent the segment
failure probability.
The second method places all of the degradation mechanisms for any size in the segment onto a single
weld. When calculating the SRRA failure probability, the most limiting SRRA inputs from all the pipe
sizes are entered into the SRRA run or runs for that particular segment. The results should be carefully
reviewed to ensure that the failure probabilities for multiple pipe size segments are not overly
conservative.
If the results are not overly conservative, the calculated failure probability is used.
If the results are overly conservative, either the first method is used to estimate the failure
probability or the segment is split and a failure probability is estimated for each of these new
segments. The process of estimating a failure probability and evaluating the results is repeated
until reasonable results are obtained.
If a multiple pipe size segment has two or more degradation mechanisms that occur on different pipe sizes
of the segment, combining the degradation mechanisms into a single failure probability can lead to an
unrealistic and overly conservative result. One way to determine this is to conduct sensitivity runs where
only the degradation mechanism(s) (i.e., SRRA inputs parameters) applicable to a given pipe size are used
for that pipe size. If the results for the combined degradation mechanisms at one location are more than
an order of magnitude higher that either of the uncombined results, consideration should be given to
splitting the segment or using the first method to estimate the failure probability.
Note that regardless of which method is used to determine the failure probability, if a multiple pipe size
segment is categorized as HSS, all locations in the segment identified by the engineering subpanel as
being affected by or highly susceptible to an active degradation mechanism must be examined. If a
segment contains two or more active degradation mechanisms, the structural elements subjected to any
one of the active degradation mechanisms must be examined.
There is no need to combine degradation mechanisms between the butt and socket welded portions of
piping because the same number of examinations are identified for the butt and socket welded portions of
piping; independent of whether the degradation mechanisms are combined or not.
In some cases, a segment, including a multiple pipe size segment, may not be analyzed as being highly
susceptible to an active degradation mechanism, but the engineering subpanel may still postulate some
potential for an active degradation mechanism. Since the segment does not have an active degradation
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mechanism, the Perdue Model can be used to determine the number of examination locations. In this
situation, the examination location or locations should be based on where the postulated degradation
mechanism might occur. If more than one degradation mechanism is postulated on a HSS segment,
conduct one or more examinations that would address each of the postulated degradation mechanisms.
Note that in some cases, this may result in more examinations relative to what is required by the Perdue
Model statistical analysis.
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3

EXPERT PANEL CATEGORIZATION OF SEGMENTS AS LOW
SAFETY SIGNIFICANT THAT ARE QUANTITATIVELY HIGH
SAFETY SIGNIFICANT

3.1

BACKGROUND

This section presents an example of when an expert panel may decide to categorize a segment as LSS that
is determined by quantitative methods to be HSS. This example is used to clarify what is considered to be
sufficient justification for an expert panel to make such a decision. Both quantitative and deterministic
insights are used by the expert panel in determining the safety significance of each segment. In general, if
either the quantitative or deterministic insights merit the segment being categorized as HSS, the expert
panel should categorize the segment as HSS. The risk metrics of RRW for the CDF and LERF without
and with operator action cases are the primary quantitative measures for identifying HSS segments. The
operator actions in these cases refer only to those actions to isolate or mitigate piping failures. A segment
is considered to be quantitatively HSS if any of the RRWs calculated for the four cases are greater than
1.005.
Expert panels may categorize segments that have been determined by quantitative methods to be HSS as
LSS in accordance with Section 3.6.3 of WCAP-14572. However, the expert panel should not categorize
segments as low safety significant that have been determined by quantitative methods to be high safety
significant without sufficient justification that is documented as part of the risk-informed ISI program.
This supplement provides additional guidance on what is considered to be sufficient justification and the
documentation for categorization of segments as LSS that are quantitatively HSS.
3.2

DISCUSSION

There are scenarios where some of the RRWs for a segment may be greater than 1.005 while the other
RRWs for the segment are lower (i.e., less than 1.005 or even less than 1.001). In some of these
instances, the expert panel may conclude that RRWs greater than 1.005 are overly conservative or
represent an unrealistic scenario. Where possible, the conservative modeling should be revised and more
realistic results should be obtained. Due to probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) model limitations, not all
instances can be recalculated with more realistic results. Therefore, with sufficient justification, the
expert panel can categorize these segments as LSS. The justification must be adequately documented in a
manner such that an independent expert panel would come to the same conclusion.
An example of when the expert panel may consider categorizing a segment asLSS that is quantitatively
HSS is associated with the consideration of operator actions. The expert panel may conclude that it is
unrealistic that the operators would not take some corrective action to isolate or mitigate the piping
failure. For these cases, the expert panel can base the safety significance on the with operator action
results. However, in doing so, the expert panel is assuming that the operators will always take the
appropriate action to isolate or mitigate the piping failure. The expert panel must consider what actions
the operators would take, the indications that would be available to alert the operator to take the
appropriate action, and the time available for diagnosis and for the operators to take the actions. The
equipment associated with taking the action must be available.
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3.3

ADDITIONAL SPECIFIC GUIDANCE ON EXPERT PANEL
CATEGORIZATION

The expert panel evaluates the risk-informed results and makes a final decision by identifying the safety
significance of each piping segment. As discussed in WCAP-14572 Revision 1-NP-A Section 3.6.3,
segments that have been determined by quantitative methods to be HSS (i.e., segments with any RRW
> 1.005) typically should be categorized as HSS by the expert panel. The primary focus of the expert
panel is to add segments to the higher classification. As part of the process, the expert panel may
feedback comments to the appropriate engineering personnel which may result in an adjustment of the
numerical results. Adjusted numerical results should be reviewed by the expert panel.
The segments that have been determined by quantitative methods to be HSS should not be classified
lower by the expert panel without sufficient justification that is documented as part of the risk-informed
ISI program. In these instances, the justification must be documented in a manner such that an
independent expert panel would come to the same conclusion. An example of when an expert panel may
consider categorizing a segment as LSS that is quantitatively HSS is associated with operator actions
where the expert panel concludes that the without operator action results represent an overly conservative
or unrealistic scenario. In this situation, the CDF and/or LERF RRWs without operator action are greater
than 1.005 while the CDF and LERF RRWs with operator action are less than 1.005 or even less than
1.001.
By categorizing these segments as LSS, the expert panel is basing the safety significance of the segment
primarily on the with operator action results, which means that the expert panel is assuming that the
operators will always take the appropriate mitigating actions. In doing so, the expert panel must consider
the following items:
The operator actions are proceduralized.
Indications are available to alert the operators to take the appropriate action.
There is time available for the operator to diagnose and take the action that results in a success
path (i.e., isolating or mitigating the piping failure) prior to the action becoming ineffective to
mitigate the piping failure consequences. The equipment associated with taking the action must
be available.
To ensure that the justification would reasonably lead an independent expert panel to the same
conclusions, the key elements of the justification are documented. This key documentation should
include:
*

Identification of the procedure that the operators are using.

0

Identification of the instrumentation that would alert the operators to take the appropriate actions.

0

The estimated time that the operators have to respond to the event.

*

If the operator action is modeled in the plant PRA, the results of the importance analysis for a
pipe segment after applying human error probabilities (HEPs) developed for operator actions in
the internal events PRA for actions that can be used as surrogates for the RI-ISI operator action.
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The PWROG risk-informed ISI methodology evaluates four cases for quantitative results - CDF without
operator action, CDF with operator action, LERF without operator action and LERF with operator action.
In these cases, operator action refers only to those actions taken to isolate or mitigate the consequences of
the piping failure. It does not include those actions that are modeled as part of the PRA in response to one
of the modeled initiating events. The case without operator action assumes that the operators take no
action to isolate or mitigate the piping failure, while the case with operator action assumes that the
operators always carry out the correct actions to isolate or mitigate the piping failure. One reason for
looking at the extremes of assuming no operator action versus the operator always taking the correct
action is to bound the possible impact of operator actions. In some instances, the operator action to
isolate or mitigate a piping failure may be included in the plant PRA model that already has a human
factors analysis conducted on the operator action. In these instances, the surrogate PRA runs could be
made using the human error probabilities in the PRA model for the operator action, instead of assuming
that the operator takes no action or always takes the correct action to isolate or mitigate the piping failure.
The more realistic piping CDF, LERF and other risk metrics that are obtained can be used as additional
justification for the segment being categorized to the lower classification. If human error probabilities are
used, document that the risk metrics both without and with operator action for the segment are based on
results that include the human error probabilities modeled in the plant PRA model for the operator actions
to isolate or mitigate the piping failure.
In all other instances where the expert panel has determined that overly conservative results are obtained,
the inputs or assumptions that result in the overly conservative results should be reexamined. If possible,
more realistic inputs or assumptions should be developed and the appropriate risk metrics recalculated to
determine the segment's quantitative safety significance. If the more realistic results are still HSS, the
segment should be categorized as HSS by the expert panel. If the more realistic results are not
quantitatively HSS, the expert panel can determine the segment's safety significance in accordance with
the normal process. In general, if more realistic results cannot be developed, the segment should be
categorized HSS by the expert panel.
This supplement provides additional guidance on an example of when an expert panel may categorize a
segment as LSS that is quantitatively HSS. Other scenarios may exist where there may be sufficient
justification for an expert panel to categorize a segment as LSS that is quantitatively HSS. Even after
considering the above guidance, the expert panel may decide it is appropriate to categorize a segment as
LSS that is quantitatively HSS. In these instances, the expert panel should not categorize the segment as
LSS without sufficient justification that is documented as part of the process in a manner that would lead
an independent expert panel to the same conclusion.
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4

EXAMINATION REQUIREMENTS BY DEGRADATION
MECHANISM FOR ELEMENTS SELECTED FOR INSPECTION
FOR THE RISK-INFORMED ISI PROGRAM

4.1

BACKGROUND

Table 4.1-1 in WCAP-14572 Revision 1-NP-A identifies the requirements for the examination of the HSS
piping structural elements selected for inspection. The purpose of this section is to revise Table 4.1-1 to
incorporate acquired knowledge and to reflect the examination methods that are actually being conducted
by the industry since the issuance of the approved version of the WCAP. Once this supplement is
approved, Table 4.1-1 in this Supplement replaces Table 4.1-1 in WCAP-14572 Revision 1-NP-A.
4.2

DISCUSSION

Table 4.1-1 in this supplement replaces the Table 4.1-1 in WCAP-14572 Revision 1-NP-A. There are
several changes for Table 4.1-1 that have occurred since it first appeared in WCAP-14572 Rev. 1-NP-A.
Experience in the implementation and use of risk-informed ISI has been incorporated in the table
contained in this supplement. The changes in the table are consistent with those currently being proposed
in a Nonmandatory Appendix to ASME Section XI that contains this table. A summary of the changes to
Table 4.1-I is discussed below.
In the column "Examination Requirement/Fig No.," the references to figures in section IWC of the Code
have been removed for both item number RI. 11 and Rl.12. This change maintains a consistent
requirement for all risk-informed inspections regardless of pipe class.
The change to the table for item number R 1.12 removes the figure references to branch nozzles and to
piping 4" nominal pipe size (NPS) or larger. This change reflects the experience of observing high cycle
fatigue damage in small bore piping (both socket and butt welded).
Item number RI.13 eliminates the specific term "wastage" in the Parts Examined column and simplifies
the examination method to read Volumetric with reference to Note 7 which is itself a modified Note 9
from the original version. This item used to address internal and external wastage by recommending a
volumetric examination for internal wastage and a surface examination for external wastage.
The next change in the table concerns the cracking associated with primary water stress corrosion
cracking (PWSCC) observed in recent years. This mechanism is now examined with requirements
similar to thermal fatigue. The examination method has changed from a visual to a volumetric
examination (socket welds and their associated branch connection welds require only a VT-2
examination). Because the examination is volumetric, the acceptance standard listed in the table also
changes from IWB-3142 to IWB-3514 to be consistent with the examination method. The revised table
removes a footnote associated with the "Parts Examined" column. The removed note stated "Applies to
mill annealed Alloy 600 nozzle welds and heat affected zone (HAZ) without stress relief'.
In item number RI.17, the "or Pitting" has been added in the new table to emphasize that
microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC) may also include pitting. The pitting locations may
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become sites for crack initiation. The Examination Requirement column for this item added Figure
numbers IWB-2500-8(a) and -8(b) to include examinations for small bore piping applications.
Two new item numbers are added to the table in this revision. The first is "Elements Subject to External
Chloride Stress Corrosion Cracking (ECSCC)". This degradation mechanism has been identified as one
of the few that can cause crack initiation on the outside surface of piping. The associated figure numbers
that define the examination requirements include the piping welds and the piping branch connection
welds common to the other item numbers in the table. Since this is a mechanism that can affect large and
small bore lines equally, the surface examination is required for both small and large bore lines.
The second new entry in the table addresses the situation where there are elements that are not subject to a
degradation mechanism. This case is looked at the same way that a thermal fatigue case is addressed.
These examinations will account for uncertainty and unknown conditions in the segment. The
expectation is that no flaws will be found as a result of these examinations, but if something is happening
in the segment that is causing a potential issue, then this type of examination will help to identify it.
4.3

ADDITIONAL SPECIFIC GUIDANCE ON EXAMINATION REQUIREMENTS

The HSS piping structural elements selected for inspection should be examined in accordance with the
requirements of Table 4. I-1 for the areas and/or volumes of concern. Table 4. 1-1 in this supplement
replaces Table 4.1-1 in WCAP-14572 Revision I-NP-A.
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Table 4.1-1

Examination Category R-A, Risk-Informed Piping Examinations
Extent and Frequeny [Note (3)]

Item
No.
RI.10

Parts Examined
High Safety Significant

RI.1 1

Elements Subject to Thermal
Fatigue

Examination
Requirement/
Fig. No.
[Note (2)]

Examination
Method

Acceptance
Standard

1st
Interval

Successive
Intervals

Defer to End
of Interval

Volumetric
[Notes (8), (9)]

IWB-3514

Element
[Notes (2), (4)]

Same as 1st

Not Permissible

Visual, VT-2

IWB-3142

Each Refueling

Same as 1st

Not Permissible

Element

Same as Ist

Not Permissible

Same as 1st

Not Permissible

Piping Structural Elements

IWB-2500-8(c)
[Note (1)]
IWB-2500-9, 10, 11

RI.12

Elements Subject to High

IWB-2500-8(a) and (b)

RI.13

Elements Subject to Erosion

[Note (6)]

RI.14

Elements Subject to Crevice

[Note (5)]

R1.15
RI.16

Cycle Mechanical Fatigue
Cavitation

Corrosion Cracking

[Notes (8), (9)]

Volumetric
[Note (7)]

Volumetric

IWB-3514

[Note (6)1

IWB-3514

[Notes (8), (9)]

[Note (2)]

Element
[Note (2)]

Volumetric
[Notes (8), (9)]

IWB-3514

Element
[Note (2), (4)]

Same as 1st

Not Permissible

Volumetric
[Notes (7), (8),
(9)]

IWB-3514

Element
[Note (2), (4)]

Same as 1st

Not Permissible

IWB-2500-8(a),
IWB-2500-8(b),
IWB-2500-8(c),

Visual, VT-3
Internal Surfaces
or Volumetric

[Note (6)]

Element
[Note (2)]

Same as 1st

Not Permissible

IWB-2500-9, 10, 11

[Note (6) or (7)1

[Note (7)]

[Note (7)]

[Note (7)]

[Note (7)]

[Note (7)]

Surface

IWB-3514

Element
[Note (2)]

Same as 1st

Not Permissible

Elements Subject to Primary
Water Stress Corrosion

IWB-2500-8(c)
[Note (1)]

Cracking (PWSCC)

IWB-2500-9,

Elements Subject to
Intergranular or
Transgranular Stress
Corrosion Cracking

IWB-2500-8(c)
[Note (1)]
IWB-2500-9, 10, 11

10, 11

(IGSCC or TGSCC)

Rl.17

Elements Subject to localized
Microbiologically Influenced
Corrosion (MIC) or Pitting

RI.18

Elements Subject to Flow

[Note (7)]

R1.19

Elements Subject to External
Chloride Stress Corrosion
Cracking (ECSCC)

IWB-2500-8(a),
IWB-2500-8(b),
IWB-2500-8(c),

Accelerated Corrosion (FAC)

I IWB-2500-9, 10,
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Table 4.1-1

Examination Category R-A, Risk-Informed Piping Examinations

(cont.)

Extent and Frequency [Note (3)]
Item
No.

Parts Examined

R1.20

Elements not Subject to a
Degradation Mechanism

Examination
Requirement/
Fig. No.
[Note (2)]
IWB-2500-8(c)
[Note (1)]
IWB-2500-9, 10, 11

Examination
Method
Volumetric
[Notes (8), (9)]

Acceptance
Standard
IWB-3514

1st
Interval

Successive
Intervals

Element
[Notes (2), (4)]

NOTES:
1. The length of the examination volume shown in Figure IWB-2500-8(c) shall be increased by enough distance [approximately
base metal thickness transition or counterbore.

/2 in.

Same as 1st

Defer to End
of Interval
Not Permissible

(13mm)] to include each side of the

2. Includes examination locations and Class 1 weld examination requirement figures that typically apply to Class 1, 2, 3, or Non-Class welds identified in
accordance with the risk-informed selection process described in WCAP-14572, Revision I-NP-A.
3. Includes 100% of the examination location. When the required examination volume or area cannot be examined, due to interference by another
component or part geometry, limited examinations shall be evaluated for acceptability. Acceptance of limited examinations or volumes shall not
invalidate the results of the risk-informed evaluation. Areas with acceptable limited examinations, and their bases, shall be documented.
4. The examination shall include any longitudinal welds at the location selected for examination in [Note 2]. The longitudinal weld examination
requirements shall be met for both transverse and parallel flaws within the examination volume defined in [Note 2] for the intersecting circumferential
welds.
5. The examination volume shall include the volume surrounding the weld, weld HAZ, and base metal, as applicable, in the crevice region. Examination
should focus on detection of cracks initiating and propagating from the inner surface.
6. The examination volume shall include base metal, welds, and weld HAZ in the affected regions of carbon and low alloy steel, and the welds and weld
HAZ of austenitic steel. Examinations shall verify the minimum wall thickness required. Acceptance criteria for localized thinning are in course of
preparation. The examination method and examination region shall be sufficient to characterize the extent of the element degradation.
7. In accordance with the Owner's existing programs such as IGSCC, MIC, or FAC programs as applicable.
8. Socket welds of any size and branch pipe connection welds NPS 2 (DN 50) and smaller, require only VT-2 visual examination.
9. VT-2 visual examinations shall be conducted during a system pressure test or a pressure test specific to that element or segment, in accordance with
IWA-5000, IWB-5000, IWC-5000, or IWD-5000, as applicable, and shall be performed during each refueling outage or at a frequency consistent with
the time (e.g., 18 to 24 months) between refueling outages.
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5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This Supplement to WCAP-14572 Revision 1-NP-A provides clarifications of the methodology described
in WCAP-14572 Revision 1-NP-A. Specifically, the Supplement addresses:
How failure probabilities are estimated for multiple pipe size segments,
The expert panel decision process for categorizing a segment as LSS that is quantitatively HSS,
and
The requirements for examination based on the postulated failure modes and configuration of
each piping structural element.
The Supplement provides methods for estimating the failure probability for multiple pipe size segments
that result in the same number of examinations or a negligibly small difference in the number of
examinations that has an insignificant impact using either method. The Supplement also provides
additional guidance to an expert panel to categorize a segment as LSS that is quantitatively HSS.
Additionally, this Supplement updates Table 4.1-1 from WCAP-14572 Revision 1-NP-A to incorporate
acquired knowledge and to reflect the examination methods that are actually being conducted by the
industry since the issuance of the approved version of the WCAP.
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APPENDIX A

PLANT-SPECIFIC EXAMPLES FOR CALCULATION OF FAILURE
PROBABILITIES FOR MULTIPLE PIPE SIZE SEGMENTS
Appendix A is provided for informational purposes only. The analyses described in this Appendix do not
represent additional requirements for conducting a risk-informed ISI program.
As discussed in Section 2, there is a potential for a difference in the absolute number of examinations
between the two methods for calculating SR.RA failure probabilities for multiple pipe size segments. The
two methods are (1) calculating a failure probability for each pipe size by using the most limiting SRRA
inputs from that pipe size and then using the highest failure probability to represent the multiple pipe size
segment and (2) calculating a failure probability using the most limiting SRRA inputs from all the sizes in
a multiple pipe size segment. To demonstrate that there is no difference in the number of examinations or
that any difference in the number of examinations would be insignificant, several risk-informed ISI
programs are evaluated for potential differences. The evaluation of the licensee's risk-informed ISI
programs focused on the two areas where a potential difference using the two different methods might
occur:
If the segment is categorized as HSS, there may be more examinations if the segment is split
since a minimum of one examination is conducted for each HSS segment.
If the segment is categorized as LSS and each pipe size contained an ASME Section XI
examination, the change-in-risk criteria in WCAP-14572 Revision 1-NP-A may not be met. If
this situation occurred, additional change-in-risk examinations may be needed to meet the
change-in-risk criteria.
Below is a summary of the process that is used to evaluate a licensee's risk-informed ISI program to
identify if there would be any potential difference in the number of examinations.
*

All multiple pipe size segments are identified.
The categorization as HSS or LSS of each multiple pipe size segment is identified.
All the SRRA runs for the HSS multiple pipe size segments are reviewed to determine their
applicability. SRRA runs for input to the Perdue Model and use in sensitivity runs are excluded
from further review, since these SRRA runs intentionally include variations in the SRRA inputs
that have no effect on the categorization of segments as HSS or LSS or any effect on the changein-risk evaluation.
Each applicable SRRA run for a HSS multiple pipe size segment is reviewed and the SRRA
inputs compared to determine what, if any, differences exist.
A "process of elimination" is applied based on the following questions to eliminate a HSS
multiple pipe size segment from further review by identifying a condition for the segment that
would result in no difference in the number of examinations.
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Are the only differences in the SRRA inputs associated with the physical pipe dimensions
(i.e., the nominal pipe size and / or the thickness-to-outside diameter ratio)?
-

Is the segment comprised of only socket welded piping?

-

Is the segment comprised of butt and socket welded piping, and the only difference in the
SRRA inputs is between the butt and socket welded portions of the multiple pipe size
segment?

-

If the HSS multiple pipe size segment is split into multiple segments and the failure
probabilities from each pipe size are used to represent their respective pipe size segments,
is only one of the segments split by pipe size categorized as HSS?

If the answer to any of the above is "yes," the segment can be eliminated from further consideration. For
each HSS multiple pipe size segment that is not eliminated based on the above questions, new SRRA
failure probabilities are calculated using the most limiting SRRA inputs from all of the pipe sizes in the
segment. The process of elimination is then continued based on the following questions.
-

-

Would the SRRA failure probability used to represent the multiple pipe size segment be the
same when comparing the new SRRA failure probabilities against the original failure
probabilities used to represent the segment?
If there is an increase in the failure probability that would be used to represent the multiple
pipe size segment, is the new failure probability used to represent the segment not overly
conservative? If the sum of the failure probabilities that would be used for the individual
pipe sizes is approximately the same as the failure probability for the segment using the
most limiting SRRA inputs from all of the pipe sizes in the segment, the failure probability
is considered to be not overly conservative.

If the answer to either of the above is "yes," the segment can be eliminated from further consideration.
If a HSS multiple pipe size segment is not "eliminated" from further evaluation (i.e., shown to
have no difference in the number of examinations) based on the above questions, the segment is
assumed to be split and the number of examinations on the segments split by size is estimated to
identify the potential difference in the number of examinations.
All LSS multiple pipe size segments that contain an ASME Section XI examination on more than
one pipe size are identified.
If none of the LSS multiple pipe size segments contain more than one ASME Section XI
examination, then there would be no change to the change-in-risk evaluation. The change-in-risk
criteria would still be met, and there would be no difference in the number of examinations based
on the LSS piping.
If more than one size on a LSS multiple pipe size segment contains an ASME Section XI
examination, the LSS multiple pipe size segment is assumed to be split based on the number of
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pipe sizes which contain an ASME Section XI examination. Splitting LSS multiple pipe size
segments is conservatively performed by multiplying the segment CDF and LERF by the number
of pipe sizes that contain an ASME Section XI examination.
The change-in-risk results are then reevaluated against the change-in-risk criteria. If the changein-risk criteria are met, there is no difference in the number of examinations based on the LSS
multiple pipe size segments.
If the change-in-risk criteria are not met, some of the conservatisms are removed. LSS multiple
pipe size segments that contain an ASME Section XI examination on more than one pipe size,
where the only differences in the SRRA inputs are due to the physical pipe dimensions, are not
split into separate segments. Additionally, for those segments that are split, more accurate piping
CDF and LERF values are calculated for each pipe size by using the failure probability for each
pipe size, rather than using the values from the most limiting pipe size to represent all pipe sizes
in the segment.
The change-in-risk results are then reevaluated against the change-in-risk criteria. If the changein-risk criteria are met, there is no difference in the number of examinations based on the LSS
multiple pipe size segments.
If the change-in-risk criteria are not met, additional examinations are identified until the changein-risk criteria are met. Any additional examinations would represent a difference in the number
of examinations.
Five risk-informed ISI programs are evaluated to demonstrate that using either method to calculate the
failure probability for multiple pipe size segments results in no difference in the number of examinations
or a negligibly small difference in the number of examinations that has an insignificant impact. These
units represent one full scope and four Class I and Class 2 applications. The following sections in this
Appendix provide more details on the evaluations performed on these risk-informed ISI programs.
Of these five units evaluated, there is no difference in the number of examinations based on the two
methods.
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A.1

UNIT A

Unit A risk-informed ISI program is a full scope program. Unit A has 263 multiple pipe size segments.
Forty five of these multiple pipe size segments are HSS and the remaining 218 multiple pipe size
segments are LSS. An evaluation of the HSS multiple pipe size segments showed no difference in the
number of examinations. Table A.1-1 presents, on a segment basis, the differences in the SRRA inputs,
the potential difference in the number of examinations, and the basis for the evaluation of the HSS
multiple pipe size segments.
There are five LSS multiple pipe size segments at unit A that contain an ASME Section XI examination
on the segment. It is conservatively assumed that each of these segments contains an ASME Section XI
examination of each of the pipe sizes. The change-in-risk is reevaluated and the change-in-risk criteria
are still met for all four cases of CDF and LERF without and with operator action. Thus, there is no
difference in the number of examinations for the LSS multiple pipe size segments.
Overall there is no difference in the number of examinations at unit A for both the HSS and LSS multiple
pipe size segments.
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Table A.1-1

Evaluation of Unit A HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments for Potential Difference in the Number of Examinations

Segment
AFW-010

Different SRRA Inputs

Potential Difference

Between the Pipe Sizes (1), (2)

in Examinations

Basis

0

The differences in the SRRA inputs for initial flaw condition, DW & thermal stress
and design limiting stress are associated with butt welded piping versus socket
welded piping. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.

-

Normal operating pressure
(1.2 versus 1.22 [ksi])

-

Initial flaw condition
(12.8 [No X-Ray] versus I
[X-Ray NDE])

-

The original controlling failure probabilities without ISI for the 3" portion of the
segment with a 1.2 ksi normal operating pressure for the small leak, large leak and
full break are:

DW & thermal stress
(0.05 versus 0.11)
Design limiting stress
0.1 versus 0.26)

4.82E-05, 6.36E-06, and 5.81E-06.
0
The revised controlling failure probabilities without ISI for the 3" portion of the
segment assuming a 1.22 ksi normal operation pressure for the small leak, large
leak and full break are:
0

4.82E-05, 6.40E-06, and 5.81E-06.

The original and revised failure probabilities for the 3" portion of the segment are
approximately the same. Thus there is no difference in the number of examinations.
AFW-012

-

-

-

Temperature at pipe weld
(100 versus 120 [*F])
Normal operating pressure
(0.85 versus 1.2 versus
1.22 [ksi])
Initial flaw condition
(12.8 [No X-Ray] versus 1
[X-Ray NDE])
DW & thermal stress
(0.05 versus 0.11)
Vibratory Stress Range
(0.001 versus 0.75 [ksi])
Design limiting stress
(0.1 versus 0.26)
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0

The differences in the SRRA inputs for initial flaw condition, DW & thermal stress
and design limiting stress are associated with butt welded piping versus socket
welded piping. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.
The original failure probabilities for various combinations of 0.85, 1.20 and 1.22 ksi
normal operating pressures, 100 and 120'F temperatures at pipe weld and 0.001 and
0.75 vibratory stress ranges without ISI for the small leak, large leak and full break
are:
4" portion - 2.54E-04, 8.89E-07, 1.88E-07
0
*
6" portion - 2.57E-05, 2.25E-06, 6.78E-07
The revised failure probabilities assuming a 1.22 ksi normal operating pressure, a
120 'F temperature at pipe weld and a 0.75 vibratory stress range without ISI for the
small leak, large leak and full break are:
*
4" portion - 2.42E-04, 1.35E-05, 2.44E-05
*
6" portion - 2.57E-05, 2.25E-06, 6.78E-07
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Table A.1-1

Evaluation of Unit A HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments for Potential Difference in the Number of Examinations

(cont.)

Segment

Different SRRA Inputs

Potential
Difference in

Between the Pipe Sizes () (2)

Examinations

Basis

The failure probabilities for the 6" portion of piping remained the same. The failure
probabilities for the small leak on the 4" portion also remained approximately the
same. Although the large leak and full break failure probabilities for the 4" portion
did increase, they remained below the controlling failure probabilities for the
segment, which are based on the socket welded piping. Thus there is no difference
in the number of examinations.

AFW-016

-

AFW-018

-

Initial flaw condition
(12.8 [No X-Ray] versus 1
[X-Ray NDE])
DW & thermal stress
(0.11 versus 0.17)
Material wastage potential
(0.001 versus 1)
Design limiting stress
(0.1 versus 0.26)
Initial flaw condition
(12.8 [No X-Ray] versus 1
[X-Ray NDE])
DW & thermal stress
(0.11 versus 0.17)
Material wastage potential
(0.001 versus 1)
Design limiting stress

0

0

Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from these differences.

(0.1 versus 0.26)

BLD-003

-

DW & thermal stress
(0.11 versus 0.17)
Material wastage potential
(0.001 versus 0.05)

Water hammer has been modeled for each of the pipe sizes in this segment. The
design limiting stress was changed to reflect the water hammer. The same design
limiting stress was used for water hammer for each pipe size thus there is no
difference in the design limiting stress between the pipe sizes in this segment for the
water hammer cases.
The other differences in the SRRA inputs initial flaw condition, DW & thermal
stress, material wastage potential and design limiting stress for the base cases (no
water hammer) are associated with butt welded piping versus socket welded piping.
Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from these differences.
Water hammer has been modeled for each of the pipe sizes in this segment. The
design limiting stress was changed to reflect the water hammer. The same design
limiting stress was used for water hammer for each pipe size thus there is no
difference in the design limiting stress between the pipe sizes in this segment for the
water hammer cases.
The other differences in the SRRA inputs initial flaw condition, DW & thermal
stress, material wastage potential and design limiting stress for the base cases (no
water hammer) are associated with butt welded piping versus socket welded piping.

0

The differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with butt welded piping versus
socket welded piping. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations
from these differences.

Vibratory stress range

(0.05 versus 0.1 [ksi])
-

Design limiting stress
(0.1 versus 0.26)

WCAP-14572R1-NP-A, Supplement 2 R1-NP-A.doc
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Table A.1-1
(cont.)

Segment
BLD-004

Evaluation of Unit A HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments for Potential Difference in the Number of Examinations

Different SRRA Inputs
Between the Pipe Sizes (1)a2)
Design limiting stress
(0.1 versus 0.26)

BLD-005A

Potential
Difference in
Examinations
0
0

Basis
The differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with butt welded piping versus
socket welded piping. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations
from these differences.
The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.

BLD-006A
CDS-013

Material wastage potential
(0.05 versus 0.1)

0

The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.

0

Water hammer has been modeled for each of the pipe sizes in this segment. The
design limiting stress was changed to reflect the water hammer. The same design
limiting stress was used for water hammer for each pipe size thus there is no
difference in the design limiting stress between the pipe sizes in this segment.
The original controlling failure probabilities without ISI for the small leak, large
leak and full break are:
*
8" portion with a 0.05 material wastage potential 2.22E-03, 2.32E-03, 2.32E-03
*
12" portion with a 0.1 material wastage potential 4.40E-03, 4.40E-03, 4.40E-03
The revised failure probabilities without ISI for the 8" portion assuming a 0.1
material wastage potential for the small leak, large leak and full break are:
*
7.1OE-03, 7.1OE-03, 7.1E-03
Although the controlling failure probabilities for the segment increased from
4.4E-03 to 7.IE-03, the 7.1E-03 failure probability is not overly conservative. The
impact on other segment RRWs would be insignificant.
Note that the only difference in the SRRA inputs is the material wastage potential,
which is an active degradation mechanism covered by an augmented program.
Since 100% of the elements subjected to an active degradation mechanism are
examined and the only difference in the SRRA inputs is associated with an active
degradation mechanism, there is no difference in the number of examinations.

-NP-A.doc
-NP-A, Supplement 22 Rl
WCAP- 14572R1
14572RI1-NP-A,
RI1-NP-A.doc
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Table A.1-1

Evaluation of Unit A HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments for Potential Difference in the Number of Examinations

(cont.)

Segment

Different SRRA Inputs
Between the Pipe Sizes (I),(2)

CSW-004

Potential
Difference in
Examinations
0

Basis
The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.

CSW-005A

Temperature at pipe weld
(80 versus 103 [IF])

0

The original controlling failure probabilities without ISI for the JB-1 24" portion of
the segment with a 80'F temperature at pipe weld for the small leak and large leak
are:

* 9.29E-04 and 1.30E-04.
The revised controlling failure probabilities without ISI for the JB-1 24" portion of
the segment assuming a 103'F temperature at pipe weld for the small leak and large
leak are:
*
9.29E-04 and 1.30E-04.
The original and revised failure probabilities for the JB-1 24" portion of the
segment are the same. Thus there is no difference in the number of examinations.

CSW-006A

Temperature at pipe weld
(80 versus 103 [0FJ)

0

CSW-007

0

CSW-008

0

The original controlling failure probabilities without ISI for the JB-1 24" portion of
the segment with a 80°F temperature at pipe weld for the small leak and large leak
are:
*
9.29E-04 and 1.30E-04.
The revised controlling failure probabilities without ISI for the JB-1 24" portion of
the segment assuming a 103°F temperature at pipe weld for the small leak and large
leak are:
* 9.29E-04 and 1.30E-04.
The original and revised failure probabilities for the 3B-1 24" portion of the
segment are the same. Thus there is no difference in the number of examinations.
The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.
The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.

WCAP-14572RI-NP-A, Supplement 2 R1-NP-A.doc
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Table A.1-1
(cont.)

Evaluation of Unit A HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments for Potential Difference in the Number of Examinations

Different SRRA Inputs
Between the Pipe Sizes '':2

Segment

Potential
Difference in
Examinations

Basis

CSW-016

0

The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.

CSW-017

0

The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.

FPS-021

0

The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.

HED-003

0

The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.
The difference in crack inspection accuracy only affects the with ISI failure
probabilities. Since there is no augmented program on this segment, the without ISI
failure probabilities are used for the risk evaluation. Therefore there is no impact
on the number of examinations from a difference in the crack inspection accuracy.
The original controlling failure probabilities without ISI for the 8" portion of the
segment with a 4457F temperature at pipe weld for the large leak and full break leak
are:
l.06E-01
1
and 1.06E-01.
The revised controlling failure probabilities without ISI for the 8" portion of the
segment assuming a 455°F temperature at pipe weld for the large leak and full break
are:
*
1.06E-01 and 1.06E-01.
The original and revised failure probabilities for the 8" portion of the segment are
the same. Thus there is no difference in the number of examinations.
The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.

HED-005

-

Crack inspection accuracy
(0.24 versus 0.32)
Temperature at pipe weld
(445 versus 455 [*F])

MSS-027

WCAP-14572R1-NP-A, Supplement 2 Rl-NP-A.doc

0
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Table A.1-1
(cont.)

Evaluation of Unit A HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments for Potential Difference in the Number of Examinations

Segment

Different SRRA Inputs

Potential
Difference in

Between the Pipe Sizes ().(2)

Examinations

MSS-036

0

MSS-041

0

MSS-072

0

MSS-073

0

MSS-075

0

NSW-001

0

NSW-004

0

Basis

The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.
The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.
The only differences in the SRRA
dimensions. Therefore there is no
these differences.
The only differences in the SRRA
dimensions. Therefore there is no
these differences.
The only differences in the SRRA
dimensions. Therefore there is no
these differences.
The only differences in the SRRA
dimensions. Therefore there is no
these differences.
The only differences in the SRRA
dimensions. Therefore there is no

inputs are associated with the physical pipe
impact on the number of examinations from
inputs are associated with the physical pipe
impact on the number of examinations from
inputs are associated with the physical pipe
impact on the number of examinations from
inputs are associated with the physical pipe
impact on the number of examinations from
inputs are associated with the physical pipe
impact on the number of examinations from

these differences.

NSW-005

-

-

Temperature at pipe weld
(80 versus 90 [°F])
Normal operating pressure
(0.04 versus 0.09 versus
0.125 [ksi])
DW & thermal stress
(0.05 versus 0. 11)
Design limiting stress
(0.1 versus 0.26)

0

The differences in the DW & thermal stress and design limiting stress are associated
with butt welded piping versus socket welded piping.
The original controlling failure probabilities without ISI for the large leak are:
3" portion with a 80°F temperature at pipe weld and a 0.125 ksi normal
*
operating pressure - 3.76E-03
3" portion with a 90'F temperature at pipe weld and a 0.09 ksi normal
•
operating pressure - 3.76E-03
4" portion with a 80'F temperature at pipe weld and a 0.125 ksi normal
0
operating pressure - 3.40E-03
*
4" portion with a 90°F temperature at pipe weld and a 0.04 ksi normal
operating pressure - 3.40E-03

September 2006
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Table A.1-1
(cont.)

Evaluation of Unit A HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments for Potential Difference in the Number of Examinations

Segment

Different SRRA Inputs

Potential
Difference in

Between the Pipe Sizes (I),(z)

Examinations

Basis

*

6" portion with a 80°F temperature at pipe weld and a 0.125 ksi normal
operating pressure - 1.22E-03

*

6" portion with a 90'F temperature at pipe weld and a 0.04 ksi normal
operating pressure - 1.22E-03

0

6" portion with a 90°F temperature at pipe weld and a 0.09 ksi normal
operating pressure - 1.22E-03

The revised controlling failure probabilities without ISI for the 3", 4" and 6"
portions of the segment assuming a 90°F temperature at pipe weld and a 0.125 ksi
normal operating pressure for the large leak are:
* 3.76E-03, 3.40E-03, and 1.22E-03.
The original and revised failure probabilities for the 3", 4" and 6" portions of the
segment are the same. Thus there is no difference in the number of examinations.

NSW-OI0A

0

The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.

NSW-OIOC

-

Temperature at pipe weld
(103 versus 108 [0 F])

0

The original controlling failure probability without ISI for the 6" portion of the
segment with a 1037F temperature at pipe weld for the large leak is
*
1.20E-03.
The revised controlling failure probability without ISI for the 6" portion of the
segment assuming a 108°F temperature at pipe weld for the large leak is
11.20E-03.
The original and revised failure probabilities for the 6" portion of the segment are
the same. Thus there is no difference in the number of examinations.

PCS-022B

0

The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.

WCAP-14572R1-NP-A, Supplement 2 R1-NP-A.doe
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Table A.1-1
(cont.)

Evaluation of Unit A HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments for Potential Difference in the Number of Examinations

Different SRRA Inputs
Between the Pipe Sizes , 2

Segment
PCS-023

PZR-014A

-

Fatigue stress range
(0.3 versus 0.5)

-

Low cycle fatigue frequency
(5 versus 10 [cycles/year])

-

Type of material
(304 versus 316 stainless)

-

Temperature at pipe weld

Potential
Difference in
Examinations

Basis

0

This segment is comprised of socket welded piping. Therefore there is no impact
on the number of examinations.

0

This segment is comprised of socket welded piping. Therefore there is no impact
on the number of examinations.

0

The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.
The original failure probabilities without ISI for the small leak and large leak are:
•
2.5" portion with a 0.26 design limiting stress and no X-Ray 5.13E-03 and 2.1 IE-03
0
3" portion with a 0.26 design limiting stress and no X-Ray 4.51E-03 and 2.24E-03
*
8" portion with a 0.1 design limiting stress and with X-Ray 2.08E-05 and 1.89E-05
*
10" portion with a 0.1 design limiting stress and with X-Ray 2.15E-04 and 1.87E-05
The revised failure probabilities without ISI assuming a 0.26 design limiting stress
and no X-Ray for small leak and large leak are:
•
8" portion - 1.90E-04 and 2.38E-04
*
10" portion - 1.40E-03 and 2.84E-04
Although the failure probabilities for the 8" and 10" portions of the segment
increased for those portions of the segment, the small leak failure probabilities

(549 versus 589 [*F])
-

Normal operating pressure
(2.060 versus 2.085 [ksi])

SDC-002B2

SDC-005

-

-

Initial flaw condition
(12.8 [No X-Ray] versus 1
[X-Ray NDE])
Design limiting stress
(0.1 versus 0.26)

0

remained less than the 2.5" and 3" portions and the large leak failure probabilities

WCAP-14572R1-NP-A, Supplement 2 R1-NP-A.doc
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Table A.1-1
(cont.)

Evaluation of Unit A HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments for Potential Difference in the Number of Examinations

Different SRRA Inputs
Between the Pipe Sizes o), t2 )

Segment

Potential
Difference in
Examinations

Basis
increased to be the approximately the same as the 2.5" and 3" portions. Thus there
is no difference in the number of examinations.

SDC-006

-

-

SDC-007A2

Initial flaw condition
(12.8 [No X-Ray] versus 1
[X-Ray NDE])
Design limiting stress
(0.1 versus 0.26)

-

Initial flaw condition
(12.8 [No X-Ray] versus I
[X-Ray NDE])

-

Design limiting stress
(0.1 versus 0.26)

WCALPWCAP- I14572R1
4572RI -NP-A,
-NP-A, Supplement
Supplement 2
2 Ri
RI -NP-A.doc
-NP-A-doc

0

0

The original failure probabilities without ISI for the small leak and large leak are:
2.5" portion with a 0.26 design limiting stress and no X-Ray 5.13E-03 and 2.I1E-03
0
3" portion with a 0.26 design limiting stress and no X-Ray 4.5 1E-03 and 2.24E-03
*
8" portion with a 0.1 design limiting stress and with X-Ray 2.08E-05 and 1.89E-05
10" portion with a 0.1 design limiting stress and with X-Ray 2.15E-04 and 1.87E-05
The revised failure probabilities without ISI assuming a 0.26 design limiting stress
and no X-Ray for small leak and large leak are:
*
8" portion - 1.90E-04 and 2.38E-04
*
10" portion - 1.40E-03 and 2.84E-04
Although the failure probabilities for the 8" and 10" portions of the segment
increased for those portions of the segment, the small leak failure probabilities
remained less than the 2.5" and 3" portions and the large leak failure probabilities
increased to be the approximately the same as the 2.5" and 3" portions. Thus there
is no difference in the number of examinations.
The differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with butt welded piping versus
socket welded piping. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations
from these differences.
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Table A.1-1
(cont.)

Evaluation of Unit A HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments for Potential Difference in the Number of Examinations

Different SRRA Inputs
Between the Pipe Sizes (, •

Segment
SDC-009

-

Initial flaw condition
(12.8 [No X-Ray] versus I
[X-Ray NDE])

-

Design limiting stress
(0.1 versus 0.26)

SDC-01 IA1

SDC-01 IA2

SDC-011A3

SDC-012A2

SDC-012A3

-

Initial flaw condition
(12.8 [No X-Ray] versus 1
[X-Ray NDE])

-

Design limiting stress

-

(0.1 versus 0.26)
Initial flaw condition
(12.8 [No X-Ray] versus 1
[X-Ray NDE])

-

Design limiting stress

-

(0.1 versus 0.26)
Initial flaw condition
(12.8 [No X-Ray] versus 1
[X-Ray NDE])

-

Design limiting stress
(0.1 versus 0.26)

-

Initial flaw condition
(12.8 [No X-Ray] versus 1
[X-Ray NDE])

-

Design limiting stress
(0.1 versus 0.26)

Potential
Difference in
Examinations
0

The differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with butt welded piping versus
socket welded piping. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations
from these differences.

0

The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.
The differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with butt welded piping versus
socket welded piping. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations
from these differences.

0

0

The differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with butt welded piping versus
socket welded piping. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations
from these differences.

0

The differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with butt welded piping versus
socket welded piping. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations
from these differences.

0

The differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with butt welded piping versus
socket welded piping. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations
from these differences.

WCAP-14572R1-NP-A, Supplement 2 RI-NP-A.doc
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Table A.1-1
(cont.)

Evaluation of Unit A HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments for Potential Difference in the Number of Examinations

Different SRRA Inputs
Between the Pipe Sizes 1 ),(2)

Segment
SSS-007

-

Normal operating pressure
(0.047 versus 0.125 [ksi])

-

Initial flaw condition
(12.8 [No X-Ray] versus 1
[X-Ray NDE])

-

Design limiting stress
(0.1 versus 0.26)

Potential
Difference in
Examinations
0

Basis
The differences in the design limiting stress are associated with butt welded piping
versus socket welded piping.
The original failure probabilities without ISI for large leak are:
3" portion with a 0.047 ksi normal operation pressure and no X-Ray 3.30E-07
4" portion with a 0.047 ksi normal operating pressure and no X-Ray 4.22E-07
6" portion with a 0.125 ksi normal operating pressure and with X-Ray 6.68E-08
The revised failure probabilities without ISI assuming a 0.125 ksi normal operating
pressure and no X-Ray for large leak are:
* 3" portion - 3.301E-07
* 4" portion - 4.31E-07
* 6" portion - 6.05E-07

SSS-009

0

The failure probabilities for the 3" and 4" portions of the segment remained
approximately the same. Although the failure probability for the 6" portion of the
segment increased, the failure probability remained less than the controlling failure
probability for the segment which is based on the socket welded piping. Thus there
is no difference in the number of examinations.
The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.

Notes:
1. Nominal pipe size and thickness-to-outside diameter ratio differences are not listed in Table A.1-1.
2.

If no units are identified the value is dimensionless.

-NP-A.doc
Supplement 22 RI
WCAP- 14572R 1-NP-A, Supplement
WCAP-14572RI-NP-A,
RI-NP-A.doc
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A.2

UNIT B

Unit B risk-informed ISI program is a Class I and Class 2 program. Unit B has a 156 multiple pipe size
segments. Twenty nine of these multiple pipe size segments are HSS and the remaining 127 multiple pipe
size segments are LSS. The original evaluation of the HSS multiple pipe size segments showed a
potential difference of one examination. Further evaluation of the HSS multiple pipe size segments
showed no difference in the number of examinations. Table A.2-1 presents, on a segment basis, the
differences in the SRRA inputs, the potential difference in the number of examinations and the basis for
the evaluation of the HSS multiple pipe size segments.
At unit B, there are no multiple pipe size segments that contain an ASME Section XI examination on
more than one pipe size; therefore, there is no difference in the number of examinations for the LSS
multiple pipe size segments.
Overall there is no difference in the number of examinations at unit B for both HSS and LSS multiple
pipe size segments.

WCAP-14572RI-NP-A, Supplement 2 RI-NP-A.doc
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Table A.2-1
Segment

Evaluation of Unit B HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments for Potential Difference in the Number of Examinations
Different SRRA Inputs
Between the Pipe Sizes (1

2

)

Potential Difference
in Examinations

CH-004

0

Basis
The design limiting stress contains two different values (0.1 and 0.26). All cases
(SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same design limiting stress. Thus there
is no difference in the design limiting stress.
The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations.

CH-016

0

The design limiting stress contains two different values (0.1 and 0.26). All cases
(SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same design limiting stress. Thus there
is no difference in the design limiting stress.
The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations.

0

The design limiting stress contains two different values (0.1 and 0.26). All cases
(SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same design limiting stress. Thus there
is no difference in the design limiting stress.

CH-017
CH-018

CH-026

The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations.
CH-050A

Vibratory stress range
(0.001 versus 1.0 [ksi])

WCAP-14572RI-NP-A, Supplement 2 RI-NP-A.doc

0

The design limiting stress contains two different values (0.1 and 0.26). All cases
(SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same design limiting stress. Thus there
is no difference in the design limiting stress.
The minimum detectable leak contains two different values (0.001 and 1 gpm). All
cases (SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same minimum detectable leak.
Thus there is no difference in the minimum detectable leak.
This segment is comprised of socket welded piping. Therefore there is no impact
on the number of examinations.
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Table A.2-1
(cont.)

Evaluation of Unit B HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments for Potential Difference in the Number of Examinations
Different SRRA Inputs
Betwveen the Pipe Sizest '(2 l

Potential Difference
in Examinations
0

CH-095
CH-096

CH-097

The design limiting stress contains two different values (0.1 and 0.26). All cases
(SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same design limiting stress. Thus there
is no difference in the design limiting stress.
The minimum detectable leak contains two different values (0.001 and I gpm). All
cases (SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same minimum detectable leak.
Thus there is no difference in the minimum detectable leak.
The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations.

0

CH-102
CH-103

The design limiting stress contains two different values (0.1 and 0.26). All cases
(SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same design limiting stress. Thus there
is no difference in the design limiting stress.
The minimum detectable leak contains two different values (0.001 and 1 gpm). All
cases (SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same minimum detectable leak.
Thus there is no difference in the minimum detectable leak.
The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations.

MS-026

0

Design limiting stress
(0.1 versus 0.18 for base
cases)

Design limiting stress is not normally a significant factor in determining the failure
probability unless full break is controlling.
MS-026 is included in an augmented program; therefore, the failure probabilities
with ISI are used for this segment in the risk evaluation.
The original failure probabilities with ISI for disabling leak rates of 2gpm and
Ogpm (full break) are:
*

3" portion with a 0.1 design limiting stress - 2.92E-08 and 2.19E-08

•

4" portion with a 0.18 design limiting stress - 2.43E-08 and 1.65E-08

Note that these controlling failure probabilities are not based on the base cases but
instead are based on the snubber not locking cases, which used the same design
limiting stress for the 3" and 4" portions of the segment.

WCAP-14572R1-NP-A, Supplement 2 Ri-NP-A.doc
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Table A.2-1
(cont.)
Segment

Evaluation of Unit B HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments for Potential Difference in the Number of Examinations
Different SRRA Inputs
Between the Pipe Sizest1 •'€2 )

Potential Difference
in Examinations

RC-004
RC-005
RC-006

0

Basis
The revised failure probabilities with ISI on the 3" portion of the segment with a
design limiting stress value of 0.18 for the base cases for disabling leak rates of
2gpm and Ogpm (full break) are:
0
1.17E-08 and 9.88E-09.
Note that although these new base case failure probabilities for the 3" portion of the
piping increased from the original 3" base case failure probabilities of 4.46E-09
and 6.60E- 11, the controlling failure probabilities for this segment remains the
same. Thus there is no effect on the number of examinations.
The fatigue stress range contains two different values (0.3 and 0.5). All cases
(SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same fatigue stress range. Thus there is
no difference in the fatigue stress range.
The design limiting stress contains two different values (0.26 and 0.42). All cases
(SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same design limiting stress. Thus there
is no difference in the design limiting stress.
The minimum detectable leak contains two different values (0.001 and 1 gpm). All
cases (SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same minimum detectable leak.
Thus there is no difference in the minimum detectable leak.
The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations.

RC-067

Stress corrosion potential
(0.001 versus 0.003)

-NP-A, Supplement
14572R1I-NtP-A,
WCAPWCAP-1I4572R
Supplement 2
2 Rl
R1 -NP-A.doc
-N-P-A-doe

0

The fatigue stress range contains two different values (0.3 and 0.7). All cases
(SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same fatigue stress range. Thus there is
no difference in the fatigue stress range.
The design limiting stress contains two different values (0.15 and 0.42). All cases
(SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same design limiting stress. Thus there
is no difference in the design limiting stress.
The minimum detectable leak contains two different values (0.001 and I gpm). All
cases (SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same minimum detectable leak.
Thus there is no difference in the minimum detectable leak.
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Table A.2-1
(cont.)
Segment

Evaluation of Unit B HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments for Potential Difference in the Number of Examinations
Different SRRA Inputs
Between the Pipe Sizes

Potential Difference
in Examinations

Basis
The original controlling failure probabilities without ISI for disabling leak rates of
2gpm, 100gpm, 1500gpm and Ogpm (full break) are:
*

3" portion with a 0.001 stress corrosion potential 1.22E-06, 9.69E-07, 7.72E-07, and 7.72E-07

*

0

RH-004

RH-005
RH-006

Vibratory stress range
(1.0 versus 1.5 [ksi])

0

6" portion with a 0.003 stress corrosion potential 6.32E-07, 5.21E-07, 4.97E-07, and 4.86E-07
The revised controlling failure probabilities without ISI for the 3" portion of the
segment assuming a 0.003 stress corrosion potential for disabling leak rates of
2gpm, 100gpm, 1500gpm and Ogpm (full break) are:
a
1.23E-06, 9.38E-07, 7.59E-07, and 7.59E-07.
The revised controlling failure probabilities are approximately the same as the
revised failure probabilities. Thus there is no difference in the number of
examinations.
The design limiting stress contains two different values (0.1 and 0.26). All cases
(SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same design limiting stress. Thus there
is no difference in the design limiting stress.
The minimum detectable leak contains two different values (0.001 and I gpm). All
cases (SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same minimum detectable leak.
Thus there is no difference in the minimum detectable leak.
The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations.
The design limiting stress contains two different values (0.1 and 0.26). All cases
(SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same design limiting stress. Thus there
is no difference in the design limiting stress.
The minimum detectable leak contains two different values (0.001 and I gpm). All
cases (SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same minimum detectable leak.
Thus there is no difference in the minimum detectable leak.
The original controlling failure probabilities without ISI for disabling leak rates of
2gpm, 28gpm, and Ogpm (full break) are:

WCAP-14572R1-NP-A, Supplement 2 R1-NP-A.doc
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Table A.2-1
(cont.)

Evaluation of Unit B HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments for Potential Difference in the Number of Examinations
Different SRRA Inputs
Between the Pipe Sizes M.(2)

Potential Difference
in Examinations
*

8" portion with a 1.5 vibratory stress range 1.27E-05, 9.07E-06, and 9.45E-06
*
10" portion with a 1.0 vibratory stress range 9.27E-06, 5.73E-06, and 4.60E-06
The revised controlling probabilities without ISI on the 10" portion assuming a
1.5 vibratory stress range for disabling leak rates of 2gpm, 28gpm, and Ogpm
(full break) are:
*
9.29E-06, 5.78E-06, and 4.66E-06.
The revised controlling failure probabilities for the 10" portion of the segment are
approximately the same. In addition, the 8" failure probabilities are still the
controlling failure probabilities for the segment. Therefore there is no difference in
the number of examinations.
RH-028

0

The fatigue stress range contains two different values (0.3 and 0.7). All cases
(SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same fatigue stress range. Thus there is
no difference in the fatigue stress range.
The design limiting stress contains two different values (0.1 and 0.42). All cases
(SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same design limiting stress. Thus there
is no difference in the design limiting stress.
The minimum detectable leak contains two different values (0.001 and 1 gpm). All
cases (SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same minimum detectable leak.
Thus there is no difference in the minimum detectable leak.
The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations.

RS-009

-

Temperature at pipe weld

-

(210 versus 215 ['F])
Normal operating pressure
(0.065 versus 0.120 [ksi])

RS-030
RS-031

I 4572R1-NP-A, Supplement
WCALPWCAP-14572RI-NP-A,
Supplement 22 R1-NP-A.doc
Rl-NP-A.doc

0

The design limiting stress contains two different values (0.1 and 0.26). All cases
(SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same design limiting stress. Thus there
is no difference in the design limiting stress.
The minimum detectable leak contains two different values (0.001 and 1 gpm). All
cases (SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same minimum detectable leak.
Thus there is no difference in the minimum detectable leak.
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Table A.2-1

Evaluation of Unit B HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments for Potential Difference in the Number of Examinations

(cont.)

Different SRRA Inputs
Between the Pipe Sizest1 '<2 )

Segment

RS-010

-

-

Potential Difference
in Examinations

Temperature at pipe weld
(210 versus 215 ['F])
Normal operating pressure
(0.065 versus 0.120 [ksi])
Fatigue stress range
(0.3 versus 0.7 for snubber
locking cases)
Design limiting stress
(0.26 with a probability of
0.001 [in any one year]
versus 0.42 with a
probability of 0.0000025
[in any one year] for

WCAP-14572R1-NP-A, Supplement 2 R1-NP-A.doc
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Basis
The original controlling failure probabilities without ISI for disabling leak rates of
2gpm and 193gpm are:
*
8" portion with a 215'F temperature at pipe weld and a 0.065 ksi normal
operating pressure -1.21E-05 and 5.05E-06
0
12" portion with a 210°F temperature at pipe weld and a 0.120 ksi normal
operating pressure - 2. 1OE-05 and 1.52E-05
The revised controlling failure probabilities without ISI assuming a 215°F
temperature at pipe weld and 0.120 ksi normal operating pressure for disabling leak
rates of 2gpm and 193gpm are:
•
8" portion- 1.38E-05 and 9.3 IE-06
*
12" portion- 2.05E-05 and 1.46E-05
Although there is an increase in the failure probabilities without ISI in the 8"
portion of the segment for a disabling leak rate of 193gpm, the remaining
controlling failure probabilities are approximately the same. Additionally the
overall controlling failure probabilities for the segment are associated with the 12"
portion and are approximately the same. Therefore there is no difference in the
number of examinations.
The minimum detectable leak contains two different values (0.001 and 1 gpm). All
cases (SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same minimum detectable leak.
Thus there is no difference in the minimum detectable leak.
The original controlling failure probabilities without ISI for disabling leak rates of
2gpm and 193gpm are:
0 8" portion with a 215°F temperature at pipe weld, a 0.065 ksi normal
operating pressure, and a 0.26 design limiting stress with a probability of
0.001 in any one year for snubber not locking cases (note no snubber locking
cases were run) - 1.211E-05 and 5.05E-06
12" portion with a 210°F temperature at pipe weld, a 0.120 ksi normal
0
operating pressure, a 0.7 fatigue stress range for snubber locking cases and a
0.42 design limiting stress with a probability of 0.0000025 in any one year for
snubber not locking cases - 8.34E-05 and 6.82E-05
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Table A.2-1
(cont.)

Evaluation of Unit B HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments for Potential Difference in the Number of Examinations
Different SRRA Inputs
Between the Pipe Sizes
(1 (2)

Segment

Potential Difference
in Examinations

snubber not locking cases)

RS-032
RS-033

-

-

Fatigue stress range
(0.3 versus 0.7)
Design limiting stress
(.26 with a probability of
0.0001 [in any one year]
versus 0.42 with a
probability of 0.0000025
[in any one year] for
snubber not locking)

Basis
The revised controlling failure probabilities without ISI assuming a 215*F
temperature at pipe weld, a 0.120 ksi normal operating pressure, a 0.7 fatigue stress
range for snubber locking cases, a 0.26 design limiting stress with a probability of
0.001 in any one year for the first set of snubber not locking cases and a
0.42 design limiting stress with a probability of 0.0000025 in any one year for the
second set of snubber not locking cases for disabling leak rates of 2gpm and
193gpm are:
*
8" portion - 3.6 1E-05 and 4.45E-05

0

*
12" portion - 8.07E-05 and 7.00E-05
Although the controlling failure probabilities for the 8" portion did increase, the
overall controlling failure probabilities for the segment are associated with the 12"
portion, which remained approximately the same. Therefore there is no difference
in the number of examinations.
The minimum detectable leak contains two different values (0.001 and I gpm). All
cases (SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same minimum detectable leak.
Thus there is no difference in the minimum detectable leak.
The original controlling failure probabilities without ISI for disabling leak rates of
2gpm and 193gpm are:
*
4" portion with a 0.26 design limiting stress with a probability of 0.0001 in
any one year for snubber not locking cases (note no snubber locking cases
were run) - 1.78E-05 and 1.78E-05
s
10" portion with a 0.7 fatigue stress range for snubber
locking cases and a
0.42 design limiting stress with a probability of 0.0000025 in any one year for
snubber not locking cases - 1.12E-05 and 8.03E-06
The revised controlling failure probabilities without ISI assuming a 0.7 fatigue
stress range for snubber locking cases, a 0.26 design limiting stress with a
probability of 0.0001 in any one year for the first set of snubber locking cases and a
0.42 design limiting stress with a probability of 0.0000025 in any one year for the
second set of snubber not locking cases for disabling leak rates of 2gpm and
193gpm are:

WCAP- I4572RI -NP-A, Supplement 2 RI -NP-A-doc
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Table A.2-1
(cont.)
Segment

Evaluation of Unit B HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments for Potential Difference in the Number of Examinations
Different SRRA Inputs
Between the Pipe Sizes0)
(2)

Potential Difference
in Examinations

Basis
*
*

SI-042A

Residual stress level
(10 versus 20 [ksi])

0

4" portion- 1.78E-05 and 1.78E-05
10" portion- 1.12E-05 and 8.03E-06
The revised controlling failure probabilities are approximately the same. Therefore
there is no difference in the number of examinations.
The fatigue stress range contains two different values (0.3 and 0.5). All cases
(SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same fatigue stress range. Thus there is
no difference in the fatigue stress range.
The design limiting stress contains two different values (0.1 and 0.26). All cases
(SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same design limiting stress. Thus there
is no difference in the design limiting stress.
This segment has three schedules 10S, 40S and 160. The SRRA inputs for two of
the three schedules (1OS and 40S) are the same except the thickness-to-outside
diameter ratio. The failure probabilities without ISI for disabling leak rate 193gpm
are:
*
*

10S schedule with a 10 ksi residual stress level - 7.58E-06
40S schedule with a 10 ksi residual stress level - 1.52E-06
*
160 schedule with a 20 ksi residual stress level - 4.57E-06
The revised controlling failure probabilities without ISI assuming a 20 ksi residual
stress level are:
0
1OS schedule - 1.26E-05
* 40S schedule - 7.288E-06
Although the controlling failure probabilities for the segment increased from
7.58E-06 to 1.26E-05, the 1.26E-05 failure probability is not overly conservative.
If the segment is split, it would be split into two segments - one segment with a
schedule of 160 and the other with schedules of 10S and 40S. The sum of the
failure probabilities for these two segments is:
* 7.58E-06 + 4.57E-06 = 1.22E-05
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Table A.2-1
(cont.)

Evaluation of Unit B HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments for Potential Difference in the Number of Examinations
Different SRRA Inputs 2
Between the Pipe Sizes
(1 ( )

Segment

Potential Difference
in Examinations

Basis
Since the sum of the failure probabilities of the split segments are approximately
the same as the failure probability using the most limiting SRRA inputs, the impact
on other segment RRWs would be insignificant. Therefore, there is no need to split
the segment and there is no difference in the number of examinations.

SI-043A

-

Residual stress level
(10 versus 20 [ksi])

0

The design limiting stress contains two different values (0.1 and 0.26). All cases
(SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same design limiting stress. Thus there
is no difference in the design limiting stress.
The original controlling failure probabilities without ISI are:
•
6" portion with a 10 residual stress level - 1.92E-07
•
10" portion with a 20 residual stress level - 2.65E-07
The revised controlling failure probability without ISI is:
* 6" portion with a 20 residual stress level - 1.93E-07
The revised failure probability for the 6" portion is nearly the same as the original
failure probability for the 6" portion. Additionally the controlling failure
probability for the segment remains the 10" portion of the segment.
Therefore there is no difference in the number of examinations.

Notes:
1.

Nominal pipe size and thickness-to-outside diameter ratio differences are not listed in Table A.2-1.

2.

If no units are identified the value is dimensionless.

WCAP-14572RI-NP-A, Supplement 2 Rl-NP-A-doc
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A.3

UNIT C

Unit C risk-informed ISI program is a Class I and Class 2 program. Unit C has 179 multiple pipe size
segments. Thirty two of these multiple pipe size segments are HSS and the remaining 147 multiple pipe
size segments are LSS. An evaluation of the HSS multiple pipe size segments showed no difference in
the number of examinations. Table A.3-1 presents, on a segment basis, the differences in the SRRA
inputs, the potential difference in the number of examinations, and the basis for the evaluation of the HSS
multiple pipe size segments.
There are three LSS multiple pipe size segments at unit C that contain an ASME Section XI examination
on more than one pipe size in the segment. Each of these segments contains ASME Section XI
examinations on two pipe sizes. The change-in-risk evaluation is conducted assuming that these LSS
multiple pipe size segments are split into two segments each. The change-in-risk criteria are still met for
all four cases of CDF and LERF without and with operator action. Thus, there is no difference in the
number of examinations for the LSS multiple pipe size segments.
Overall there is no difference in the number of examinations at unit C for both the HSS and LSS multiple
pipe size segments.

Rl-NP-A.doc
WCAP-14572R1-NP-A, Supplement
2 RI-NP-A.doc
Supplement 2
WCAP-14572RI-NP-A,
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Table A.3-1
Segment

Evaluation of Unit C HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments for Potential Difference in the Number of Examinations
Different SRRA Inputs
Between the Pipe Sizes M(2 )

Potential Difference
in Examinations

Basis

CHS-005

0

The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.

CHS-006
CHS-007

0

The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.

CHS-01 9A
CHS-020A

0

The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.

CHS-026A

0

CHS-026C
CHS-026G

0

CHS-028C

0

CHS-050A

0

The fatigue stress range contains two different values (0.15 and 0.5). All cases
(SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same fatigue stress ranges. Thus there
is no difference in the fatigue stress range.
The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.
The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.
The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.
The minimum detectable leak contains two different values (0.001 and 1 gpm). All
cases (SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same minimum detectable leak.
Thus there is no difference in the minimum detectable leak.
The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.

CHS-021A

WCAP- 14572R1-NP-A, Supplement
WCAP-1I4572RI1-NP-A,
Supplement 2
2 RI-NP-A.doc
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Table A.3-1

Evaluation of Unit C HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments for Potential Difference in the Number of Examinations

(cont.)

Different SRRA Inputs

Between the Pipe Sizes

Potential Difference
in Examinations

MSS-004
MSS-005

0

The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.

0

The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.

0

The only difference in the SRRA inputs for this segment is that the 12" piping had
a radiographic examination after the last weld pass and the 10" piping did not.
The snubber not locking case is the controlling failure probability for the 10" and
12" portions of the segment.
The original failure probabilities without ISI are:
*
10" portion with no X-Ray- 7.99E-09
*
12" portion with X-Ray - 1.22E-09
The revised failure probability without ISI assuming no radiographic examination
on the 12" portion is:

MSS-006

MSS-026

QSS-003
QSS-004

-

Initial flaw condition
(12.8 [No X-Ray] versus I
[X-Ray NDE])

* 7.99E-09.
Although changing the initial flaw condition from 12.8 to I has an effect on the
failure probability for that portion of the segment, the failure probability assuming
no X-Ray on the 12" portion of the segment is the same as the 10" portion of the
segment. Thus there is no difference in the number of examinations.

QSS-005
QSS-006

0

The fatigue stress range contains two different values (0.1 and 0.3). All cases
(SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same fatigue stress ranges. Thus there
is no difference in the fatigue stress range.
The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.

WCAP-14572R1-NP-A, Supplement 2 R1-NP-A.doc
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Table A.3-1
(cont.)

Evaluation of Unit C HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments for Potential Difference in the Number of Examinations
Different SRRA Inputs

Between the Pipe Sizes

Segment

QSS-026
QSS-027

-

). 2)

Potential Difference

Residual stress level
(5 versus 10 [ksi])
Initial flaw condition
(12.8 [No X-Ray] versus I
[X-Ray NDE])

QSS-035

in Examinations

Basis

0

The minimum detectable leak contains two different values (0.001 and 1 gpm). All
cases (SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same minimum detectable leak.
Thus there is no difference in the minimum detectable leak.
The differences in the SRRA inputs for residual stress level and initial flaw
condition are associated with butt welded piping versus socket welded piping.
Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from these differences.

0

The fatigue stress range contains two different values (0.1 and 0.3). All cases
(SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same fatigue stress ranges. Thus there
is no difference in the fatigue stress range.
The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.

RCS-058

-

-

Stress corrosion potential
(0.001 versus 0.003)
Design limiting stress
(0.26 versus 0.42 for
snubber not locking cases)

0

The minimum detectable leak contains two different values (0.001 and 1 gpm). All
cases (SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same minimum detectable leak.
Thus there is no difference in the minimum detectable leak.
The snubber not locking case is not the controlling failure probability for the 4" and
6" portions of the segment. The base cases are the controlling failure probability.
The snubber not locking cases increased by approximately 1.5 orders of magnitude
but still are not the controlling failure probabilities.
The original controlling failure probabilities without ISI for disabling leak rates of
2gpm, 100gpm, 1500gpm, and Ogpm (full break) are:
* 4" portion with a 0.001 stress corrosion potential 2.16E-07, 1.64E-07, 1.38E-07, and 1.26E-07
*
6" portion with a 0.003 stress corrosion potential 1.30E-07, 9.43E-08, 8.84E-08, and 8.5 1E-08
The revised controlling failure probabilities without ISI on the 4" portion of the
segment assuming a stress corrosion potential of 0.003 and a design limiting stress
of 0.42 for the snubber not locking cases for disabling leak rates of 2gpm, 100gpm,
1500gpm, and Ogpm (full break) are:

R1-NP-A.doc
Supplement 22 RI-NP-A.doc
I 4572R 1-NP-A, Supplement
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Table A.3-1
(cont.)
Segment

Evaluation of Unit C HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments for Potential Difference in the Number of Examinations
Different SRRA Inputs
Between the Pipe Sizes

Potential Difference
in Examinations

Basis
2.36E-07, 1.50E-07, 1.38E-07, and 1.38E-07.
The revised controlling failure probabilities are approximately the same as the
original failure probabilities. Thus there is no difference in the number of
examinations.

RCS-067

Stress corrosion potential
(0.001 versus 0.003)

0

The fatigue stress range contains two different values (0.3 and 0.5). All cases
(SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same fatigue stress ranges. Thus there
is no difference in the fatigue stress range.
The minimum detectable leak contains two different values (0.001 and I gpm). All
cases (SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same minimum detectable leak.
Thus there is no difference in the minimum detectable leak.
The original controlling failure probabilities without ISI for disabling leak rates of
2gpm, 100gpm, 1500gpm, and Ogpm (full break) are:
* 3" portion with a 0.001 stress corrosion potential 1.68E-07, 1.18E-07, 8.41E-08, and 8.41E-08
* 6" portion with a 0.003 stress corrosion potential 7.72E-08, 6.70E-08, 6.55E-08, and 6.15E-08
The revised controlling probabilities without ISI on the 3" portion of the segment
assuming a stress corrosion potential of 0.003 for disabling leak rates of 2gpm,
100gpm, 1500gpm, and Ogpm (full break) are:
*
1.78E-07, 1.04E-07, 6.79E-08, and 6.79E-08
The revised controlling failure probabilities are approximately the same as the
original failure probabilities. Thus there is no difference in the number of
examinations.

0

SIS-022A

The fatigue stress range contains two different values (0.3 and 0.5). All cases
(SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same fatigue stress ranges. Thus there
is no difference in the fatigue stress range.
The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.
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Table A.3-1
(cont.)

Evaluation of Unit C HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments for Potential Difference in the Number of Examinations

Segment

Different SRRA Inputs

Between the Pipe Sizes )'

Potential Difference

Basis

0

The fatigue stress range contains two different values (0.3 and 0.5). All cases
(SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same fatigue stress ranges. Thus there
is no difference in the fatigue stress range.
The minimum detectable leak contains two different values (0.001 and 1 gpm). All
cases (SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same minimum detectable leak.
Thus there is no difference in the minimum detectable leak.
The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.
The minimum detectable leak contains two different values (0.001 and I gpm). All
cases (SRRA runs) between the sizes contain the same minimum detectable leak.
Thus there is no difference in the minimum detectable leak.
The differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with butt welded piping versus
socket welded piping. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations
from these differences.

SIS-043A

SIS-056A
SIS-057B

-

Crack inspection accuracy
(0.24 versus 0.32)
Temperature at pipe weld
(70 versus 120 ['F])
Residual stress level
(5 versus 10 [ksi])

in Examinations

0

Initial flaw condition

(12.8 [No X-Ray] versus I
[X-Ray NDE])

SIS-06 lB

0

SIS-062B

0

SIS-064A

-

Crack inspection accuracy
(0.24 versus 0.32)
Residual stress level
(5 versus 10 [ksi])

0

The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.
The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.
The differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with butt welded piping versus
socket welded piping. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations
from these differences.

Initial flaw condition

(12.8 [No X-Ray] versus I
[X-Ray NDE])
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Table A.3-1
(cont.)

Evaluation of Unit C HSS Multiple Pipe Size Segments for Potential Difference in the Number of Examinations

Segment

Different SRRA Inputs
Between the Pipe Sizes 0ý 2( )

Potential Difference
in Examinations

SIS-065A

0

Basis
The only differences in the SRRA inputs are associated with the physical pipe
dimensions. Therefore there is no impact on the number of examinations from
these differences.

Notes:
1. Nominal pipe size and thickness-to-outside diameter ratio differences are not listed in Table A.3-M.
2. If no units are identified the value is dimensionless.
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A.4

UNIT D AND UNIT E

Unit D and unit E risk-informed ISI programs are Class I and Class 2 programs. Similar to the other riskinformed ISI programs that are evaluated, there is no difference in the number of examinations. However,
a unique situation occurred on one segment at both unit D and unit E that did not occur at the other units
that are evaluated. This situation is discussed in the following paragraphs.
The pressurizer surge lines at unit D and unit E are multiple pipe size segments consisting of two pipe
sizes - 14 inch and 16 inch. The differences in the SRRA inputs, other than the nominal pipe size and
thickness-to-outside diameter ratio for the two pipe sizes, are a stress corrosion potential of 0.001 versus
0.003 and a fatigue stress range of 0.5 versus 0.3.
The 16 inch portion of the segments is conservatively postulated to have some potential for thermal
stratification based on an evaluation that the highest potential for thermal stratification existed in this
portion of the surge line. Postulating some thermal stratification is conservative, since thermal
stratification has been previously determined to have a limited impact on the integrity of the pressurizer
surge line. The 16 inch portion of the segments is not modeled with stress corrosion cracking since it
does not contain an Inconel weld. The 14 inch portion of the segments is modeled with a potential for
stress corrosion cracking due to an Inconel weld. Thermal stratification is not modeled on the 14 inch
portion based on a prior evaluation. Although the segments are not quantitatively HSS, the risk results
placed the surge lines in the region for additional consideration by the expert panel, who categorized the
surge lines as HSS due to the postulated thermal stratification.
The original controlling failure probabilities without ISI for the large leak with disabling leak rates of
2 gpm, 100 gpm, 1500 gpm, and 500 gpm are respectively:
14" portion - 1.96E-08, 4.19E-09, 4.18E-09, 4.18E-09
16" portion - 3.08E-07, 2.8 1E-07, 2.80E-07, 2.75E-07
The revised failure probabilities assuming a stress corrosion potential of 0.003 and a fatigue stress range
of 0.5 for the large leak with disabling leak rates of 2 gpm, 100 gpm, 1500 gpm, and 5000 gpm are
respectively:
14" portion - 2.69E-07, 2.19E-07, 1.93E-07, 1.92E-07
*

16" portion - 3.08E-07, 2.83E-07, 2.81 E-07, 2.80E-07

Although the failure probabilities for the 14 inch portion did increase, they remain below the controlling
failure probabilities for the 16 inch portion segment. The controlling failure probabilities for the 16 inch
portion of the segments remain approximately the same. Thus, there is no difference in the number of
examinations.
In this example, the stress corrosion cracking and thermal stratification are judged not to be active and the
surge lines are not modeled as being highly susceptible to an active degradation mechanism. Thus, the
segments are placed in Region 2 of the structural element selection matrix. The Perdue Model analysis of
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the surge line indicated that a minimum of one examination is required to maintain a 95 percent
confidence that the current target leak rates would not be exceeded. The expert panel assigned two
examinations to each of these segments to address the potential for thermal stratification and the potential
for stress corrosion cracking on the Inconel weld. Had the segment been split, it is reasonable to assume
that each of the split segments would have been categorized as HSS. With a minimum of one
examination per HSS segment, it is reasonable to assume that two examinations would have been
conducted on each of the pressurizer surge lines. Since the SRRA failure probabilities calculated by both
methods are approximately the same, there is no need to split the segments, and there is no difference in
the number of examinations. However, additional guidance has been added to Section 2.3 of this
Supplement to WCAP-14572 to address this situation where a segment has more than one postulated
degradation mechanism that is neither active nor modeled as highly susceptible to an active degradation
mechanism. The guidance is that consideration be given to conducting an examination on the segment
that addresses each postulated degradation mechanism. In some cases, this may result in doing more
examinations than is required by the Perdue Model statistical analysis.
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WCAP-14572 Rev-. --NP-A
Supplement 2
Project Number 694

U.S. Nuclear Remglatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk

Washington, DC 20555-0001

Subject:

&

Westinghouse Owners Group
Responses to the NRC Request for Additional Information (RAI)
Regarding the Review of WCAP-14572. Rev. 1-N•P-A Supplement 2,
(Non-Proprieta•r), "Westinghouse Owners Group Application of
Risk-Informed •Methods to Piping Inservice Inspection Topical
Report Clarifications" (PA-MSC-0076)

Reference 1:Letter from Girija Shukla (NRC) to Mvir. Gordon Bischoff (Westinghouse
Owners Group), Dated November 24, 2004, Acceptance of Topical
Report WCAP-14572-NP, Rev. 1, "WOG Application of Risk-Informed
Methods to Piping ISI Topical Report Clarifications" for Review (TAC
No. MC3979)
Attachment I to this letter provides the responses to the NRC Request for Additional
Information (R.AI) from the review ofWCAP-14572, Rev. 1-NP-A Supplement 2,
(Non-Proprietary), "Westinghouse Owvners Group Application of Risk-Informed
Methods to Piping Inservice Inspection Topical Report Clarifications". The draft
responses to the RAIs have been revised as agreed to in the telecon between
Westinghouse, the Westinghouse Owners Group and the NRC held on April 26,
2005. These RAI responses do not contain any proprietary information. These RAI
responses are being provided to support issuance of the draft Safety Evaluation by
August 15, 2005 in accordance with your acceptance review letter (Reference 1).
Attachment 2 contains the mark-up revisions to the WCAP-14572, Rev. 1-NP-A
Supplement 2 on the actual pages from Supplement 2.
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US NRC Document Control Desk
WOG-05-296

June 22, 2005
Pago 2 of 2

If you have any questions regarding this information, please feel free to call Mr. Steven
DiTommaso of the Westinghouse Owners Group Program Management Office at 412-3745217.
Very truly yours,

D. F. Pilmer

Vice-Chairman, Westinghouse Owners Group
mjl
Attachments
cc:

WOG Steering Committee
WOG Licensing Subcommittee
WOG Materials Subcommittee
G. Shukla, USNRC (via Federal Express)
S. Dinsmore, USNRC (via Federal Express)
WOO Project Management Office
P. Stevenson, Westinghouse
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Attachment 1 to WOG-05-296

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION (RAT)
WESTINGHOUSE OWNERS GROUP
APPLICATION OF RISK INTORMED METHODS TO PIPING -ISERVICEINSPECMION
TOPICAL REPORT CLARIFICATIONS
(TOPICAL REPORT WCAP-14572. REVISION 1-3NP-A, SUPPLEMENT 2)
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORNLMaTION (MAD)

WCAP-14572, Revision 1-NP-A, Supplement 2 addresses two methods of calculating failure probabilities
for multiple pipe size segments. In the first method, a failure probability is calculated for every pipe size
in the multiple pipe size segment, and the highest failure probability associated with the segment is used
to represent the segment. In the second method, all of the degradation mechanisms present in the segment
are combined on the limiting weld in the segment. If the resulting failure probability is not overly
conservative, the calculated failure probability is used. If it is overly conservative, the segment is split by
size and a new failure probability is recalculated for each of the new segments. Supplement 2 argues that
the first method is an acceptable alternative to the second method, in which all of the degradation
mechanisms present in the segment are combined on the limiting weld in the segment, as outlined in
WCAP-14572, Revision 1-NP-A, "'Westinghouse Owners Group Application of Risk-Informed Methods
to Piping Inservice Inspection Topical Report."
In arguing that the first method is acceptable, Supplement 2 attempts to demonstrate that there is no
difference or an insignificant difference in the number of examinations yielded by using the first method
as opposed to using the second method. In order to compare the two methods, Supplement 2 discusses the
range of possible scenarios among multiple pipe size segments that could occur in Risk-Informed
Inservice Inspection (RI-ISI) programs using the first method. In reviewing Supplement 2, the staff
believes that there are ten different scenarios presented to evaluate the potential differences in the number
of exams based on the categorization of segments into High Safety Significant (1ISS) or Low Safety
Significant (LSS) categories. Additionally, the staff believes that there are four different scenarios
presented to evaluate potential differences in the number of exams based on the change-in-risk evaluation.
Appendix A of Supplement 2 describes a review/screening process that examines each of the scenarios to
identify if there would be any potential difference in the number of examinations when using the first
method as opposed to using the second method. This process was followed to evaluate five RI-ISI
programs that used the first method to calculate failure probabilities for multiple pipe size segments.
NRC RAI 1. Does Westinghouse concurthat there areten different scenariosbased on the
categorizationandfour dtfferent scenariosbased on the change in riskevaltations that aredescribedin
Supplement 2? If not. how main- scenariosdoes Westinghouse believe are addressedin Supplement 2?
Briefly list each scenario describedin the review/screeningprocess describedin Appendix A.
Response to NRC RAI 1
There are eight basic scenarios based on categorization. They are identified in Table RAI 1-1. For all the
scenarios except number 1, the multiple pipe size segment is categorized high safety significant (1SS).
The progression from one scenario to the next is important in understanding how Section 2 of Supplement
2 evaluates each scenario and covers the possible cases.
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Table RAI 1-I
Number

I

WCAP-14572 SuDolement 2 Scenarios Based on Cateeorization

Scenario

The multiple pipe size segment is low safety significant
(Section 2.2.1).

2

3

4

5

6

The Only Difference in SRRA Inputs Are the Nominal
Pipe Si:e or Thickness-to-OutideDiameterRatio
(Section 2.2.3). Note that this scenario is the second
method described in the first bullet for the second method
in Section 2.1.
Segments Comprised ofSocket Welded Piping(Section
2.23). The segment is comprised of socket welded
piping and does not have an externally generated
degradation mechanism.
Segments Comprised of.Butt andSocket Welded Piping
Wh7.ere the Onl), Differences in SRRA Inputs are Between
the Butt and Socket Welded Portions(Section 2.23). The
segment is comprised of butt and socket welded piping
where the only differences in SRRA inputs are between
the butt and socket welded portions and there is no
externally generated degradation mechanism on the
socket welded piping.
No Difference in the FailureProbabilit' Used to
Represent the Segnent (Section 2.2.3). In some cases the
failure probabilities do not significantly differ using the
two methods.
Only One Si:e Renabins HSS When Splitting a HSS
Multiple Pipe Size Segment (Section 2.2.3). When a HSS
multiple pipe size segment is split into separate segments

Is the Scenario Used in Supplement 2
Appendix A?
Due to a prior agreement between the NRC
and WOO (May 14, 2003 meeting at the
NRC) that this scenario does not result in a
difference in the number of examinations,
this scenario was not specifically identified
or called out'in Appendix A.
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

based on pipe size, it is possible that one split segment
will be categorized as HSS and the rest will be
categorized as LSS by the expert panel due to lower
7

failure probabilities for all but the HSS split segment.
Increases in the Segment FailureProbabilityThatAre
Not Overly Consermaive (Section 2.2.3). If the failure
probability in a multiple pipe size segment is determined
by using SRRA inputs specific to each pipe size, then it is
possible that using the most limiting SRRA inputs from
all the pipe sizes may result in an increase in the failure

Yes

probability for the segment that is not overly
S

conservative.
Increasesin the SegmentFailure ProbabilityThatAre
PotentiallyOverly Conservative (Section 2.2.4) It is
possible that using the most limiting SRRA inputs from
all the pipe sizes in a segment will result in an overly
conservative failure probability.

No

Note that there is a potential for combinations of scenarios to be used to demonstrate that there is no
difference in the number of examinations. For example, a multiple pipe size segment may be comprised
of 2 or more butt welded sizes and 2 or more socket welded sizes. The only difference in the butt welded
portions may be the nominal pipe size. Thus, using scenario 2 there is no difference in the number of
examinations for the butt welded portion. Scenario 3 may be used to demonstrate that there is no
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difference for the socket welded portion due to multiple sizes. And finally scenario 4 is used to
demonstrate that there is no difference in the number of examinations due to butt and socket welded
piping in the same segment. Numerous combinations are possible and may have been encountered and
used as part of this analysis.
There are 11 basic scenarios for the change-in-risk evaluation that can occur if multiple pipe size
segments are split by pipe size. Additional scenarios are possible if a multiple pipe size segment has
more than two pipe sizes; however, these additional scenarios can be broken down into combinations of
these basic 11 scenarios. These 11 basic scenarios are presented in Table RAI 1-2.

RAT 1.2

Se~n3rin~ A~n4,ter1 'nith tlip

~

Multiple Pipe Size
Scenario

Safety

9 ASME

Significance
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

LSS
LSS
LSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS

S Exams
2
I
0
2
1
0
2
1
1

0
0

Chsnpe-mn.R~k

T~~1,,2tinn

Split Segment I
Safety

Split Segment 2
Safety

ASNE

Is the Scenario
Used in
Supplement 2

Sinfcne
Significance

Exam
Section
x

Appendix A? ()

ASME

Sinfcne
Significance
Sectio

Exam
n Xe

LSS
LSS
LSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS

Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
N

LSS
LSS
LSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
LSS
LSS
LSS
HSS
LSS

Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
N

Yest')
Yes .
Yes1 to
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Notes: (1) None of the HSS segments used in this study would have resulted in a LSS split
segment. Since meeting the change-in-risk criteria would not have been adversely
affected, the HSS multiple pipe size segments were not checked to determine if there
was an ASME Section XI exam on more than one size.
(2) For one plant, all LSS multiple pipe size segments were conservatively assumed to
have an ASM.E Section M examination on each pipe size.
(3) For this analysis no distinction w-as made between the LSS multiple pipe size
segments with ASME Section XI exams on one pipe size and the LSS multiple pipe

size segments with no ASME Section XI exams.
Refer to the response to RAI 7 for revised text for part of Section 22.4 to reflect this additional
information on the scenarios associated wvith the change-in-risk evaluation.

C
C
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N-RC RAI 2. Is the review/screeningprocess describedin Appendix A ofSupplement 2 to be appliedas
partof the development of every RI-ISIprogram that utilizes thefirst method to calculatefailure
probabilitiesfor multipe pipesize segments? Is theprocess intended to be applied to licensees that
alreadyhave an approvedRI-ISIprogram? If either of the above is true,where does Supplement 2 state
this?
Responses to INRC RAI 2
2.a Is the review/screeningprocess describedin Appendix A ofSupplement 2 to be appliedaspartof the
development ofevery RI-ISlprogram that uttilizes thefirst method to calculatefaihlreprobabilitiesfor
multiple pipe size segments?
Response to 2.a:
No. The review process is included to demonstrate that there are no differences or insignificant
differences between the two methods of calculating failure probabilities.
2.b Is theprocess intended to be applied to licensees that alread, have an approvedRI-SIprogram?
Response to 2.b:
No. The review process is included to demonstrate that there are no differences or insignificant
differences between the two methods of calculating failure probabilities.
2.c If either ofthe above is true, where does Supplement 2 state this?
Response to 2.c:
The Supplement does not state this. The one-time comparison is presented in Supplement 2 in detail as a
generic basis for supporting failure probabilities that were calculated in accordance with first method
described in Section 2.1.
To clearly identify the informational only portions of Supplement 2. the following text will be added:
New first paragraph under Section 2.2:
Section 2.2 and its associated subsections are provided for informational purposes only. The analyses
described in this Section do not represent additional requirements for conducting a risk-informed ISI
program.
New first paragraph under Appendix A:
Appendix A is provided for informational purposes only. The analyses described in this appendix do not

represent additional requirements for conducting a risk-informed ISI program.
N'RC RAI 3.

Page 2-4 of Sipplement 2presents the follmving scenario:

1. An HSS multiplepipe size segment.

2. The only differences in the stnrcturalreliabilioymid risk assessment (SRRA) computer code
inputsfor each size in the segment are nominalpipe size and/orthickness-to-outsidediameter ratio.
Is every weld in these segments exposed to the same conditions? JMlust the segment have either no

degradationmechanisms in all of the multiplepipe size segment, onlypostulateddegradation
mechanisms, or only active degradationmechanisms to be Included in this scenario? Pleaseexplain why
this scenariowould never resultin overly consertativepipefailtrefrequenciesforall combinations of
degradationmechanisms andpipe sizes. Does use of the smallestpipe sizefor the SRRA input ahlays
yield the highestfailureprobabilities,regardlessof any degradationmechanism or must the calculation
be donefor eachpipe size to identi5,the highestfailurefi-equency? Pleaseprovidethe maximmn range
WOG-05-296
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ofpipe sizes (i.e., the smallest and the largestpipesize) in these t'pes ofmulti-pipe size segments. Please
provIde the maximum number ofdifferent pipe sizes in these sTpes ofsegments.
Responses to NRC RAI 3
3.a Is evm'e

weld in these segments exposed to the same conditions?

Response to 3.a:
Not necessarily. Every weld may not be exposed to tie same conditions, however, for this scenario the
SRRA inputs other than nominal pipe size and/or thickness-to-outside diameter ratio have been set to the
same values.
3.b Must the segment hare either no degradationmechanisms in all of the multiple pipe size segment,
only postulateddegradationmechanisms, or only active degradationmechanisms to be inchlded in this
scenario?
Response to 3.b:
No - any combination. In this case, the limiting conditions from all of the pipe sizes are used on all sizes.
3.c Please explain why this scenariowould never result in overly conservative pipefailurefrequencies
for all combinations of degradationmechanisms andpipe sizes.
Response to 3.c:
This scenario could potentially result in overly conservative failure frequencies if degradation
mechanisnms that apply to only one of the segment's pipe sizes are combined with mechanisms applicable
only to the segment's other pipe sizes. The potential for calculating overly conservative results also exits
for a single pipe size segment for which overly conservative SRRA inputs have been used or a segment
that has different degradations mechanisms on different locations of the pipe. Regardless of whether the
segment has multiple pipe sizes, there are checkpoints in the methodology for identifying overly
conservative failure frequencies. First, the SRRA results are reviewed for reasonableness by the
engineering team responsible for their generation. Next, the SRRA results are reviewed at a higher level
during the review of the risk evaluation results. Finally, the expert panel is presented with the failure
information for each segment. If. at any point in this process. it is determined that the failure frequencies
are overly conservative, the responsible engineering team will review the inputs and assumptions and
remove any excess conservatism. In doing this, the team may decide it is appropriate to split the segment.
3.d Does use ofthe smallestpipe sizefor the SRRA input ahl'ays yield the highestfailureprobabilities,
regardless ofany degradationmechanism or must the calculation be donefor each pipe size to identif'
rhe highestfailtrefrequency?
Response to 3.d:
In most cases, if all inputs are the same except pipe size, then the smaller pipe size will have a higher
failure probability.
3.e Pleaseprovde the maximum range ofpipe sizes (i.e., the smallest and the largestpipe size) in these
types ofmulti-pipe size segments.
Response to 3.e:
There is no formal limit on the maximum range of pipe sizes allowed for a segment. For the units used as
examples in Appendix A, Units A. B, and C calculated failure probabilities using the first method
described in Section 2.1. Units D and E followed the second method described in Section 2.1 except for
one segment per unit as described in Appendix A. Therefore. the ranges requested are from Units A, B,

L
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and C. For this scenario, the maximum range of the nominal pipe diameters in one multiple pipe size
segment is 3 inches to 24 inches.
3.f Pleaseprovide the maximum number oftdifferentpipe sizes in these types ofsegments.
Response to 3f:
There is no formal limit on the maximum number of pipe sizes allowed for a segment. For this scenaric
for Units A, B. and C in Appendix A, the maximum number of pipe sizes in one multiple pipe size
segment is 5.
NRC RAI 4.

Page 2-4 of Supplement 2 presents the following scenario:

1. A.n1SS multiplepipe size segment that contains both socket weldedpiping and butt welded
piping.
2. There is no external degradationmechanism on the socket weldedpiping.
3. The only difference in the SRRA inputs is between the socket and butt weldedportions ofthe
segment.
Must all the socket and butt welds be exposed to the same degradationmechanisms? Does the segment
ha'e either no degradationmechanisms in the multiple pipe size segment, only postulateddegradation
nmechanisms, or only active degradationmechanisms? Can there be differentpostulated or active
degradationmechanisms between the socketed and the butt welded portions of the segment? Please
explain why this scenario iwould never result in overly conservtativepipefailurefrequenciesfor all
combinations ofdegradationmechanisms and pipe sizes.
Supplement 2 argues that, in this scenario, there is no difference in the number of exams when using the
first method as opposed to using the second method. However, as stated in Section 2.2.3, page 2-3, of
Supplement 2, "If a HSS multiplepipe size segment is split into separatesegments basedon pipe size a)
more than one pipe size is categorizedas HSS, the minimum number ofexaminations may increasefior.
one to the number of segment pipe sizes that are categorized as HSS. " Within each ofthese segments,
socket iw'elds without external degradationwill be inspected using FT-2, and all of the butt iwelds with
active degradationmechanisms iwill be inspected. However, the butt welds without active degradation
mechanisms will use the Perdue model analysis to determine the number of welds to inspect within eaci
segment. WCAP-14572 (p.178, 3.7.2) states that, when using the Perdue model, a minimum ofone exa
is chosenfor each HSS segment. Therefore, each HSS segment createdwhen the segment is split based
on size, itith a butt itweld would requirea mninimuni of one exam. So, there appearsto be apotentialfor
the number of exams to increasewhen an HSS multiple pipe size segment containingboth socket welds
and butt welds is split into separatesegments based on size. Pleasejustify'yourconchlsion that, in this

case, there is no difference in the number of eraminations.
Responses to NRC RAI 4
4.a Must all the socket and butt iwelds be exposed to the same degradationmechanisms?
Response to 4.a:
No. In this scenario, the socket and butt welds are subject to different degradation mechanisms or the
same degradation mechanism but with different severities or a combination of different degradation
mechanisms and different severities.
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4.b Does the segment have either no degradationmechanisms in the nultiplepipe size segment, only
postulated degradationmechanisms, or only active degradationmechanisms?
Response to 4.b:
Any combination is possible.
4.c Can there be different postulatedor active degradationmechanisms between the socketed and the
butt weldedportions of the segment?
Response to 4.c:
Yes, by the definition of this scenario, the socket and butt welds are subject to different degradation
mechanisms or the same degradation mechanism but with different severities or a combination of
different degradation mechanisms and different severities.
4.d Please explain why this scenariowould never resudt in overly conservativepipefailurefrequencies
for all combinations of degradationmechanismns andpipe sizes.
Response to 4.d:
As discussed in the response to RAI 3, overly conservative failure frequencies can be calculated for any
segment. However, the means by which the failure frequencies are calculated for this scenario using the
first method does not introduce any additional potential for overly conservative results. The degradation
mechanisms applicable to the socket welds are only applied to the socket welds and are not applied to the
butt welds, and the degradation mechanisms applicable to the butt welds are only applied to the butt welds
and are not applied to the socket welds. Thus, the failure frequencies are calculated in a best estimate
nmanner.
4.e Pleasejustif, your conchlsion that, in this case, there is no difference in the number of examinations.
Response to 4.e:
In this scenario, the only difference in degradation mechanisms is between the butt and socket welded
portions of piping. If the segment was split, the only split considered would be between the butt and
socket welded piping. If there are multiple butt welded pipe sizes, the only differences are associated
with the physical dniensions and are addressed in Supplement 2 under the subsection titled "The Only
Difference in SRRA Inputs Are the Nominal Pipe Size or Thickness-to-Outside DiameterRatio." Thus,
the butt welded portion of the segment is modeled such that all degradation mechanisms in the butt
welded portion are included in the limiting weld (i.e.. the limiting degradation mechanisms from the butt
welded portion are combined or added and included in the limiting butt weld). If there are multiple
socket welded sizes, they would be addressed in Supplement 2 under the subsection titled "Segments
Comprisedof Socket Welded Piping." Therefore. there is no difference in the munber of welds inspected
for this scenario.
The following text will be added to the bottom of page 2-4:
Thus, there is no need to combine degradation mechanisms between the butt and socket welded
portions of piping because the same number of examinations are identified for the butt and socket
welded portions of piping: independent of whether the degradation mechanisms are combined or
not.
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The following text will be added before the last paragraph in Section 2.3:
There is no need to combine degradation mechanisms between the butt and socket welded
portions of piping because the same number of examinations are identified for the butt and socket
welded portions of piping, independent of whether the degradation mechanisms are combined or
not.
NRC RAI 5.

On page 2-6 and 2-7 of Supplement 2, the following scenario is addressed:

1. An HSS multiplepipe size segment is not eliminatedby anotherscenario and a new failure
probabilityis calculated using the most limiting inputsfor all the pipe sizes.
2. The HSS nultiplepipe size segment'sfaihl'eprobabilit, calculatedby using the most limiting
SRRA inputsfrom all pipe sizes, results in an increasein thefailureprobabilityof the segment that is
not overl, conserv-ative.
Supplement two states two methods to determine ifthefailnreprobabilityis overly conservative: (1) an)y
increase that is less than an order ofmagnitude; or (2) if the sum of the failureprobabilitiesfrom the
individualpipe sizes is approximatelythe same or higher than thefailureprobabilitybased on the most
limiting SRRA inputs, thefaihlreprobability is considered not to be overly conservative. Which of these
methods is used in the review/screeningprocess describedin Appendix A ?
Response to NRC RAI 5
Only the sumr of the failure probabilities was used in this analysis. The text of the second item under the
first paragraph on page A-2 of Supplement 2 will be revised as shown below:
- If there is an increase in the failure probability that would be used to represent the
multiple pipe size segment, is the new failure probability used to represent tie segment
.that
in fl.e failure probability i: lg
....
not overly conser-ative? Ger-_..l.ly, if th. in:
an order of mnagllitude es If the sumn of the failure probabilities that would be used for the
individual pipe sizes is approxirmately the same as the failure probability for the segment
using the most limiting SRR.A inputs from all of the pipe sizes in the segment, the
failure probability is considered to be not overly conservative.
NRC RAI 6.

On page 2-8 of Stpplement 2, thefollowing scenariois addressed:

1. An HSS multiple pipe size segment is not eliminated by another scenarioand a new failure
probabilityis calculatedusing the most limiting inputsfor all the pipe sizes.
2. The HSS multiple pipe size segment'sfailureprobability calculatedby using the most limiting
SRRA inputsfrom all pipe sizes, results in an increase in thefailureprobabilityof the segment that is
overly conservative. Thus, the segment is split by pipe size.
3. If this segment has multiple postulateddegradation mechanisms, the minimum requirementof one
examination will result in a difference in the nunmber of exams between using each of the methods to
calculate thefailureprobabilityfor a multiple pipe size segment.
The impact ofthis scenarioon the ability of the RP-ISIprogram to provide an ongoing assessment of
piping conditionsby targetinglocations with degradationmechanisms depends on the number of
postulated mechanisms in the RI-ISI program. Appendix A of Supplement 2provides an evaluation offive
-isk-informed1SI programswhich used the first method to calculatethe failureprobabilityof nultiple
pipe size segments. In each of theseprograms,how many segments had only postulateddegradation

mechanisms, only active degradationmechanisms, and both active andpostulated degradation
mechanisnis? If the review/screeningprocess describedin Appendix A identifies the above scenario,does
the process requirethat more exams be added to the RI-1SI program?
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Responses to NLRC RAI 6
6.a In each of these programs,how many segments had only postulateddegradationmechanisms, only
active degradationmechanisms, and both active andpostulated degradationmechanisms?
Response to 6.a:
As stated in the response to RAI 3.e. Units D and E estimated failure probabilities following the second
method described in Section 2.1, except for one segment per unit as described in Appendix A. Therefore,
the information requested is from Units A, B, and C. Table RAI-6 shows the number of HSS segments
for each unit and whether they include active or postulated degradation mechanisms. For these three
units, exuninations are performed for the active mechanisms (Structural Element Selection Matrix
Region 1A) and an additional examination is always performed for a postulated mechanism (Structural
Element Selection Matrix Region TB). For this reason, there are no segments that are considered to have
only an active degradation mechanism. The potential for multiple degradation mechanisms has occurred
in Units A, B, and C.

Table RAI 6 Nmnber of Segments with Active and/or Postulated Degradation Mechanisms
Unit
Number of HSS
Number of Segments with
Numnber of Segments with
Segments
Active and Postulated
Only Postulated
Degradation Mechanisms

Degradation Mechanisms

A
B

45
29

32
2

13
27

C

32

6

26

6.b If the review/screeningprocess described in Appendix A identifies the above scenario, does the
process requirethat more e-xanms be added to the RI-ISIprogram?
Response to 6.b:
Scenario S. described in the response to RAI 1, did not occur for the plants presented in Appendix A.
Supplement 2. Section 2.3, includes a requirement that if more than one degradation mechanism is
postulated on a HSS segment conduct one or more examinations that would address each of the postulated
degradation mechanisms. This requirement may result in an increased number of examinations.
The second to last sentence in the last paragraph of Section 2.3 will be revised to:
If more than one degradation mechanism is postulated on a HSS segment, it is recFemmenddc
that
t
...,.:dn
:ti-n be .ive• t....• idueti"g•. conduct one or more examinations that would address each
of the postulated degradation mechanisms.
The second to last sentence in the last paragraph of Section 2.2.3 will be revised to:
The guidance requires reeenomens-that one or more ... is...ratien be given
.. to nd.ti..ng a
examinations be conducted en the segmen:t that addresscee each postulated degradation
mechanism on the HSS segment.
The last sentence in the fourth bullet on page 2-8 will be revised to:
However, if a HSS segment is modeled with multiple postulated degradation mechanisms, 44
reeeonefiule-t4hat
..
n.... ra.i. n be given
.
te.ndutin. g conduct one or more examinations that
address each postulated degradation mechanism.
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NRC RA1 7. Page 2-13 ofSupplement 2 describes a scenarioto evaluatepotentialdifferences in the
number of exams based on the change-in-riskevaluation. The scenario involhes an HSS multiplepipe
size segment that is divided by'pipe size. Supplement 2 concludes that there is no difference or a
conservative difference in the number of examinations due to splitting an HSS multiple pipe size segment.
However, ifat least one inspection wras petformed in ever), size tnderASME Section M and the HSS
mnultiplepipe size segment is split by pipe size resulting in HSSsegments and LSS segments, only the HSS
segment would be inspected under RI-ISI The LSS segments would no longer be inspected, thus a
possible increasein change-in-riskoccurs. This results in a potentialforadding more exams. Please
justifi, the conclusion that, in this scenario, there is no difference in the number of examinations when a
multiple pipe size HSS segment is split by, size.
Response to NRC RAI 7
This particular scenario could make it less likely to meet the change-in-risk criteria and there is the
potential that additional examinations may be needed to meet the change-in-risk criteria. However, the
potential impact. if any. is expected to be minimal as discussed below.
The text on pages 2-13 and 2-14 of Supplement 2, beeinning with "From a change-in-risk perspective"...
and ending with "Thus, crediting the ASME Section XI examinations for addressing the risk in a segment
results in a conservative evaluation relative to meeting the change-in-risk acceptance criteria." will be
replaced the revised text below. This revised text is based on the additional information provided in the
response to RAI I and this RAI.
There are 11 basic scenarios for the change-in-risk evaluation that can occur if multiple pipe size
segments are split by pipe size. Additional scenarios are possible if a multiple pipe size segment has
more than two pipe sizes; however, these additional scenarios can be broken down into combinations of
these basic 11 scenarios. For each of these scenarios, the ability to meet the change-in-risk criteria is
affected by the failure probabilities used to represent the split segments which is dependent upon wheffier
the split segments would or would not be examined for each respective program. The failure probabilities
with ISI are generally lower than failure probabilities without ISI. Each basic scenario is evaluated in
Table 2.2-4 by comparing the potential difference between the RI-ISI programn and the ASME Section XI
program for the multiple pipe size segment against the combined potential difference between the two
programs for the split segments. Augmented examinations are not addressed in Table 2.2-4 since the
augmented examinations are conducted as part of both the risk-infonred ISI and the ASME Section XI
programs and are treated the same for each program in the change-in-risk calculation.
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Table 2.2-4 Scenarios for Splitting Multiple Pipe Size Segments and Their Effects on the Change-in-Risk Evaluation
Scenario

MMultiple Pipe Size Segment

Ability to Meet
Cbange-in-Risk
CriteriaAlter

Split Segment 2

Split Segment 1

split

Safety
Significance

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

LSS
LSS
LSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS

# ASME
Section XI
E--3ms

2

1
0
2
1
0
2
1
1
0
0

Safety
Sig nficance
LSS
LSS
LSS
RSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
H_
SS
HSS
RSS

,.IExam

N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

ASME
Section m

Safety

RI-ISI

AS?,M
SectionM

ED=

Siznificance

Exam

Exam

Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
N

LSS
LSS
LSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
LSS
LSS
LSS
HSS
LSS

N";
N
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
N

Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
N

Less'
Neutral
Neuu'a1s
Neutral'
GreaterW
Greater'
Less'
Neuta'r

Greater•
Greater'
Neutral"

Notes:
1. The difference in risk between the two programs for the multiple pipe size segment, split segment 1 and -splitsegment 2 would be the same which is
lower risk for the ASME Section XI program. However, the combined difference in risk between the two programs for the split segments would be
greater than the difference in risk between the programs for the multiple pipe size segment. Since the risk for the ASME Section XI program would
be less than that for the risk-informed ISI program for this zcenario, the ability to meet the change-in-risk criteria would be reduced.
2. The difference in risk between the two programs for the multiple pipe size segment and split segment 1 would be the same. There would be no
difference in risk between the programs for split segment 2. The combined difference in risk between the two programp
for the split segments
would be the same as the difference in risk between the programs for the multiple pipe size segment and the ability to meet the change-in-risk
criteria would not be affected.
3. There would be no diffrence in risk between the two program.s for the multiple pipe size segment, split segment I and split segment 2. The ability
to meet the chznze-in-risk criteria would not be affected.
4. There would be no difference in rik between the two programs for the multiple pipe size segment, split segment I and split segment 2. The ability
to meet the change-in-risk criteria would not be affected.
5. There would be no difference in risk between the two programs for the multiple pipe size segment and split segment 1. The difference in risk
between the two programs for split segment 2 would be different. The risk associated with the risk-informed ISI program would be lower. The
combined difference in risk between the two programs for the split segments would be greater than the difference in risk between the programs for
the multiple pipe size segment. Since the risk for the risk-informed ISI program is less than the ASME Section XI program, the ability to meet the
change-in-risk criteria is greater.
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6.

7.

S.
9.

10.

11.

The difference in risk between the two programs for the multiple pipe size segment, split se =ment 1 and split segment 2 would be the same which is
lower risk for the risk-informed ISIprogram. Howerer the combined difference in risk between the two programs for the split se nents would be
greater than the difference in risk between the programs for the multiple pipe size segment Since the risk for the risk-informed ISI program would
be less than that for the AS\M Section XI program for this scenario, the ability to meet the chang.e-in-risk criteria would be greater.
There would be no difference in risk between the two program.s for the multiple pipe size segment and split segment 1. The difference in risk
between the two programs for split sement 2 would be different The risk associated with the ASME Section XI programwouldbe lower. The
combined difference in risk between the two programs for the split segmentb would be greater than the difference in risk between the progmns for
the multiple pipe size -egment. Since the risk for the ASME Section XI program is less than the ri-k-informed ISI proga.m, the ability to meet the
change-in-ri-k criteria is reduced.
There would be no difference in risk between the two prorrams for the multiple pipe size se•ment, split segment 1 and split tegment 2. The ability
to meet the chxnge-in-ri.k criteria would not be affected.
There would be no difference in risk between the two programs for the multiple pipe size segment. The difference in risk between the two programs
for split segment I would be different The risk as,ociated with the risk-informed ISI prog-am would be lower. The difference in risk between the
two prograxs for split segment 2 would be different. The risk associated with the ASMIE Section .'l program would be lower. Split seanent I
would be HSS, and split sement 2 would be LSS. Therefore the effects from split segment 1 would doin,,ate. The combined difference in risk
between the two programs for the split -egments would be •reater than the difference between the two prograxs for the multiple pipe size segment.
Since split segment 1 would dominate the effect and the risk would be lower with the ritk-informed ISI program for split segment 1, the ability to
meet the change-in-risk criteria would be greater.
The difference in risk between the two programs for the multiple pipe size segment, split segrent 1 and split segment 2 would be the same which is
lower risk for the risk-informed ISI progrm. However, the combined difference in risk between the two programs for the split seg-ments would be
greater than the difference in risk between the programs for the multiple pipe size segment Since the risk-for the risk-informed ISIprogram would
be less than that for the ASME Section XI program for this scen3rio, the ability to meet the chang-e-in-risk criteria would be greater.
The difference in risk between the two programs for the multiple pipe size segment and split segment I would be the same. There would be no
difference in ri-k between the program= for split egment 2. The co:--bined difference in risk between the two pogramsn for the split segments
would be the same as the difference in risk between the program-,for the multiple pipe size segment and the ability to meet the change-in-risk
criteria would not be affected.
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The ev'aluations of these basic -cenarics demonstrate that, in all but two cases, :plitting a multiple
pipe size segment will either have a neutral effect on the change-in-risk evaluation or increase thee
ability of the RI-ISI program to meet the ehange-in-ri-k: criteria. For the two cases in which meeting
the chanze-in-ri-s criteria may be more difficult, the potential impact, if any, is expected to be
minimal for the following reasons:
*

Based on the experience to date, multiple pipe size segmenms typically do not contain an
ASIE Section NXa examination on more than one size.

*

Thee multiple pipe size seg-ments are LSS. Segments that are defined as LSS have a lower
piping CDF and LERF and are unlikely to have a significant impact on the change-in-risk
calculations and inmeetine the criteria.
There is inherent conserivatism built into the change-in-ris-z calculation- It is conservatively
assumed that the ASME Section XM examinations address the risk associated with the
segment, although in reality they may not. In a multiple pipe size segment with an ASME
Section XI examination, it is possible that the ASME SectionNXU examination i, not on the
pipe size with the highlest failure probability. Furthermore, it is possible that on a -ingle size
segment, the ASME Section Xl examination may not occur at the element with the
controlling postulated degradation mechanism. In these cases, it is possible that the ASME
Section ,X examination does not address the majority of the risk as:ociated with the segiment.
Thus, crediting the ASME Section XI examinations for addressing the risk in a segment
results in a conservative evaluation relative to meeting the change-in-risk acceptance criteria.

NRC R-AI 8.

The revie/t;".rcr-eningprocess di-cu.sed in Aippendix A trappeam to have nto scenarios
underwhich examinations would be addedto the FJ-ISIprogram. One ofthese xcenaria. ik addressedin
question 6. The other scenario occtr.: when:
An LSS multiplepipe size segmentr contain an ASMIE Section I7exam on more than one zize.
This segment i; -plit basedon size andthe change-in-riskcriteriaiJ.not met, even with conser%'aisms
removed.
Does theprocess recommend an increasednumber of exanibiation.? Zfso. wh-ere in Sutplement2 is this
stated?
Response to N-RC EL-T 8
In Supplement 2, there is no recom-mendation to increase the number of inspections to meet the changein-rLsk criteria, The umits analyzed in Appendix A met the clange-in-risk criteria with no additional
examinations. Units D and E encountered a scenario other than I and 2 above where their expert panel
increased the number of examinations- above what was required by the Perdue Model. This scenario is
addre•ssed in the revised lazt paragraph in Section 23 of Supplement 2 which requires that one or more
examinations be conducted to address each of the postulated de-gradation mechani-.s on a HSS segment
with more than one postulated degradation ne5chanim_ This may result in an incareased number of
examinations.
AppendLrA qfSupplement 2. provide: an evaluation qffn'e risk-informedISTprogramz,which used the
f7rst method to calculatethe failureprobabilio'of multiplepipe size segments. For theseprogram:., how
marry different sizes did the multiplepipe size segment: contain? Wnat were the ranges of these szes?
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Response to INRC RAI 9
As discussed in the response to RAI 3, the requested data is pro-ided for Units A, B, and C in Appendix
A. For Unit A, the segment that had the maximum number of pipe sizes had 6 different sizes whose
nominal pipe diameters ranged firom %" to 6". The Unit A segment that had the maxiinnm range of sizes
included nominal pipe diameters from 3" to 24". For Unit B, the segment that had the ma.imurn number
of pipe sizes had 3 different sizes. whose nominal pipe diameters ranged from 6" to 12". The same Unit B
segment also had the maximum range of sizes. For Unit C, the segment that had the maximum number
of pipe sizes had 4 different sizes whose nominal pipe diameters ranged from 314" to 3". The Unit C
segrment that had the maximum range of sizes included nominal pipe diameters from 8" to 14".
Section 3 of Suppleinenr 2 descYibes The baskirfor i-hich the eyrt pan VeI
can clas" segment thatI ae
been determined.Lj quantitati'emeihodm to be IISS as LSS. Howe•er. the batis does not appearto
include considerationof the time nece:sayfor operatorsto diagnose thefailedfunctions or the
availability qf equtpment neededto renoverfrom or mitigate thefailhne.:. Pleasestate jfSuppleinent 2
states theze consideration:aspartof the bais for the exert panelto reclass-frsegmentsf'om HSS to
LSS.
Response to .NRC R•W 10
The wording in Supplement 2 wnas intended to imply that the time to diagnose the failed function is to be
included in the time considered. The following sentences will be revised to explicitly state this:
In Section 3.2, the last sentence of the second paragraph will be revised to:
The expert panel must •areg4ely- onsider wiiat actions the operator- would take, the indications that
would be a-vailable to alert the operator to tale the appropriate action, and the time available to-the
epefazer-s te tale the actin• : for diagnosis and for the operators to take the actions. The equipment
associated with taking the action must be available.
In Section 3.3, the third bullet of the third paragraph will be revised to:
There is time available for the operator to diagnose and take the action that result- in a success path (i.e.,
isolatng or mftigating the piping failure) prior to the action becoming inefi ctive to mitigate the piping
failure consequences. The equipment associated with taking the action must be available.
Response to Clarification 1
Although not associated with the responze to any RAI, Note 2 of Table 4.1-1 will be revised to:
Includes examination locations and Class 1 weld examination requirement figures that typically
apply to Clas , 2, 3, or Non-Class welds identified in accordance with the risk-informed
selection process described in S-.pplme•t•
o-r-e.WCANP-14.72, Revision 1-NP-A.
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2-1v
2

CALCULATING FAILURE PROBABILITIES FOR MULTIPLE PIPE
SIZE SEGMENTS

2.1

BACKGROUND

Section 3-5 of WCAP-14372 Revision I -NP-A and Supplement I to the WCAP discuss how to estimate
the structural reliability and risk assessment (SRRA) failure probabilities for segments. Bated on the
information presented, there are two methods that can be used for calculating the SRRA failure
probability for a multiple pipe size segment.
The first method is:
A failure probability is calculated for every pipe size in the segment since some of the input
parameters (e.g. uomninal pipe size and thickness-to-ower diarnicr ratio) used by the SRRA code
vary based on the pipe dimensions, in some, but not all cases, other input paranmeers vary for
these "sub-segments" based upon the conditions for that particular sub-segmrntL The highest

failure probability associated with the segment is then used to represent the scgment,
The second method is:
All of the degradation mechanisms in the segment being evalualted are included on a single weld
(i.e., the limiting degradation mechanisms are combined or added and included on the limiting
weld in the segment).
*

S

If the results are not overly conservative the calculated failure probability is used.

If the resultc ae orly onservative, thq avgrrirt j. jpjit prd a failure probaility is ;ecalculated
for emch of these new segments. If the results are no overly conservative, these calculated failure
probabilities are used. If the results are overly conservative, the segment is split until reasonable
results arc obtained.

This Supplement presents generic discussions and plant-specific examples that confirm that both methods
are acceptable by damonstrating that there is essentially no difference in the number of examinations
between the two methods or that any difference in the number of examinations would result in an
insignificant impact. Therefore. the use of the first method as discussed above is acceptable.
Section 2.2 provides additional discussion on the comprison of the methods and a summary of the plantspecific examples, and Section 2.3 provides additional guidance on estimating failure probabilities for
multiple pipe size segments. Details of the plant-specific -examples are presented in Appendix A..

2.2

DISCUSSION
sX,t
D-AA
wthlm

a
Se~A
iosbre-kL

v

4ii~rq~b

the two
This Section demonstrates that there is no et difference in thl•ember of examinations betwe
impact.
To
of
examinations
results
in
an
insignificant
methods or that any difference in the number
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24
Although there Isa potential for a difference in the absolute number orexaminations, any differenees are
cxpected to result in an insignificant impact. There arm several reasons why a multiple pipe sizc segment
would not need to be split or why there vwould be no diffcrnce¢ in the number of examinations. The
folkowing paragraphs explain on a qualitative basis the instances where there would be no difference in
the number of examinations.
The Only Difference in SRRA InputsAre the Nominal PipeSize or Thicbwss-to-Outside DiameterRatio
Per Scction 3.3 of WCAP-14572 Revision I-NP-A. multiple pipe size segments Pre permitted. By
definition, a multiple pipe size segment will have either different nominal pipe sizes or thickness-Uooutside diameter ratios. Since the nominal pipe size and the thickness4o-oatslde diameter ratios arc
inputs to the SRRA code and since multiple pipe size segments are acceptable, it can be concluded that
differences in the nominal pipe size and the thickness4o-ouside diameter ratios are acceptable.
Therefore, if the only differences in the SRRA inputs for a -ISS multiple pipe size sgmetl are the
physical pipe dimensions (i.e.. nominal pipe size and/or the thickness-to-outside diameter ratio) there is
no need to split the segment, and there is no difference in the number of examinations.
Segments Camprised of Socket Welded Piping
If a IISS segment is comprised of socket welded piping and does not have an externally generated
degradation, the entire segment is examined via a VT-2 examination. This applies to both single and
multiple pipe size segments. If a multiple pipe size segment is split based on pipe size, each of the new
seSments would be exarmined via a VT-2 examination. Therefore. forHSS socket welded multiple pipe
size segments where there is no externally generated degradation; there is no difference in the number of
examinations.
Segments Comprisedof Butt and Socket Welded Piping Where the Only D(fterences In SRRA Inputs are
Between the Butt and Socket Welded Portions
it a HSS segment contains both socket welded piping and butt welded piping and there is ro externally
generated degradation mechanism on the socket welded piping, the socket weded piping is examined via
a VT.2 visual examination. The number of examinations on the butt welded piping would be based upon
any active degradation mechanisms and the Pcrdue Model statistical analysis as previously mentioned in
Section 2.2.2. The Perduc Model analysis would be based on the data from the butt welded portion of the
segment. If the only differences In (he SRRA inputs are between the butt welded piping and the socet,
welded piping and the segmnut is split between the socket welded portion and the butt welded portion, the
socket welded segment (or socket welded portion of'the original segment) would be examined visa VT-2.
The number of examinations on the butt welded segment (or butt welded portion of the original segment)
would be based upon any active degradation mechanisms and the Perdue Model analysis, The Perdue
Model analysts for the butt welded segment would be based on data from the butt welded portion of the
piping, resulting in no change in the way the exarminations are determined for the combined segment.
Therefore. for HSS multiple pipe size segments containing butt welded piping and socket welded piping
where ther is no external degradation mechanism on the socket welded piping and the only difference in
the SRRA inputs are between the socket welded and the butt welded portions of the segment, there is no
Met~h'ftl4
tX,
, d
A -I. o •,
difference in the number of examlnations. Th,&s, Vrktrt 8
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"

The potential difference in the number of examinations is associated with sqncnts where there is
no expected degradation mechanist.

*

For those elements where them is no expected degradation mechanism. the number of
exarninations is determined by the Perdue Model analysis. A sufficient number of examinations
must be conducted to have a 95% confidence level that the current target leak rates will not be
exceeded. In accordance with WCAP-14572 Revision I-NP-A page 174. a minimum of one
examination will be conducted even if the Perdue Model analysis shows a 100%confidence level
with no risk-informed ISL This minimum requirement may result in a difference in the number of
examinations; however, it still meets the acceptance criteria in Section 3.7.2 of the WCAP.

"

S.)

In the cases where one pipe size has a more limiting SRRA input than the other sizes, using the
more limiting SRRA input for the other sizes is most likely to result in no difference in the failure
probability used to represent the segment or an increase in the segpment failure probability that is
not overly conservative.

U,

The most likely occurrence for increases in the segment failure probability that ate potentially
overly conservative is associated with situations where different sizes have different more
limiting SRRA inputs or degradation nmechanisrns. As discussed above, If these degradation
mechanisms are active or the segment is modeled as being highly susceptible to an active
degradation mechanism, there is no difference in the number of examinations. However, if a
h.iS segment is modeled with multiple postulated degradation mechanisms, :1 rt•c
-er • "tht:
cosi-e ,•_- i gi•.. o a •.
-ingoneor more examinations that uddress each postulated
h
degradation mechanism.
Although there could be a difference in the absolatc number of required examinations dctcrmined using
the first method versus the second method for calculating the SRRA failure probabilities of multiple pipe

size segents, the number of examintion must rimet the awpepfarke eriteria in Section 3.7.2 of di
WCAP. Thc WCAP-14572 Revision I-NP-A methodology is based on the more global intent and
purpose of a risk-informed ISI program rather than the absolute number of examinations. The purpose of
risk-informed ISI programs is to properly address areas of degradation with moderate to high safety
consequences (areas of degradation with low safety conscqucnce are evaluated as part of the riskinformed ISI progrmn for consideration in a licensee defined program). The first method properly
identifies those piping segments with active degradation and moderate to high safety consequences. The
calculation of failure probabilities for segments with multiple sizes does not impact the areas involving
active degradation mechanisms, but instead Impacts areas where inspection sampling is used to address

unexpected degradation.
This Supplement contains quantitativr evaluations of the potential differences from five risk.informed ISI
programs, For each of the risk-informed ISI programs evaluated, the following promess is used to identify
any potential differences in the number of examinations.

1.

The HSS multiple pipe size segments are identified.

2.

Each HSS multiple pipe sire segment is evaluated against the criteria identified above to
determine if there are any potential differences in the number of examinations.
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Unit D and Uni E Risk-Informed 1S1 Proqramm
The unit D and unit E risk-informed ISI programs am Class I and Class 2 program, Similar to the other
risk-informed ISI programs that are evaluated for any potential difference in the number of cxaminalions.

it Is determined that there am no differences in the number of examinations. However, a unique situation
occurred on one segment at both unit D and unit E that had not occurred at the other units that are
evaluated. This situation is discussed in the following pararaphs.

The press'imzr surge lines at unit D and unit E are multiple pipe size segments consisting of two pipe
sizes. When the limiting SRRA inputs from all pipe sizes arn used to calculate the failure probability, the
controlling failure probabilities for the segments arc approximately the same. Thus. therm is no difference
In the number of examinations.
The pressurizer surge lines are modeled with the potential for two postulated degradation mechanisms
that are not active and the surge lines are not considered highly susceptible to these degradation
mechanisms. Thus, the segments are placed in Region 2 of the structural element selection matrix. The
Perdue Model analysis of the surge line indicated that a minimum of one examination is required to
maintain a 95 percent confidence that the current target leak rates would not be exceeded. The expert
panel elected to assign two examinations to each of these segments to address each of the potential
degradation mechanisms. 1,ad the segment been split by pipe size, it is reasonable to assume that each of
the split segments would have been categorized as HSS, With a minimum oftone examination per IISS

segment, it is reasonable to assume that two examinations would have been conducted on each of the
pressurizer surge lines. Since the SRRA failure probabilities calculated by both methods are
approximately the same, there is no need to split the segments, and there is no difference in the number of
examinations. However, additional guidance has been added to Section 2.3 of this Supplement to WCAP14572 Revision I-NP-A to address this situation where a segment has more than onec postulated
degradation mechanism that is nwither actihe nor modeled as highly susceptible to an active degradation
cxartzna-,i6 oti4M-A
an.J..-,
e
thatt -•'..i..g.
•
mechanism. Yhe gukaanc
"tgvatthat addresse&eact postulated degradation mechanism. In some cases, this may result in doing
more examinations than is requitred by the statistical analysis. INs
2.2.4

•CC . "SS

istv'seA

Evaluating Potential Differences Based on the Change-Ln-lWsk Evaluation

For the change-in.risk evaluation, a comparison of the risk-informed ISI prmgram and the current

American Society of Mechanical Enginecm (ASME) Section X1 ISI program is conducted using the risk
evaluation that is de-eloped as part of the risk-informed I1S program. On a simplified basis. the failure
probabilities without ISI are used to represent segments that have no examination and the failure
probabilities with ISI are used to represent segments that have an examination. As discussed in Secton
4.4.2 of WCAP-14572 Revision I -NP-A. the number of examinations (excluding the combination with
some augrmented examinations) has no impact on the failure probability that is used to represent a
segment for either prugram.
As previously discussed.WCAP-14572 Revision I-NP-A allows the use of multiple pipe size segments.
However, if a multiple pipe size segnic-t is split. thet is a potential effect on meeting the change-in-risk
criteria. The splitting of multiple pipe size scgments is used in some of the previous discussions to
demonstatc that there is no difference in the number of'examinations; therefore, the potential effects of
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splitting a multiple pipe size segment on tie change-in-risk evaluation are evaluated in the following
paragraphs.
in a changc-in.risk perspective, splitting a 1SS multiple pipe sizc segment by pipe size does not resu
in
itional examinations. HSS segments are inspected in the risk-informed ISI program. If all the
vanr
sies in a segment are inspected in accordance with ASME Section XL the same failure
proba ty would be used for both programs for each of the segments split by size. Thus, there
Id be
no effect meeting the change-in-risk criteria. Since most multiple pipe size segments don cotin an
ASME Sect XI examination on more than ame pipe size, the failure probability of the spHIISS
segment repr rning the ASME Section XI program would be without ISI whereas the ure probability
of the split HSS gment rqrsenting the risk-inforned ISI program would be with I . The net effect
increases the abiti to mneet the change-in-risk criteria and possibly reduces then
of additional
examinations requi to mcet the change-n-risk criteria. Thus, there is no diff•ne or a conservative
difference in the mum of examinations due to splitting a HSS multiple pi
ize segment-

If a LSS multiple pipe size
nt is split and none of the pipe sizes
ains an ASME Section X1
examination, there is no effect n meeting the change-in-risk critcri The failure probability without ISI
would be used for all the pipe si s in both the risk-informed ai
ASNE Section XI programs and
there would be no difference in teDF and LERF between
risk-informed and the ASME Section XI
programs for these segments. Simila', if a LSS rnultiple pe size segment is split and only one pipe
size contains anASME Section XI cxiaination, there is effect on meeting the change-in-risk
criteria.
In both casem, before the segm•nt is split

after it

split, the failure probability with LSI is used oonc

for the ASME Section X1 program, while a other lure probabilities are witthout ISL Thus, ther is no
difference in fth number o- examinations due op liting a LSS multiple pipe size segment, where none
of the pipes sizes or only one pipe size cvntali rASME Section XI examination.
If a LSS multiple pipe size segmn-ct is spf y pipe 'an4 amo than one pipc size conlains an ASMAE
Section XI examination. the failure pro
lity with
would be used for the spsk segments to represent
the ASME_ Section XI program. The ilure probability *tbout ISI would be used for the split segmenits
to represent the risk-informed IS[
gram. For the split ,emenits, the difference between the two
programs is increased becaumse
are multiple segments in cadl of one. This situation could make it
less likely to meet the change-i
hsk
critcria and additional c
nations may be needed to mect the
chAnge-in-risk criteria The
ential impac if any, is expected t
minimal for the flowing reasons:
"

Based on the ex

*ncr.
to date, multiple pipe size sezm0nts I

eally do not contain an ASME

Section XI exz *nation on more than one size.
"

The-e inul - It pipe size .%Trncens are LSS. Segments that are defi
as LSS have a lower
pips"Iing
F and LERF and ame unlikely to have a significant impact on
change-in-risk
calcul ions and in nieeting the criteria.

"

T re is inhernt conservatism built into the change-in-risk calculation. It is c

atively
surned that the ASMEE Section XI examninations addrms the risk-associated with
gment.
although in reality they may not. In a smultiple pipe size segment with an ASME Sectia
examination. it is possible that the ASME Section Xl examination is not on the pipe size wi the
highest failarc probability. Furthermome it is possible that on a single size segment, the AS
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There are 11 basic scenarios for ihc change-in-risk eva luation that cun occur if multiple pipe size
segments are split by pipe size. Additional scenarios are possibIc ifa multiple pipe -izc segment has
more than two pipe sires. Ihowever, these additional scenarios can be broken dawn intn combinations of
these hasic I I :enairis. For each of these scenarios. the ability to meet the change-in-risk criteria is
affected by the f6ilure proh:bililie-s used to represent the split segments which is dependent upon whether
the split segments would or would not be examined for each respective program. The failure probabilities
with ISI are generally lower than failure probabilities wituLt ISI. Each basic scenario is evalihaicd in
Table 2.24 by comparing the potenitial difference between the RI-ISI program and the ASME Section XI
program for the multipic pipe sizc segment against thc combined potential difference belween the two
programs far the split segments. Augmcnted examinations are not addressed in T-iblc 2.2.4 since the
atigmented eAuminations are conducted as part of both the risk-infomred ISI and the ASME Section XI
programs and are treated the same for each program in thc change-in-risk calculation.
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Table 2.-4 Sceuarli
Scenario

t.j

for SpUlttln Multiple Pipe SIze.Seguints and Thelr Effects on the Changetn-Rlsk Evaluation

Swgnrictyc
safety
sinificae
L
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

~0
0

10
II

LSS
LSS
U.S
HSS
HSS
HSS
IISS
IISS
IISS
FISS
IISS

ASME
EmSelinI
SMSaFety
E,

Sip~nificsa.ce
_S__

2
I
0
2
I
0
2
I
I
0
0

_

LSS
j

1
i
I
I
1

LSS
LSS
JISS
MSS
HiSS
MISS
IISS
liSS
IUSS
IISS

Criteria
splitA fler

Examn
RI-IS!

ASME
ctionV

Exm

Exani
Ea

N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
N

Y
Y

Ability to MeeI
CianteIn-RIsk

Split Segment 2

SpIlt Segment I
I

Multiple Pipe Size segment

Sisnili;:ance
Sarety

F..x,,m
RI-ISI

L.M5
LSS
LSS
HSS
tISS
HSS
LSS
I.ss
IS.S
[ISS
ISS

N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N

ASMS.
S-cti'n
.SMX Xl
Exam

Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
N

Y
N

I

Less'
Ncmral'
New.:al3
Netrmal'
Gfxester'
Greatert
Less$'
Netrl'
Gre-ter'
Greatcr'•
Neutral"

Notes:
1. The difference in risk between the two programs for tb! multiple pipe size segment, split segment I and split segment 2 would be the same which is
lower risk for the ASME Section Xl program. However, the combined difference in risk between the two programs for the split segments would be

greater than the difference in risk between the programs for the multiple pipe size segmenL Since the risk for the ASME Section XI program would
be less than th1t for the risk-informed ISI program for this scenario, the ability to meet the change-in-risk criteria would be reduced,
The difference in risk between the two programs for the multiple pipe size segment and split segment I would be the same. There would be .no
difference in risk between the programs for split segment 2. The combined difference in risk between the two programs for the split segments
would be the same as the difference in risk between the programs for the multiple pipe size segment and the ability to meet the change-in-risk
criteria would not be affected.
3. There would be no difference in risk between the two programs for the multiple pipe size segment, split segment I and split segment 2. The ability
to meet the change-in-risk criteria would not be affected.
4. There would be no difference in risk between the two programs for thtn
multiple pipe size egmrent, split segment I and split segment 2. The ability
to meet the change-in-risk criteria would not be affected.
2.

5. There would be no difference in risk between the two programs for tbhmultiple pipe size segment and split segment I. The difference inrisk
between the two programs for split egment 2 would be different. The risk associated with te risk-informed 1ST program would be lower. The
combined difference in risk bietween the two programs for the split segments would be greater than the difference in risk between the programs for
the multiple pipe siTe segment. Since the risk for the risk-informed [SI program is less than the ASMI Section XI program, the ability to meet the

chang,'-in-risk criteria is greater.
6. The difference in risk between tlh two programs for tlh multiple pipe size segment, split segment I and split segment 2 would be the. same which is
M

lower risk for the risk-infomed ISI program. Howveer the combined difference in risk between the two programs for the split segments would be
2
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greater than the difference in risk between the programs for the multiple pipe size segment. Since the risk for the risk-informed ISI pognm would
be. less than that for the ASME Section XI program for this scenario, the ability to meet the change-in-risk criteria would be greater.
There would be no difference in risk between the two programs for the multiple pipe size segment and split segment 1. The difference in risk
the two programs for split segmevnt 2 would be dil'terent. The risk associated with the ASME Section Xl program would be lower. The
combined difference in risk between the two programs for the split segments would be greater than the difference in risk between the programs for
the multiple pipe size segment. Since the risk for the ASME Section X[ program is less than the risk-informed IS program, the ability to meet the
change-in-risk criteria is reduced.
There would be no difference in risk between the two programs for the multiple pipe size segment, split segmnent I and split segmncnt 2. The ability
to meet the change-in-risk criteria would no( be af'ecied.
There would be no difference in risk between the two programs for the multiple pipe size segment. The difference in risk between the two progra.m
for split segment I would be different. The risk associated with the risk-informed ISI program would be lower. The difference in risk between the
two programs for split segment 2 would be different. The risk associated with the ASMI3 Section XT program would be lower. Split segment 1
would be iSS. and split segment 2 would be LSS. Thre6ore the effects [rom split segment I would dominate. The combired difference in risk
between the two programs for the split segments would be. greater tian the difference between the two programs for the multiple pipe size segment.
Since split segment I would dominate the effect and the risk would be lower with the risk-inforrnd ISI program for split segment i, the ability to
teet the change-in-risk criteria would be greater.
The difference in risk between the two p"ograins (or the multiple pipe size segment, split segment I and split segment 2 would be the same which is
lower risk for the risk-informed [SI program. Howe_-ver, the combined difference in risk between the two programs for the split segmeints would be
greater than dte difference In risk between the programs for the multiple pipe size segment. Since the risk for the risk-informed ISI program would
he less than that for the ASME Section Xl program for this scenario, the ability to meet the change-in-risk criteria would be greater.
The difference in rsk between the two programs for the multiple pipe size segment and split segment I would be the same- There would be no
difference in risk between the programs for split segment 2. The combined difference in risk betwn the two programs for the split "c•ments
would be the same as the difference in risk between the programns for the multiple pipe size segment and the ability to mreet the change-in-risk
criteria would not be affected.
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The evaluations of thest basic scenarios demonstrate that, in all but two cases, splitting a
multiple pipe size segment will either have a ne~utral effect on the change-in-risk evaluation
or increase the ability oFthe RI.ISI prograrn to mect the chanrg--in-risk critcria. For the tvw

cases in which rxcting the change-in'risk criteria may be more. difficult, the potential impact.
if any, is cxpcted to be minimal for the following reasons:
" 1-ascd on the cxperience to d-tc, multiple pipe size segments typically do not contain
an ASM1E Section X1 examination on morc than one size* These multiple pipe size segments arc LSS. ScgmcnLs that arc defined as LSS have a
lower piping CDF and LERF and arc unlikely to have n significant impact on the

change-in-risk calculations and in neehing the criteria.
" There is inherent conservatism built into the change-in-risk calculation. h is
conservatively assumed that the ASME Section X[ examinations address the risk
associated with the scgmcnt. although in reality they may not. In a multiple pipe size
segnment with in ASME Section XI examination, it is possible that the ASME Section
XT examination is not on (be pipe size Awith the highest failure probability.
Furthcrinorc. it is po•sible that on a single size segment, the ASME Section XT
examination may not occur at the elemient with the controlling postulated degradation
mechanism. In these cases, it is possible that the ASME Siction X1 examination does
not address the majority or the risk associated with the segment-. thus, crediting the
ASME Section Xl cxaminations for addressing the risk in a segment results in a

conservative evaluation relativc to meeting the change-in-risk acceplanne criteria.
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To support the above qualitative l-uments, the change-in-risk is reevaluated for five units. For one unit,
there are no LSS multiple pipe size segments with an ASME Section XI examination on more than one
pipe size. Note that for some of these evaluations, it is conservatively assumed that any LSS multiple
pipe size segment containing an ASME Section XI examination contains an ASME Section Xi
examination on every pipe size in the segment For all five units, the change-in-risk criteria are met
without adding additional inspections when the LSS multiple pipe size segments that contain an ASME
Section X1 examination on mote than one size arm split into separate segments based on pipe size.
2.2.5

Evaluating Potential Difference Based on Defense-In-Depth

As part of the process, the risk-informed ISI program is evaluated to ensure that the defense4n-deptb
philosophy is maintained. Regulatory Guide 1.178 identifies that an important element of defense-indepth for riskinformed 1SI is maintaining the reliability of independent barriers to fission product release.
The consideration of examining a segment for defense-in-depth rcaso is not affected by how the failure
probability for a multiple pipe size segment is estimated. Thus, there is no difference in the number of
examinations based on maintaining dcrcnse-in-depth.
2.2.6

Conclusions

This Supplement presents genetic discussions and plant-specific quantitative examples for estimating a
multiple pipe size segment failure probability. The discussion of plant-specific examples demonstrates
that the two methods for calculating SRRA failure probabilities for multiple pipe size segments result in
either no difference in the number of examinations or an insignificant impact on the number of
exnminations for the following reasos:
Any difference in the number of examinations woukl not impact the areas involving active
degradation mechanisms, but would impact areas where inspection sampling is used to address
potential degradation mechanisms.

*

Although the input parameters for different cases of the samn segment may vary, the parameters
that are chosen for each case are the mos t limiting for that section (or size) of the segment. The
failure probability cstimatcs associated with each pipe size for each segment ar based on the
realistic, limiting inputs associated with that section of piping.

*

The WCAP.14572 Revision I-NP-A methodology uses a relative ranking proce in the risk
evaluation. The use of overly conservative data could result in other segments being
quantitatively LSS. when they could havc bee quantitatively IISS. Generating the failure
probability for each sub-segment ensures that overly conservative SRRA failure probabilities are
not calculated. Choosing the highest sub-segment failure probability for the segment ensures that
the risk associated with any portion or sub-segment within the segment Is reasonable.
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"

If the results ate not overly conservative, the calculated failure probability is used.

"

If the results are overly conservative, either the first method is used to estimate the failure
probability or the segment is split and a failure probability is estimated for each of these new
segments The process of estimating a fabiure probability and evaluating the results is repeated
until reasonable results are obtained.

If a inudipic pipe size segment has two or more degradation mechanisms that occur on different pipe sizes
of the segment, combining the degradation mechanismis into a single fatlure probability can lead to an
unrealistic and overly conservative result. One way to determine this is to conduct sensitivity runs where
only the degradation mechanism(s) (i.e. SRRA Inputs parameten) applicable to a given pipe size arc used
for that pipe size. If the results for the combined degradation mechanisms at one location are more than
an order of magnitude higher that either of the unccmibined results, consideration should be given to
splitting the segment or using the first method to estimate the failure probability.
Note that regardless of which method is used to detemine the failure probablity, ifa multiple pipe size
segment is categorized as 1SS, all locations in the segment identified by the engineering subpanel as
being affected by or highly susceptible to an active degradation mechanism must be examined. Ifa
segment contains two or more active degradationr ,echanisms, the structural elements subjected to any
one of the active degradation mechanisms must be examrined.
//In sorme cases, a segment, including a multiple pipe size segment, may not be analyzed as being highly
susceptible to an active degradation mechanism, but the engineering subpanel may still postulate sori
potential for an active degradation mechanism. Since the segment does not have an active degradation
mechanism. the Perdue Model can be used to dctcrmine the number of examination locations. In this
situation, the examination location or locations should be based on where the postulateton
mechanism might occur. If mone than one degradation mcchanism is postulaled on xttegmci
Hm
4,,.,,,.,4.1 -. ,i- ,•.hm
em,...
1•
be X.--. te conductI.g one or more examinations that would addreh.
each of the postulated degradation mechanisms. Note that in some cases. this may result in noxe
examinations relative to what is required by the Perduc Model statistical analysis.
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3

EXPERT PANEL CATEGORIZATION OF SE GMENTS AS LOW
SAFETY SIGNIFICANT THAT ARE QUANTITATIVELY 11IGH
SAFETY SIGNIFICANT

3.1

BACKGROUND

This section presents an example of when an expert panel may decide to categorie a segment as LSS that
Is determined by quantitative methods to be IISS. This example is used to clarify what is considered to be
sufficientJustification for an expert panel to make such a decision. Both quantitative and deterministic
insights arm used by the expert panel in determIning the safety significance of each segment. In general, if
either the quantitative or deterministic insights merit the segment being categorized as HSS. the expert
panel should categorize the segment as IISS. The risk metrics of RRW for the CDF and LERF without
and with operator action cases am the pimary quantitative measures for identifying HSS segments. The
operator actions in these cases refcr only to those actions to isolate or nitigate piping faihures. A segment
is considered to be quantitatively USS if any of the RRNVs calculated for the foW cases arc greater than
1.005.
Expert panels may calegorize segrents that have been determined by quantitative methods to be IISS as
ISS in accordance with Sectlin 3.6.3 of WCAP-14572. However, fte expert panel should not categorize
segments as low safety significant that have been determined by quantitative methods to be high safety
significant without sufficient justification that is documented as part of the risk-informed LMl program.
This supplement provides additional guidance on what is considered to be sufficient justification and the
documentation for categorization of segments as LSS that are quantitatively 1ISS.

3.2

DISCUSSION

There are ,wenios where sme of the RRW& for a sc-gmunt may be greatcr than 1.005 while the rhcr
RRWs for the segment ar= lower (Le.. less than 1.005 or even less than 1.00 ). In some of these
instances, the expert panel may conclude that RRWs greater than 1.005 are overly conservative or
represent an unrealLstic scenario. Where possible. the conservative modeling should be revised and more
realistic results should be obtained. Due to probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) model limitations, not all
Instances can be recalculated with more ralistic results. Therefnor, with suff icientjustification. the
expert panel can categorize these seguets as LSS. Thejustification amust be adequately documernted in a
manner such that an Independent expert panel would come to the same conclusion.
An example of when the expert panel my consider categorizing a segment as LSS that is quantitatively
4
HSS is associated with the consideration of operator actions. The expert panl may conclude that it Is
unrealistic that the operators would not take some corrective action to isolate or mitigate the piping
failure. For these cases, the expert panel can base the safety significance on the with operator action
results. However, in doing so. the expert panel is assuming that the operators will always take the
appropriate action to isolate or mitigate the piping failure. The expert panel must carefWflrconsider what
actions the operators would take, the indications that would be available to alert the operator to take the
oWN8
.'o;s
- ,4be-aetien.-ýQc,
ep
appropriate action, and the time available t o.h.m
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3.3

ADDITIONAL SPECIFIC GUIDANCE ON EXPERT PANEL
CATEGORIZATION

The expert panel evaluates the risk-informed results and makes a final decision by identifying the safety
signi'icanc• of each piping Segment. As discussed in WCAP-14572 Revision I-NP-A Section 3.6.3.
segments that have been deternined by quantitative methods to be HSS (Le.. segments with any RRW

> 1.005) typically should be categorized as HSS by the expert panel. The primary focus of the expert
panel is to add segnents to the higher classification. As part of the process, the expert panel may
feedback comments to the appropriate engineering personnel which may result in an adjustment of the
numerical results. Adjusted ntmrcal results should be reviewed by the expert panel.
The segments that have been determined by quantitativea
methods to be HSS should no" be classified
lower by the expert panel without sufrfiient justification that is documented as part of the risk-informed
IS1 program. In these instances, thejustification must be docunentcd in a anmner such that an
independent expert panel would come to the same conclusion. An cxanple of when an expert panel may
consider categorizing a segment as LSS that is quantitatively HSS is associated with operator actions
where the expert panel concludes that the without operator action results represent an overly conservative
or unrealistic scenario. In this situation, the CDF and/or LERF RRWs without operator action are greater
than 1.005 while the CDF and LERF RRWs with operator action am less than 1.005 or evet less than
1.001.
By categorizing these segments as LSS, the expert pael is basing the safety significance of the segment
primarily on the with operator action results, which means that the expert panel is assuming that the
operators will always take the appropriate mitigating actions. Indoing so, the expert panel must consider
the following items:
*

Te operataor actions arc prox•duralized.d

*

-tidications arc available to ale" the operators to take the appropriatc action.

*

There is time available for the operator tchtake the action that results in a success path (i.e.,
isolating or mitigating the pipi_

failure) prior to the action becom•ing ineffective to mitigate the

piping failure consequences. I APý"pwt ms5oVcAW

w%JW 'A '

P'Jton

r-uiks 4

To cnsure that the justification would reasonably lead an independent expert panel to the same
conclusions, the key elements of the justification are documented. This key documentation should
include:
*

Identification of the procedure that the operators am using.

*

Identification of the instrumentation that would alert the operators to take the appropriate actions.

"

The estimated time that the operators have to respond to the event

The WOO risk.informed ISI methodology evaluates four cases for quantitative results - CDF without

operator action. CDF with operator action, LERF without operator action and LERF with operator action.
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Table 4.1.1
(cout.)

EamIaadom Category R-A, Rlsk-Informed Piping Examinations

tent and Frequenay
Item
No.

RI-20
0

0

R-.

Parts EInrintied

Element rti Subject to a
d

Entsination
RequlremenLI
Fig, No.
fNote (2)]
MW-.2500"1)

Eaml•datlu
Metbod

lNote (I)1

Volumetric

I'WB-2500-9. 10l

[Notes(). (9)1

Acceptan
Standard

0

0
0

Suiceelve
Intervals

Deter to End
oe ntervai

Element
IWB-3514

(Notes (2 4)1
meas 1t
N
ermissibe
NOTES:
1. The ength of the ex.ra inaon voluime shosi'1 in Foure ItWB-25W084) shall be lancted by enoush &stan*e [lappmoimatly %zr (13rxml to ~nclude eaci sie o(the
be metal thickmess u'msition orcounicrbxre.
2. Includes examination ocations and Class I weld examination requirement figures that typically apply to Class 1,2, 3. or ron-Class welds identified In
accordance with the rhick.infornsed selection process descri-beti
-Fn ,M+,Mt* \-/
147t:3,?ttvmston
A
3. Inclkdes 100% of 1"*examinzaiion locatio•. When the required examinsion volure ot area cannot be examined, due to interference by another
compoient or part geonietry, limited examinations shall be evaluated foaacceptability. Acceptance of limited examinations ca volumes shall not
invalidate the results of the rsk-lnf
evaluation. Areas iith accept6ble limited cxaminations. and thek bases. shall be documented,
4. The examination sblul include any longitudinal welds at the location selected rer e.anrdination in [N7e 21. The longitMdiru weld exminatiosi
requirement strll be met for both trm'm'rrseand parallel flaws whlbin the exmination volume defined in [Note 21 for the intersecting circumferetial
welds.

AP-

U,

1
Interval

[Note (3)]

IIT

5, The examination volume shall include the volume sumrounding the weld. weld HAZ. and base mctal, as applicable, in the crevice region. Ex3mination
should focus on detection of crack ivitiating and propagating from the inner surface.
6. The examination volume shall incl•de base metal, welds, and weld HIAZ in the affected regions of carboi and low alloy sted, and the welds and weld
HAZ of austenitic steel. Examinations shall verify dhe minimum wall thickness requirtd. Acceptance criteria for localized thinning are in course of
preparallon.ýMhe eXIhiftiOn method and examination region shall be suffickient to characterize the extent of the element degradation.
7. In accordance with dte Owter's existing programs such as IGSCC, MIC. or FAC prolians as applicable.
8. Socketi welds of any size and bra-nch pipe connection w'e•ds N'S 2 (DN 50) and smaller, require ooly VTr2 visual examination.
9. VT-2 visual examinations shall be condcted during a system pressure test or a prmutse test specifi to that element or segmnt. in accordance with
IWA.M,000 MWB.500.,
IWC.5000, or IWD.5000, as applicabrl, *nd shall be performed during each refueling outage or at &frequency consistent with
the time (e.g. 18 to 24 months) between refueling ouapE.
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APPENDIX A
PLANT-SPECIFIC EXAMPLES FOR CALCULATION OF FAILURE
PROBABILITIES FOR MULTIPLE PIPE SIZE SEGMENTS
Arpponl

A is rov,4e4 1ý,

vn,.7n

wu,,

Aciot in 4k-,. Opt

A-discuged mnSecatio 2. there is a potential for a diffterruie in the aeoltle um e-r of ex-minations

.,

between the two methods for calculating SRRA failure probabilities for multiple pipe size segments. The
two methods are (1) calculating a failure probability for each pipe size by using the most limiting SRRA
inputs from that pipe size and then using the highest failure probability to represent the multiple pipe size
segment and (2) calculating a failure probability using the most limiting SRRA inputs from all the sizes In
a multiple pipe size segment. To demonstrate that there is no difference in the number of examinalio•s or
that any difference in the number of examinations would be insignificant, scveral risk.informed ISI
programs are evaluated for potential differences. The evaluation of the licensee's risk-informed 1SI
programs focused on the two areas where a potential difference using the two different methods might
occur:
"

If the segment is categorized as HSS. there may be more examinations if the segment is split
since a minimum of one examination is conducted for each HSS scgrncnt.

*

If the segment is categorized as LSS and each pipe size contained an ASME Section XI
examination. the change-in-risk criteria in WCAP-I4572 Revision I-NP-A may not be mct If
this situation occurred, additional change-in-risk examinations may be needed to meet the
change-in-risk criteria.

Below is a summary of the process that is used to evaluate a licensee's risk-informed ISI piograrn to
identify if there would be any potential difference in the number of examinations.
"

All mu]ltiple pipe sizc cgnmnts arc idontified,

"

The categorization as IISS or LSS of each rurltiple pipe size segment is identified.
All the SRRA runs for the HSS multiple pipe sizecegments are reviewed to determine their
applicability. SRRA runs for input to the Perdue Model and use in sensitivity runs arc excluded

from further review, since these SRRA runs intentionally include variations in the SRRA inputs
that have no effect on the categorization of segments as HSS or LSS or any effect on the changein-risk evaluation.
-Eachapplicable SRRA run for a HSS multiple pipe size segment is reviewed and the SRRA
inputs compared to determine what, if any, differences exist.
0

A'"process of elimination" is applied based on the following questions to eliminate a ISS
multiple pipe size segment from further review by identifying a condition for the segm•nt that
would result in no difference in the number of examinations.
-

Are the only differences in tlh SRRA inputs associated with the physical pipe dimcnsiorns

(i.e.. the nominal pipe size and /or the thickness-to-outside diameter ratio)?
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-

Is the segment comprised of only socket welded piping.
Is the segment comprised of butt and socket welded piping, and the only difference in the
SRRA inputs is between the butt and socket welded portions of the multiple pipe size
segment?
If the HSS multiple pipe size segment is split into.multipic segments and tde failure
probabilities from each pipe size are used to represent their respective pipe size segments,
is only one of the segments split by pipe size categorized as HSS?

If the anwcr to any of the above is "yes:" the segment can be eliminated from further consideration. For
each JISS multiple pipe size segment that is not elizninatcd based on the above questions, new SRRA
failure probabilities are calculated using the most limiting SRRA inputs from all of the pipe sizes in the
segment. The process of elimination is then continued based on the following questions.
-

Would the SRRA failure probability used to represent the multiple pipe size segment be the
same when comparing the new SRRA failure probabilities against the original failure
probabilities used to represent the segment7

-

If there is an increase in the failure probability that would bc used to epresent the multiple
pipe size seg• ent. is the new failure probability used to represent the segment not overly
conservative?
....
j
i-Th@
9sL in
ngnktide or'If the sum of the failure probabilities that would be used for the individual
pipe sizes is approximately the same as the failure probability for the segment using the .
most limiting SRRA inputs from all of the pipe sizes in the segment, the failure probability
is considcred to be not overly conservative.

If the answer to either of the above is "yes," the segment can be eliminated from further consideration.
Ifra HSS multiple pipe SiTe segcent is not "eliminated- from further evaluation (i.e-, shown to
have no difference in the number of exrniiatlons) based on the above questions, the segment is
assumed to be split and the number of examinations on the segments split by size is estimated to
identify the potential difference in the number of examinations.
"

All LSS multiple pipe size segments that contain an ASME Section X examination on more than
one pipe size are identified.

"

If none of the LSS multiple pipe size segmrents contain more than one ASME Section XI
examination, then there would be no change to the change-in-risk evaluation. The change-in-risk
criteria would still be met. and there would be no differeace in the number of examinations basmd
on the LSS piping.

"

If more than one siz on a LSS multiple pipe size segment contains an ASME Section XI
examination, the LSS multiple pipe size segment is assumed to be split based on the number of
pipe sizes which contain an ASME Section XI examination. Splitting LSS multiple pipe size
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